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Editorial

This issue of the ICL Systems Journal introduces three new features. Firstly, the format has 
been changed to A4 in line with most other similar journals. This change will provide greater 
flexibility in the layout and make it easier to accommodate detailed colour diagrams and 
photographs.

Secondly, guest editorials have been introduced from leading figures in the computing 
field, not necessarily directly linked to ICL. In view of ICL's partnership with Microsoft, the 
Editor invited Roger Needham, who now leads the Microsoft Laboratory in Cambridge, to 
write the first one. Roger is a busy man these days, dividing his time between being a Pro- 
Vice Chancellor of Cambridge University, running the Microsoft Laboratory and cruising at 
thirty five thousand feet over the Arctic!

Thirdly, future publications of the Journal will be known as the Spring and Autum n issues 
in order to match better ICL activities, such as the Annual Innovation Awards which usually 
lead to papers for the Journal.

Finally, this issue has, as a special topic, ICL's Millennium Programme. There are five 
papers in this issue concerned with various aspects of "Millennium" and more will be published 
in future issues.

V.A.J. Mailer
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Guest Editorial

In Cambridge there has been for a very long time a major centre of computer research, and 
recently Microsoft did as other companies have done before it and set up a research laboratory 
in the city. Why?

Firstly, why does Microsoft do research at all? A short answer is that a small company can 
get its agenda by looking around at the ambient world of its subject but a big company can't— 
it has to stay ahead, following its own agenda. That agenda comes from knowing what can be 
done, and how, before the next guy. The agenda comes from research. Microsoft started 
research at Redmond seven years or so ago and were soon delighted with what they had 
done. Although the research programme was genuinely that, and not a product development 
operation, after six years every major product had been influenced for the good. The response 
was to plan to multiply the research effort by three—which would involve hiring some 300 
people. Not easy, but Microsoft are a tenacious lot!

It did however quickly become apparent that not every good computing researcher wanted 
to move to Redmond, Washington. After some discussion, with which I was naturally not 
involved, they decided to open a Laboratory in Europe—and Cambridge was one of the more 
obvious places to consider, for the same sort of reasons that attracted others. So here we are, 
established in central Cambridge three minutes from the University Department, getting on 
for half the way towards our target of 40 researchers by mid-99. I asked Rick Rashid, Vice- 
President for Research what he wanted us to do; his response was that I presumably knew 
what sort of business Microsoft were in; I should hire the best people there were and have 
them do what they were good at. The Chief Technology Officer, Nathan Myhrvold, was present 
and added that if every project I started succeeded, I had failed. Given that I was old enough 
at 62 that the concept of career risk didn't exist it was an easy decision to accept the proposition. 
So we are looking for the best people to hire, and gently putting together a team.

We currently see our areas of activity as being reasonably diverse. We are active in 
programming language theory—a type of research directed towards improving the process 
of applying computers by making it easier to design and implement large programs. We 
engage in statistical learning theory and pattern recognition—key to such techniques as hand
written input. We would dearly like to solve the problem of making computers pleasant to 
read long documents with. Today you can't write without a computer and you can't read 
with one! We intend to make progress with understanding large networks of computers— 
learning to treat computers as a collective, albeit a somewhat fallible one. We shall tackle with 
energy the management, indexing, and retrieval of all kinds of digital information. But the 
over-riding requirement is excellent people. When they started research at Redmond they 
knew they wanted to do graphics—but didn't start for three years because they couldn't find 
a good enough leader. Now they are world class and unexcelled. We are determined to have 
a first-class outfit and to be a real help to the Company.

Being valuable to the Company is a serious challenge because we are so far way. Partly we 
can tackle it through the help of research colleagues at Redmond, and partly it has to be done 
by personal contact, which, for all the magic of electronic communication, is good for the 
airlines. We are already working with two Redmond groups outside research, which can't be 
bad.

Roger Needham
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An Architecture for Commercial On-line
Internet Services

Nigel Dyer

ICL, Bracknell, UK

Abstract

ICL has entered a three year agreement with the BBC Worldwide (the commercial element of 
the British Broadcasting Corporation) to build the skills, knowledge and experience of providing 
and supporting the technology for on-line media publishing into the consumer Internet market
place.

The partnership is developing a new brand, 'beeb @ the BBC', which exploits the existing BBC 
brand and is focused on delivering against a medium term target for investment return target by 
harnessing the opportunity provided by advertising, subscription and e-commerce revenues for 
on-line content.

Eighteen months into the agreement and twelve months after the initial launch of web content 
and services, this paper outlines the significant technology elements which underpin this com
mercial venture.

1. Introduction
The importance of the Internet as a pub

lishing medium and, in the future, as a plat
form for electronic trading, is widely publi
cized and recognized by organizations from 
large to small.

Both ICL and the BBC are optimistic that 
the Internet market will continue its rapid 
growth—a growth which far outstrips the 
market acceptance of television and radio in 
their early days—and that the medium will 
deliver sustainable revenue streams for ma
jor players.

The revenue streams in the short term will 
accrue from:

• subscriptions to web content (including 
pay-to-play games)

• advertising
• an on-line BBC Shop (offering CDs, videos 

and books).

In the medium to long term, additional 
revenues can be sought through:

• licensing content to third parties
• international distribution, particularly in 

North America
• commerce integrated with content

• premium on-line services.

In addition, the business partnership may 
offer to consumers a branded internet access 
capability which would exploit ICL's exist
ing network infrastructure.

The creation of a successful business in 
this new marketplace is dependent upon 
bringing together the creative talent, brands 
and intellectual property of the BBC with the 
technical expertise, system development and 
integration skills of ICL.

For ICL this project is an opportunity to 
gain commercial and technical experience as 
well as expertise in the fields of engineering, 
marketing and supporting on-line services 
through ICL's network, thus positioning it
self as a provider of services to the media in
dustry. For the BBC it is an opportunity to 
develop new on-line products and services, 
drawing on its consumer magazines, con
sumer publishing businesses and the BBC's 
TV and radio programme archives, as well 
as enabling the editorial staff to expand their 
creative skills in the new medium.

The partnership was agreed in August 
1996, to run until the end of 1999. The first 
six months of the project saw the develop
ment of the major elements of the infrastruc-
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ture to support the production and delivery 
of multimedia content. The first product 
launches, a lim ited  tria l BBC Shop 
(www.bbcshop.com) and an on-line Fantasy 
Formula One subscription game (www.ffl. 
beeb.com), were launched in December 1996 
and February 1997 respectively, followed by 
a limited service launch in June 1997 which 
included Sport (www.sport.beeb.com) and 
the Radio Times (www.rtguide.beeb.com). 
Since then, new and enhanced products have 
been launched every month at www.beeb. 
com.

Audited in March 1998 for its traffic fig
ures by ABC (the Audit Bureau of Circula
tions, www.abc.org.uk), the BBC as a whole 
recorded 66.7 million page deliveries with 
beeb @ the BBC delivering 12.2 million. This 
places beeb @ the BBC as one of the top five 
leading entertainment web sites in the UK.

Figure 1: Top Level Architecture

2. Objectives
From its concept, beeb @ the BBC (here

inafter referred to as beeb) has set out to be 
entertaining, fun and engaging with its au
dience. The uniqueness and depth of poten
tial BBC material for a commercial on-line 
service is second to none. Its access to per
sonalities and brands from both TV and Ra
dio programmes as well as its highly success

ful magazine publishing business is unpar
alleled.

The design impact and immediacy of ma
terial is critical in gaining audience loyalty. 
Production teams must be able to edit a story 
or feature rapidly and publish it on the web 
without the knowledge of HTML and under
lying IT systems.

To support the goals of the business, we 
have established the technology platform 
under a 'best of breed' principle. That is, we 
have identified and procured the best and 
most appropriate technology which could be 
identified to meet our specific requirements. 
Obviously, in some areas we have built the 
software needed since no off-the-shelf com
ponents exist.

We have designed the infrastructure to 
support thousands of concurrent end-users, 
with the ability to scale the services to meet

the demands of even more, whilst ensuring 
that we are able to deliver good performance 
and high availability.

3. Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the top-level structure 

of beeb with the key dataflows.
The Production Centre has been built on a 

BBC site (the Television Centre in London) 
where a total business operation exists within
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the facilities provided. Overall business man
agement functions determine the priorities 
of the investm ent, including m arketing 
spend, and the operation includes commer
cial and legal affairs and advertising sales. 
Production and development staff create and 
maintain content and applications which are 
loaded on to the Hosting Service for access by 
Users.

Data Feeds is the collection, conversion and 
storage of text, stills, video and audio mate
rial which may be used by production staff 
within the content services. The Data Feeds 
may come from within the BBC, e.g. Ceefax, 
and the BBC digital media archive, or from a 
third-party, e.g. Broadcast Data Services, who 
supply all television and radio programme 
listings data. Feeds may be automatic or on- 
demand.

The Hosting Service consists of two server 
farms on which reside a number of IT sys
tems. Two server farms were chosen to en
sure high availability of services and to pro
vide for disaster recovery. The systems on 
each server farm are used for final integra
tion and performance testing as well as serv
ing requests from Users.

Users encompass anyone with Internet ac
cess. A user may be a subscriber to a service 
who is known, authenticated and verified by 
a credit card debit and who may access a serv
ice by username and password, e.g. beeb runs 
a F antasy  Form ula  One pay-gam e at 
www.ffl.beeb.com. A user maybe registered 
in that he or she has provided a basic level of 
non-verified information about themselves in 
order to be presented with personalized in
formation, e.g. a postcode is required before 
regional television and radio listings can be 
m ade availab le  in custom ized  conten t 
(www.rtguide.beeb.com). Alternatively, a 
user may be anonymous and may only ac
cess a restricted set of content which cannot 
be personalized by geography or individual 
preference. Users access the internet through 
their Internet Service Provider, primarily 
w ith Netscape Navigator (2 or above) or 
Internet Explorer (3 or above) worldwide 
web browsers, or derivatives thereof. No as

sumptions are made with respect to availabil
ity of particular browser plug-ins nor a Java 
Virtual Machine (JVM) although the gradual 
trend is for users to have such capabilities 
which enables beeb to exploit the features and 
facilities within the offered services.

4. Production Centre
The Production Centre is at the very heart 

of the beeb operation. The key functions and 
business processes are executed here.

The strategic vision is guided by the Crea
tive Director, Marketing, Advertising, Com
mercial Affairs, Production and Technology.

Content for individual areas of the web 
site (known as webzines—magazines for the 
WWW), application services and associated 
content related activities are taken from con
cept to reality by producers. Researchers, edi
tors, journalists and design staff create the 
actual web page components and finished 
products.

An applications development team pro
vides the key applications and the technical 
integration of them with the content. A tech
nical support team develops and maintains 
the Production Centre IT infrastructure, pro
vides essential services to support business 
functions, maintains deployed systems and 
applications and provides problem  and 
change management services.

The Content Production System provides 
a collaborative environment where produc
tion staff can easily create, share, store, pre
view and release content to the Hosting Serv
ice in a controlled way.

A Multimedia Studio provides high-end 
systems with specialized facilities to enable 
production staff to capture, convert, edit and 
store multimedia data for use within the web 
site.

A desktop platform includes both Macin
tosh and W indows PC workstations with 
standard  office softw are including  web 
browsing, electronic mail, as well as meeting 
and resource scheduling. In most cases, soft
ware must be cross-platform. Specialized 
tools are provided for the appropriate roles:
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D esigners: graphics, tem plates, web 
page /HTML, animation, format conversion 
editors

Developers: code development, compil
ers, debuggers, configuration management, 
test

Advertising Sales and Marketing: contact 
management, finance.

4.1.1 Network
The BBC control the network up to and 

including the firewalls and ensure that sys
tems are maintained in accordance with the 
BBC Information Security Policy. Dial-up 
access is provided for home and off-site us
ers via the Remote Access Server (Shiva 
LanRover) which is configured to provide

Figure 2: Production Centre Technical Architecture

4.1 Technical Architecture
The Production Centre Technical Archi

tecture, shown in Figure 2, provides the IT 
infrastructure to enable:

• data feeds
• production of content
• deployment of content from the produc

tion centre to the hosting service
• e-mail and remote access services for beeb 

personnel
• Internet and BBC intranet access
• protection of systems from attack.

static dial-back after user authentication. This 
satisfies the BBC's policy for dial-up access 
since the system calls out on a different line. 

Email services are provided:

1. using the BBC compatible Microsoft Mail 
post office which connects into the BBC 
mail services (firstname.lastname@bbc.co. 
uk) and routes out to the Internet through 
the BBC's gateway

2. using the Netscape Mail Server hosted at 
Kidsgrove running a POP3 (Post Office 
Protocol) server and accessed by any 
POP3 com plian t c lien t (firstnam e. 
lastname@beeb .com).

4 ICL Systems Journal Autumn 1998
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Class C IP addresses allocated by the BBC 
are used by all systems. However, all serv
ers (except for Feeds) use a specific range 
within the subnet and are filtered by the 
router between beeb and the rest of the BBC.

Protection for both the BBC and beeb from 
the In ternet is prov ided  by the dualled 
firewalls D & E. These firewalls have one beeb 
address and one ICLnetl address.

Independence between the BBC and beeb 
parts of the network is achieved by placing 
filters in router A to allow only the PC and 
Macintosh systems within beeb to get across 
the router and access the BBC network—beeb 
servers are blocked (except for the Feed 
Server).

The dualled routers B and C have ICLnetl 
addresses.

4.1.2 Data Feeds
Data Feeds enter the Production Centre 

either from other parts of the BBC (e.g. Ceefax 
or Radio 5 Live) or from a third-party (e.g. 
the Press Association). The data has multi
ple input formats and is of multiple data 
types (text, picture, audio, video). A Multi- 
media Design Studio contains the systems 
and tools to capture, convert, edit and store 
the data in a format usable by beeb.

Some data requires checking and manu
ally integrating with editorial input to pro
vide, for example, a picture with a story for 
the Top G ear (w w w .topgear.beeb .com ) 
webzine. Other data may be automatically 
identified, parsed and deployed to the host
ing service with minimal or no human inter
ven tion , e.g. the la test cricket score 
(www.scorewatch.beeb.com). Data feeds will 
typically be either merged with a predefined 
template to produce a page of static HTML, 
or loaded into a database for attention by an 
editor or journalist.

The Feed Server is allocated an IP address 
to enable file transfers via FTP from the BBC.

4.1.3 Systems
The clients systems are a mix of Apple 

Macintosh and Intel (Windows 95 and Win
dows NT Workstation 4.0) Personal Comput
ers. Low-end client systems are configured

to enable testing the site against other con
figu ra tions (such as W indow s For 
Workgroups on a 486 processor). Compara
tive testing is also undertaken by using dial
up access to common UK Internet Service 
Providers to access beeb.

The servers are mainly Intel systems run
ning Windows NT 4.0, while SUN SPARC 
systems are used for code development, test
ing and production. A Primary Domain Con
troller manages secure access to the Produc
tion Centre network and resources. Periph
erals for printing and scanning are configured 
as shared resources attached to Windows NT 
servers.

Server storage is allocated to Production 
Teams and managed by Quota Manager.

Shared applications are loaded from an 
office Applications Server. An Intranet is 
maintained to share information and provide 
access to a document library.

A Digital Studio provides tools to enable 
the capture, conversion and storage of mul
timedia data from the RF ring main, e.g. 
frame capture, for use by production teams 
into the web content. It includes Digital Au
dio Tape (DAT) and mini disc players, Hi-8 
recorders, FM tuners, television systems, 
equipment for transferring between multiple 
tape formats and tools for creating Quicktime 
movies and RealAudio /RealVideo files.

4.2 Production Process
The production process begins w ith a 

brief which scopes the idea and opportunity 
or need for the service or facility. The brief 
can be content-focused or technology-fo
cused. A response to the brief which outlines 
the options and costed proposal is reviewed 
and allocated resources on business approval. 
The virtual project team—a mixture of tech
nology and media personnel—is thereafter 
em pow ered to m anage its deliverab les 
against the plan.

Rapid prototyping methods and tools are 
used for content-related application develop
ment while traditional software engineering 
methodologies are employed where infra
structure and enabling facilities are required. 
Designers, researchers and editors incremen
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tally build the system on the Test server, in
tegrating with applications built and tested 
on the Development server by the applica
tions team. These servers mirror as closely 
as possible the delivery systems on the Host
ing Service. The Development server will 
also include some development facilities such 
as program development, compilers and de
bugging tools.

The project team completes the integra
tion, testing and revision cycle and then mir
rors the applications and content on to the 
Hosting Service. The new content is made 
accessible to users by i) incorporating a new 
URL into the service by updating the Primary 
Domain Name Server and ii) updating the 
overall beeb navigation scheme, i.e. adding a 
new  w ebzine to a site-w ide navigation 
toolbar.

4.2.1 Production Tools
There are mainly four types of user within 

the Production Centre who use a mixture of 
common and bespoke tools to produce con
tent:

• Designers who produce HTML templates, 
graphics and animations (such as Flash or 
Shockwave) will use tools such as those 
provided by Adobe and Macromedia.

• Editors and journalists who use word 
processing facilities and bespoke tools to 
reference, for example, related articles. 
Such tools norm ally integrate w ith a 
database environment and only expose 
HTML tags which are relevant to the 
journalist, e.g. <b> and <p> for bold and 
paragraph.

• Multimedia researchers who will capture, 
edit and transform audio and video from 
BBC archived m aterial. This can be 
commissioned externally and forms the 
basis of a multimedia content store.

• Application programmers who will use 
professional programming environments 
to provide Java applets, Javascript and 
CGI p rog ram s to in teg ra te  in to  the 
finished HTML.

Producers and Production A ssistants 
make use of standard (Microsoft) office tools 
including email facilities, fax, scanners and 
printers.

4.3 Business Services
4.3.1 Rights and Media Management

Rights Management is provided within a 
media management system—a digital asset 
library which provides the metadata for re
cording copyright, licence, usage, termina
tion and royalty payment obligation informa
tion for individual objects.

4.3.2 Traffic Measurement
A Critical Success Factor for a commercial 
venture such as beeb is understanding the 
different aspects of the web visitor's experi
ence and the relative popularity of various 
parts of the site to:

• enhance content and navigation in order 
to maximize a user's interest and length 
of stay

• present audited traffic figures to potential 
advertisers

• use as a basis for investment decisions.

Critical information to assess the effective
ness of the site includes:

• num ber of v iew s p e r page (page 
impressions)

• number of unique visits/visitors
• average time spent per page
• number of pages viewed per visit
• paths which visitors take through the site
• any error pages which are served by the 

web server
• effectiveness of advertising (measured by 

"click-throughs" from the advertisement).

The requests for pages are written to web 
server logs which are segmented on a daily 
basis. Overnight scheduled batch jobs rotate 
the logs on each web server within the Host
ing Service and compress them. They are 
then transferred into the Production Centre, 
decompressed, and loaded into a database on 
a business server. Applying filters ensures
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This enables:that beeb's own surfing and search engine 
software robots do not count towards daily 
traffic (the exclusion list is defined by ABC, 
www.abc.org.uk). The compressed logs con
stitute many hundreds of megabytes of files.

A reporting package—Microsoft Usage 
Analyst (a component of Site Server)—is used 
to generate the reports of usage by individual 
website.

4.3.3 Advertising Management
An advertising management system al

lows advertising campaigns to be established 
for various areas of the content. The deliv
ery system enables advertisements to be ro
tated and spread across a date range, with 
daily reporting on the number served and the 
quantity of "click-throughs"—the number of 
times an end-user has clicked on the adver
tisement to be taken to the advertiser's site. 
In the future, advertisements may be targeted 
according to the usage profile of the user. 
This profile can be built up either by careful 
analysis of the web server logs, which shows 
the trail each user has taken through the site, 
or via some form of explicit registration.

4.3.4 Marketing
In addition to using output from the traf

fic measurement system, Marketing are re
sponsible for advertising new content sites 
and services. Use of electronic mailshots to 
support specific sales or awareness cam
paigns to users, who have provided personal 
details within the site, are also offered, as well 
as Audience research and on-line feedback.

4.4 Deployment To Live Servers
The deployment process between the Pro

duction Centre and live services is a two- 
stage activity:

1. Deployment through the BBC firewalls to 
a Staging Server w ithin  the Hosting 
Service

2. Checks, archive and deployment of the 
appropriate content from the Staging 
Server to one or more physical servers 
within the Hosting Service.

• the Production Centre systems and per
sonnel from needing to know where par
ticular services are hosted

• services to be migrated between different 
physical servers for effective load sharing 
w ithout the need to change system s 
within the Production Centre

• services to be hosted from more than one 
physical server

• a secure record of the deployed content 
to be made and archived within the Host
ing Service (a legal and contractual re
quirement).

5. Hosting Service
The beeb Hosting Service consists of three 

elements:

• Server farms
• Interconnection network
• Internet connections.

5.1 Architecture
Figure 3 (over the page) shows the net

work and server architecture for beeb's Host
ing Service.

The network consists of three major ele
ments: the ICLnetl backbone provided by BT 
as p a rt of their SMDS (Sw itched 
Multimegabit Data Service) infrastructure 
(this network connects Bracknell, Kidsgrove 
and the BBC Television Centre), the intercon
nection to the Internet via the LINX exchange 
(London INternet eXchange at Docklands 
Telehouse) and the physical web server 
farms.

The architecture of the infrastructure has 
been designed to provide a high speed and 
highly available communications network. 
Dual lines have been installed between each 
location, with each line entering via an inde
pendent routing system, so that if a line fails 
a backup is always available to carry the traf
fic.

The physical server farms each contain 
multiple servers and use router technology 
to connect them via a point-to-point link with
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Figure 3: Hosting Service Architecture

the BT SMDS network. The Local Area Net
work at each web server farm provides FDDI 
lOOMb/sec. performance.

Redundant network links, terminal serv
ers and routers are provided to enable resil
ience for high availability and load balanc
ing.

ICL is now a Tier 1' Internet Service Pro
vider and is able to place capacity directly 
into LINX via SMDS. This gives ICL greater 
control of the network and the flexibility to 
upgrade its capacity quickly. ICL can also 
remove its dependency on BTnet and Sprint.

The servers are a mixture of SUN Sparc/ 
Solaris systems and Fujitsu Intel/Windows 
NT systems. This dual architecture strategy 
enables beeb to select, deploy and maintain 
any application on the preferred system, 
without encountering any delays imposed by 
any third party who may need to undertake 
platform ports. Such a delay could have an 
impact on beeb's advantage for rapid exploi
tation for which there is typically a very small 
window. Furthermore, it enables ICL to 
maintain and grow its skills in both platforms 
and assess the appropriate serving environ

ment for each set of specific application re
quirements.

5.2 Staging Server
The Staging Server is located within the 

Hosting Service and is the only interface from 
systems w ithin the Production Centre— 
essentially  it is the only exit po in t for 
Producers to populate elements of the web 
site.

When content has been produced, tested 
and approved, the content elements are as
sembled, translated (where required, for ex
ample, to provide unique filenames) and de
livered to the staging server. The content is 
then sent automatically (either immediately 
or deferred) to the appropriate Hosting Serv
ice server(s). Normally a final test will be 
undertaken before a directive is issued to 
make the content live (again, via the Staging 
Server).

The deployment mechanism between the 
Staging Server and the Hosting Service serv
ers consists of bespoke systems integrated by 
ICL to automate fully the process of extract
ing new content from the staging server and
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deploying it to the appropriate servers for de
livery to users. This bespoke development 
was necessary as there were no known prod
ucts in the marketplace to meet beeb's require
ments.

5.3 Content and Application Server
SUN SPARC systems contain the web con

tent—all HTML, GIFs, CGI programs, Java, 
and Shockwave etc.. Programs and code 
which require data from a database make a 
call to one of the database servers. This ar
chitecture enables Content and Database 
servers to be managed and scaled independ
ently of each other.

5.4 Database Server
Dual-processor SPARC systems host a 

replicated Oracle database for scalability and 
load balancing. The database contains con
tent for the webzines, e.g. new and used car 
prices (www.topgear.beeb.com), as well as 
user registration data. Other information 
includes the data posted by users within 
beeb's forum  p ro d u c t (beebForum  -  
www.forums.beeb.com) and the backend ad
vertising management system.

5.5 Audio/Video Server
A single processor INTEL system hosts a 

RealServer server for aud io  and video 
streaming. Due to network limitations and 
quality of service for the end-user, beeb is cur
rently employing video streaming content 
very sparingly.

5.6 Forum and Chat Servers
Single processor INTEL systems host the 

Forum and Chat services (see section 6.5).

5.7 BBC Shop
A BBC Shop (www.bbcshop.com), where 

end-users can browse and purchase BBC 
branded goods is provided within the Host
ing Service. The shop is integrated with the 
content services, e.g. at Comedy Zone a user 
can navigate to related comedy videos in the 
shop (www.comedyzone.beeb.com).

Products can be bought securely on-line 
(via SSL) by credit card from a catalogue. The

system processes orders and payments and 
integrates with a third-party fulfilment agent, 
who arranges delivery of the products from 
stock ordered and warehoused from BBC 
Worldwide. A telephone help and customer 
care service is provided to handle all user 
queries arising from the shopping service.

The BBC Shop is a bespoke development 
at present but it is likely that it will move to a 
standard  e-commerce platform , such as 
Microsoft Site Server, in due course.

6. Application Architectures
Early web HTML content was served 

from simple flat files—text, pictures and other 
multimedia elements. All but the largest and 
most complex sites still predominantly use 
this style today. The introduction of the CGI 
standard (Common Gateway Interface) ena
bled some interaction with the end-users by 
allowing them to submit data within forms. 
This facilitated the delivery of content accord
ing to a user's supplied preferences.

Additional programming logic at the cli
ent browser has further enabled a high de
gree of interactivity and graphical animation 
tools, and proprietary  plug-ins, such as 
Macromedia Shockwave, have started to 
bring the web to life. Intelligent web pages 
with embedded applets are beginning to in
teract with both the user and remote serv
ices to deliver a highly tailored experience.

beeb has developed  and de livered  
webzines which cover the spectrum of ap
plication architectures: sim ple flat sites 
through relational database driven content 
sites to an object-oriented approach with ICL 
COMMANDS.

6.1 Static and Dynamic Content
The World Wide Web is primarily con

cerned with publishing information in a com
mon format (HTML) which can be accessed 
via common protocols (HTTP) by client de
vices driven by users, irrespective of the data 
location.

Traditional web sites consist of published 
information which is formatted into pages 
and stored separately as HTML files. When
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ever a page changes, all other pages, which 
refer to it or its content, also need to be 
changed. This is acceptable for small sites 
(less than 100 pages) which do not change 
frequently, e.g. 10 pages changed once per 
day. However, any form of personalization 
becomes difficult. In particular, if sophisti
cated scripting is used to provide the user 
with a high-end experience, which is possi
ble with the most recent browsers, (flavours 
of dynamic HTML are supported in Netscape 
Navigator 4 and Internet Explorer 4) then the 
browser type and level must be 'sniffed' from 
data contained w ithin the HTTP request 
header and the server must determine which 
file to return to the client (this can be seen on 
the homepage at www.beeb.com). Neverthe
less, static publishing should always be used 
wherever feasible since it offers the highest 
potential for scalability and maximum per
formance as pages will be cached by proxy 
servers. The information can also be mirrored 
and dual-hosted for resilience at an afford
able cost.

process extracts the relevant data from a da
tabase and present it back to the browser.

6.2 Database Integration
Extensions to a scripting language like 

PERL, which is used to develop CGI pro
gram s, enable CGIs to in teg ra te  w ith  
databases in a portable and non-proprietary 
way. Figure 4 shows the architecture.

The DBI (DataBase Interface) provides an 
abstraction layer which can be used to im
plement a Database Driver (DBD) for a spe
cific data store, similar to ODBC. The DBD 
layer translates DBI calls into a form that can 
be understood by a database. This approach 
has the benefits of openness—CGI is an in
dustry standard, which is portable, widely 
available and implemented in web servers— 
Perl and the DBD/DBI database abstraction 
libraries are also widely available across mul
tiple platforms with drivers for all the lead
ing database systems. However, the ap
proach also has a penalty—scalability.

Figure 4: Perl CGI with DBD/DBI Extensions

Dynamic web sites such as RT Guide 
(www.rtguide.beeb.com ) are designed to 
work with rapidly changing information and 
to enable information to be viewed differ
ently by each user based on the user's pro
file. Typically a CGI program acts as the tem
plate. Instead of requesting a file of HTML, 
the hyperlink on the web page causes the web 
server to run the CGI program. The spawned

6.3 Application Scalability
Although the CGI is an open and widely 

implemented standard it has a num ber of 
drawbacks:

• A separate new CGI process is spawned 
for every request, creating overheads from 
the operating system. Starting a new 
process for each request eliminates any 
potential efficiencies of persistent data
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• A rapid CGI development language, such 
as Perl, incurs a high overhead since it 
runs as in te rp re ted  code (although  
compilers do exist). This incurs a large 
memory overhead

• If the CGI m akes a connection to a 
database then the connection is lost when 
the CGI program exits and the next time 
the same process is invoked it m ust 
establish  connection to the database 
again—typically a very high overhead for 
most database management systems.

At peak times of the day when most traf
fic comes to a web site it is possible to run 
out of system resources due to the inherent 
inability to scale the CGI.

Web server vendors have developed 
APIs—NSAPI from Netscape and ISAPI from 
Microsoft. Applications linked into the server 
API are likely to be much faster than CGI 
equivalents. The CGI startup and initializa
tion overhead is removed and the applica
tion is persistent across requests. However:

• the web server APIs are proprietary to 
each vendor and they are difficult to write 
and maintain

• applications must be written in a language 
supported by the vendor (typically C or
C++)

• there is no process iso la tion—the 
application runs in the same address 
space as the web server, so it can crash or 
impact both other applications and the 
web server itself.

There are a number of approaches to deal
ing with the issue of application scalability, 
some of which can be used in combination 
to provide the appropriate solution for a spe
cific requirement.

6.3.1 Web Server Application 
Programming Interfaces

In response to the performance problems 
for CGI, major vendors have developed APIs 
for their servers—NSAPI from Netscape and 
ISAPI from Microsoft.

Applications linked into the server API 
are likely to be much faster than CGI pro
grams. The CGI startup/initialization prob
lem is improved, because the application runs 
in the server process and is persistent across 
requests. Web server APIs also offer more 
functionality than CGI.

However, web server APIs sacrifice all of 
CGI's benefits. Vendor APIs have the follow
ing problems:

• web server APIs in troduce  a steep  
learning curve, with high implementation 
and maintenance costs

• applications have to be w ritten  in a 
language supported by the vendor API 
(usually C /C ++). Perl, the most popular 
language for CGI programs, cannot be 
used with any existing vendor API

• no process iso la tio n —since the 
applications run in the server's address 
space, a bug in an application can corrupt 
the core server (or another application's 
data)

• proprietary—coding an application to a 
particular API locks the program into a 
particular vendor's server. Moving to a 
different server requires re-implementing 
the application

• tie-in  to server a rch itec tu re—API 
applications have to share the same 
architecture as the server. If the web 
server is multi-threaded, the application 
has to be thread-safe. If the web server 
has single-threaded processes, m ulti
threaded applications do not gain any 
performance advantage. Also, when the 
vendor changes the server's architecture, 
the API will usually have to change and 
applications will have to be adapted or 
rewritten.

6.3.2 FastCGI
FastCGI is an extension of CGI which 

eliminates CGI drawbacks and provides the 
high performance of web server APIs, while 
remaining highly compatible with the exist
ing CGI applications.

FastCGI is conceptually very similar to 
CGI but with two major differences:
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1. FastCGI processes are persistent—after 
finishing a request, they wait for a new 
request instead of closing and releasing 
system resources

2. In stead  of using  o p era tin g  system  
environm ent variables and pipes, the 
FastCGI pro toco l m ultip lexes the 
environment information, standard input, 
output and error over a single full-duplex 
connection . This allow s FastCGI 
program s to run on remote machines, 
using TCP connections between the web 
server and the FastCGI application.

The advantages include:

• Perform ance—FastCGI processes are 
persistent—they are reused to handle 
multiple requests

• Easy migration from CGI (see below). The 
FastCGI application library simplifies the 
migration of existing CGI applications. 
Applications built with the application 
library can also run as CGI programs for 
backward compatibility with old web 
servers

• Language independence—Like CGI, 
LastCGI applications can be written in any 
language, not just languages supported 
by the vendor API

• Process isolation—PastCGI applications 
run in separate, isolated processes. A 
buggy LastCGI application cannot crash 
or co rru p t the core server or o ther 
applications, nor can a malicious LastCGI 
application steal any secrets (such as 
session keys for encryption) from the web 
server

• It is non-proprietary—LastCGI is avail
able for Apache and NCSA servers, as well 
as for commercial servers from Microsoft 
and Netscape.

• Support for d istributed  com puting— 
FastCGI provides the ability to run appli
cations remotely, which is useful for dis
tributing the load across multiple systems.

FastCGI applications must do their own
housekeeping to maintain a clean environ
ment because they stay active. They must

also make sure that they carefully manage 
persistent information.

Benchmarks have shown that FastCGI 
performance is comparable to serving static 
files, and significantly  better than  CGI 
(clearly showing the high overhead arising 
from process creation) with up to a five-fold 
perform ance advan tage  over CGI, due 
mostly to savings from not having to create 
and initialize new processes for each request.

The FastCGI solution selected for beeb is 
Fast.Serv from North American Media En- 
gines/Fast Engines.

6.3.3 Application Servers
Proprietary application serving environ

ments are beginning to emerge to address the 
issues surrounding the developm ent and 
runtime aspects of distributed applications 
on the internet. Examples are:

• Netscape Application Server (formerly
Kiva from Kivasoft)

• NetDynamics (recently acquired by SUN
Microsystems)

• Oracle Application Server
• SilverStream.

These typically offer an integrated devel
opment environment and application serv
ing system for application logic written in 
Java or C /C ++. They can manage high vol
umes of transactions with many different 
backend databases by maintaining a pool of 
database connections. Most will work with 
multiple platform s and web servers and 
promise a high performance by full load bal
ancing or application partitioning and state 
persistence within user sessions—something 
which is difficult to achieve with CGI due to 
its temporary existence. Tools to deploy the 
applications and manage the operational en
vironment are normally provided.

6.3.4 Load Balancing
A final method for providing application 

scalability is load balancing. The challenge 
is how to ensure the technology can load- 
balance requests across two or more servers, 
while avoiding any servers which are una
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vailable, so that server systems can support 
peaks and high growth in traffic.

Basic methods can be employed by using 
the round-robin Domain Naming System 
(DNS) m echanism  whereby requests are 
routed to the different physical servers in a 
cyclic manner. Each request simply goes to 
the next server as defined statically in the 
DNS, regardless of status. Each system is a 
mirror with respect to web content (HTML 
files, graphics etc.)

This technique is simple, but it ignores the 
differences in requests. The load-balancing 
DNS attempts to handle these differences, but 
it can be fooled by a server that is idle for the 
wrong reasons. If a web server's application 
or hardware subsystem fails, the load-balanc
ing DNS keeps sending it requests.

Dynamic load balancing must take ac
count of the current load on any system. A 
dynamic web load balancer performs peri
odic measurements by monitoring and que
rying each web server to determine which 
server is the most appropriate to service the 
next request. The information is stored in 
local dynamic tables, which are constantly 
updated, so all requests are guaranteed to re
ceive the quickest response time possible.

The TCP/IP requests will be distributed 
to a configurable hierarchy of physical serv
ers. A weighted balancing selection method 
provides the ability to assign a higher prior
ity to systems which are capable of support
ing the load, e.g. a system with a faster proc
essor.

This approach removes the single point 
of failure, since requests are not sent to a 
server which is down. In addition to improv
ing performance, the technique also provides 
for very high levels of availability and it also 
becomes very easy to take server hardware 
off-line for maintenance.

The dynamic load balancer is positioned 
between the Internet and the web servers. 
The dynamic load balancer connects to the 
internet router and the internal LAN using 
two separate network segments (typically 
Ethernet). It acts as a fast regulating valve 
between the Internet and the pool of servers.

The dynamic load balancer uses a virtual 
IP address to communicate with the router, 
masking the IP addresses of the individual 
servers. Only the virtual address is adver
tised to the Internet community, so the dy
namic load balancer also acts as a safety net.

The other network segment connects to a 
hub or switch with a pool of multiple physi
cal servers attached. Each web site server has 
a unique IP address. The dynamic load bal
ancer knows them all and follows rules that 
can be configured to determine the routing 
of each incoming packet.

A number of potential product solutions 
for dynamic load balancing have been iden
tified by beeb and will provide a fully load 
balanced architecture with replicated appli
cations and content mirroring for high avail
ability.

Wide area load balancing between web 
server farms can be achieved by products 
such as the Cisco DistributedDirector which 
uses routing table intelligence in the network

Figure 5: The Load Balancer sits between 
the Internet and the Web servers
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infrastructure to route requests to a given 
server farm based on client-to-server topo
logical proximity or client-to-server link la
tency (amongst others).

6.4 COMMANDS
The trend from static to intelligent web 

page delivery can be seen on many of the 
web's major sites. Also, the trend towards 
object-oriented architectures is starting to ap
pear within the internet world, for example, 
with the standardization of the Document 
Object Model at the client.

ICL COMMANDS (COntent Manage- 
Ment ANd Distribution System) is an object- 
oriented system which uses the Fujitsu ODB- 
II Object Database to store material for web 
delivery. The use of COMMANDS within 
beeb has been to p rov ide  a highly  
personalized and dynamic sports webzine.

The advantages of using COMMANDS 
for content storage and delivery are:

• a rb itra rily  com plex data  types are 
supported

• reusable code is developed through class 
libraries and inheritance

• objects are stored independently from 
their delivery format

• complex relationships between code and 
data are supported

• objects are mapped directly on to storage 
without the overhead of managing the 
content fragments.

Structured SGML-based documents are 
loaded into COMMANDS with metadata 
describing how pages are to be delivered. 
HTML fragments are stored within ODB-II 
object methods. The objects contain refer
ences to binary objects. Access Control in
formation is also stored to provide tailored 
content delivery. An end-user has access to 
an object if the access control list contains an 
entry for the user.

Templates are programmed during pro
duction to deliver dynamic content accord
ing to a set of rules which are determined by 
explicit user preferences and editorial speci

fication. Web pages are then generated on 
request for each user/session according to the 
rules within the template.

The interface between the web server and 
COMMANDS is CGI. The CGI does very lit
tle processing itself—it merely formulates an 
instruction to the appropriate COMMANDS 
process.

COMMANDS logging enables site navi
gation and page usage information to be 
accessed for each user session.

It also provides many facilities which sup
port the original objectives of beeb but have 
not been exploited:

• user authentication (all beeb users are 
'guest' and are logged into the system 
transparently)

• session management and security
• premium content delivered to pay-only 

subscribers
• individual page tariffing to enable pay- 

per-page view billing
• page and object m etering to support 

measurement activities.

The content personlization capabilities of 
the technology, enabled by dynamic database 
access, have been found to be too sophisti
cated for the current web audience require
ments and production aspirations. It has led 
to a bottleneck in creating and maintaining a 
database session for each on-line user which 
has degraded performance and scalability. 
The short term future use of COMMANDS 
within beeb will be as a content store and pro
duction system for automatically generating 
complete web sites which are then served as 
static files. This has the benefit of automatic 
hypertext link management and rapid tem
plate redesign.

The forward path for the object database 
ODB-II will be heavily influenced by Com
puter Associates who have licensed the sys
tem from Fujitsu to produce the Jasmine ob
ject solution. There are currently no plans to 
continue development of ODB-II and COM
MANDS within Fujitsu or ICL.
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6.5 Community Applications
Chat events enable users to enter into real

time conversations with other individuals or 
groups.

It is one of the Internet's most popular 
applications—it has proven to be an effective 
tool for attracting customers to Internet sites 
and services. For example, following a chat 
with a star personality beeb experiences a gen
eral uplift in traffic across its content serv
ices.

Sites such as beeb that offer chat services 
enrich their content, encourage customer visi
tation and develop customer loyalty by fos
tering community, beeb's services to date of
fer auditorium-style moderated chat events 
that support large audiences and enable end 
users to send questions to a facilitator who 
filters the questions to a star personality and 
then shares his or her response with the en
tire on-line audience. The beebChat service 
is located at www.chat.beeb.com.

beeb's chat solution is based upon ROOMS 
from Acuity Corp. (formerly I-Chat).

Forums, like chat, enable users to enter 
into discussions w ith other individuals or 
groups on different topics. Unlike chat, fo
rums are not immediate and allow more con
sidered questions, answers and comments to 
be made (like Newsgroups). Forums provide 
the medium by which communities of inter
est can be created around our content prod
ucts—television, comedy, motoring, travel, 
music, science etc.. The beebForum service 
is located at www.forums.beeb.com.

The beebForum solution is based upon 
bespoke development and integration.

7. The Future
beeb monitors the market closely to assess 
when and where the next changes will occur 
for maximum commercial gain. Technologies 
and services such as XML, multicasting, P3P, 
Dynamic HTML, ATM, ADSL, Web-TV, In
teractive TV and palm top/personal internet- 
connected devices are tracked and are all 
likely to have an impact on beeb at some stage 
in its growth.

A programme of "technology-refresh" 
will constantly assess new and enhanced 
products to meet our technology standards. 
Use of the BT SMDS network is expected to 
be replaced by the ICL ATM backbone with 
connectivity into the global network during 
1999. Use of Java on the server will become 
more prevalent, supported by a standard 
application serving environment. Where 
possible, bespoke developments will be re
placed with off-the-shelf solutions.

We will focus on engineering the key sys
tem qualities into the overall technical archi
tecture with specific focus on availability and 
performance through database replication, 
application mirroring and dynamic load bal
ancing. Enhanced resilience will be provided 
by removing major single points of failure.

beeb products and services will continue 
to be enhanced. The BBC Shop will migrate 
to a standard non-bespoke platform where 
the full BBC Worldwide product catalogue 
of four thousand items can be offered.

Integration of future payment systems, 
such as e-cash, and standards, such as SET, 
will be provided and enhanced integration 
w ith content will facilitate context-based 
commerce.

In order to be successful we have identi
fied the need to integrate our services with 
those of others through partnerships. Cross- 
licensing content with third-parties for dis
tribution is a priority, as is enhancing our 
webzines to enable our users to participate 
in transactions through electronic commerce.

Alliances, such as the strategic partner
ship between the BBC and Discovery, will 
provide new opportunities for beeb. Similarly 
the emergence of the Digital TV market and 
the opportunity to provide content for it will 
not be ignored.

Doubtlessly our learning will continue— 
the rapid pace of change in the technology, 
the dynamics of the internet marketplace and 
the opportunity for beeb will continue to cre
ate new perspectives for the project and part
nership.
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8. Conclusions
The Internet is rapidly evolving into a mass 
medium. The explosive user-base growth in 
both the home and business environments is 
matched by an emerging wealth of content 
sources. The BBC and ICL are bringing to
gether complementary skills to exploit the 
opportunities which this provides.

We believe that beeb has the right techni
cal architecture in place to support highly 
available content services and applications 
which deliver the best performance of any 
solutions available on the web today with the 
ability to encompass the rapid technological 
change inherent with the internet.

In partnership with the BBC, ICL's tech
nical skills and solutions will contribute to 
beeb's success as a commercial service.
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The Enterprise Datacentre—ICL’s 
“Millennium” Programme

B.J. Procter

ICL High Performance Systems, Manchester, UK

Abstract
In recent years there has been a marked trend towards a re-centralization of the many business 

services on which an enterprise relies. This return to the concept of a datacentre aims to overcome 
the disadvantages of de-centralisation without losing the benefits that inspired it in the first place. 
The new datacentre is, therefore, quite different from the old, monolithic operation built round a 
mainframe. This new datacentre supplies a diverse set of inter-linked Information Services, em
ploying an esta te  of many platforms to support its various services. However, merely constructing 
an esta te  from multiple independent systems fails to alleviate many of the disadvantages of the de
centralized approach. The Millennium programme, in ICL's High Performance Systems Division, 
has produced a new vision of the datacentre esta te and is now delivering an evolving series of 
products that progressively realize this vision. This paper provides an overview of the vision and 
an introduction to the programme.

1. Introduction
This paper provides an overview of ICL 

H igh  Perform ance System s D iv ision 's 
(HPSD) Millennium Programme. It is in
tended to serve as an introduction and to 
provide a context for other papers appear
ing in the Systems Journal which will exam
ine key parts of Millennium in more detail.

W ithin ICL, HPSD is focused on 
datacentre computing and specifically on the 
hardware and software infrastructure that 
supports the central core of medium/large- 
scale business application services. The na
ture of these systems places great emphasis 
on issues of scalability, availability, manage
ability and the protection of investment over 
a long period (decades!).

Through HPSD, ICL have developed a 
vision of datacentre computing at the end of 
the 1990s and in the early years of the twenty 
first century. The vision, which is itself evolv
ing, drives an ongoing product and capabil
ity programme. The programme has already 
delivered the first members of a planned se
ries of p ro d u c ts  m arke ted  u n der the 
"Trimetra" brand. The vision and the pro
gramme have the umbrella name Millen
nium. (It is worth mentioning that this name

is sometimes used as though it were the name 
of a specific product. This is not the preferred 
usage but is a convenient shorthand for the 
"virtual" target.)

The paper begins by discussing current 
and  expected  trends in the usage of 
datacentre systems over the next few years. 
Key IT trends over the same period are then 
examined and, having identified require
ments and technology trends, the conclusions 
reached—expressed in the Millennium vi
sion—and the target architecture are dis
cussed. Millennium is a programme of pro
gressive delivery of products and capabili
ties, and the next section outlines the overall 
roadmap and the progress to date. Finally 
there are some conclusions.

2. Datacentre Trends
Twenty years ago most enterprises ran all 

their computing services from a datacentre. 
The datacentre typically contained a single 
mainframe (or perhaps a small number). 
Datacentre staff wrote all the applications and 
ran the systems. Most early applications were 
concerned with the support of the core busi
ness processes of the enterprise (often termed 
"Line of Business" applications).
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In the early 1980s, 'O pen  Systems" ap
peared. Based on one of the flavours of Unix, 
they offered low er purchase costs than 
mainframes and greatly expanded the appli
cation market through the growth of Inde
pendent Software Vendors (ISV).

The growing use of IT continued to con
centrate on core processes—often encapsu
lating functional divisions in the organiza
tion in application systems (and databases). 
The Gartner Group [Schulte, 1997] called 
these application systems "stovepipes". Each 
tends to be self-contained, with little linkage 
between them.

Core processes tend to change very 
slowly. In many cases, existing application 
systems and their databases continue in ac
tive use, and will continue into the foresee
able future. The ability to provide long term 
protection of investment in applications and 
data is a fundam ental datacentre require
ment.

The range of applications has expanded 
enormously since these early beginnings. 
Their availability continues to be a major fac
tor in responding quickly to changes in the 
business environment, in containing IT costs 
and in improving quality. The range and 
quality of business applications is fuelled by 
a market that industry analyst International 
Data Corp has been quoted as valuing at 
$50Bn in 1997 [Computergram, 1998]. Nowa
days, many enterprises are looking to the 
Microsoft Windows NT environment for the 
richest portfolio for their new and future ap
plications.

As with bespoke applications, once an 
application becomes established in an organi
zation, its continual support becomes a re
quirement. For example, the original plat
form may become obsolete or be outgrown, 
but the need for the application continues.

During the late 1980s and the early 1990s 
a combination of business pressures, organi
zational thinking and technology trends led 
to radical organizational changes. Many en
terprises moved toward a flatter organiza
tion, with minimalist central departments 
and semi-autonomous operating divisions. 
Reflecting this trend, IT services were also de

volved, and operating divisions were set free 
to choose their own systems and applications. 
They were able to bypass the backlog built 
up by the overloaded datacentres.

With the passage of time, experience with 
devolved  o rgan izations has exposed a 
number of IT issues:

• The hidden costs of running and main
taining a local IT operation were often not 
fully appreciated in the decision to go lo
cal and the expected savings were there
fore not obtained. The cost of sustaining 
the local operation became burdensome 
to the division

• Shortage of professional IT skills: a small 
IT operation cannot offer IT career paths 
and finds it difficult to recruit and retain 
IT professionals. Without a professionally 
managed IT operation the business is at 
risk

• Running local IT diverts resources and 
management attention from their prime 
function

• Where local IT operations have been al
lowed to make their own choices, frag
mentation of the IT operations across the 
enterprise occurs. Individual divisions 
make different application and database 
choices for the same function. It becomes 
more difficult to mechanise enterprise
wide business flows. More isolated pock
ets of IT are created (more "stovepipes" 
in the earlier analogy)

• Inflexibility in changing the organization: 
the problem of merging incompatible IT 
systems that has bedevilled inter-enter
prise mergers now occurs within the en
terprise.

The above issues are today leading to
wards a trend to consolidate IT services back 
into a datacentre type of operation in which 
scarce skills can be concentrated and costs 
shared. However, the operation is typically 
organized differently from the old centrally 
funded datacentre. It is more like a Facility 
Management operation (and indeed may be 
contracted out to a FM supplier). Whether 
outsourced or insourced, the service provider
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must tightly control costs and satisfy service 
level agreements with users.

C om petitive  p ressu res , regu la to ry  
changes, shifting alliances and new ways of 
interacting with customers and suppliers are 
creating a revolution in the business environ
ment. Radical changes to business practises 
may be required to survive. IT is the only 
possible enabler for much of this change. For 
the datacentre, the changes mean a much- 
expanded range of applications with more 
integration between them:

• Service desks and other customer facing 
operations require a customer-centric (as 
opposed to functional) view of the opera
tions of the organization

• In the drive to improve the profitability 
and effectiveness of operations, data 
warehousing, data mining and decision 
support techniques are em ployed for 
business tuning and customer tracking

• Intranet, Internet and Extranet are used 
to share and disseminate information in
ternally and externally

• The use of electronic commerce for cus
tomer access and supply-chain manage
ment is growing

• Application use is not restricted to trained 
operatives using dedicated terminals, but 
may be from desks throughout (or even 
outside) an organization, using a variety 
of terminals and connection methods (in
cluding intermittently connected mobile 
users)

• More and more links between application 
systems are being put in place—both in- 
tra and inter enterprise.

These trends are not simply mechanising 
traditional ways of doing business, but are 
enabling a fundamental shift in the way en
terprises (and society) operate.

In summary, the effect of the above trends 
is to increase the diversity and the multiplic
ity of applications, middleware, databases, 
operating systems, processors and storage 
deployed in the datacentre. Diversity and 
multiplicity create their own issues for the 
datacentre operation:

• Dealing with multiple suppliers
• The operational cost and skills required 

to manage an estate of multiple systems— 
com pounded when the estate contains 
systems of different types

• User access, data sharing and application 
interworking between different systems, 
especially where they are of different 
types

• The performance, availability, security 
and integrity aspects of business services, 
especially where they straddle systems.

3. Technology trends
This section looks at technology trends 

relevant to the datacentre. It includes a brief 
look at trends that affect the type of applica
tion software employed as well as trends af
fecting platform architecture.

3.1 Multi-tier architectures
The monolithic architectural style typical 

of early mainframe based applications has 
been progressively superseded, first by 2-tier 
and more recently by multi-tier client/server 
architectures. For low/m oderate scale appli
cations, 2-tier architecture simplifies imple
mentation. However, it does not scale well 
in either complexity or throughput. Further
more, it lacks the flexibility to integrate with 
other applications or to deal with the variety 
of clients that might be encountered (for ex
ample "Winter' PCs, non-Wintel thin clients, 
browsers, mobile users...).

Multi-tier architectures restore this flex
ibility. The general use of multi-tier applica
tions is expected to increase because:

• They provide the functionality needed to 
support the newer ways of working such 
as application interworking and a variety 
of clients and access routes

• They fit in well within modern software 
developm ent m ethodologies such as 
"componentization" and modular, object- 
oriented architectures

• The application developer is shielded 
from much of the underlying complexity
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by the latest generation of middleware 
and application development tools.

In a d a tacen tre  context, m u lti-tie r 
architectures imply:

• More application tiers in the datacentre
• By their very nature a trend towards dis

tributed implementation
• The encou ragem en t of app lica tion  

modularity, facilitating the inter-linking of 
applications (see below).

3.2 Applications and Interworking
Packaged applications are available and 

widely used for many generic business func
tions (e.g. Oracle Financials and the various 
Enterprise Resource Planning packages). 
Whilst providing comprehensive functional
ity, they have not been easy to integrate with 
other applications (analysts attribute 30% of 
the cost of installing an ERP package to inte
gration).

Meanwhile, past investment in applica
tions for core business functions provides the 
least risk, lowest cost way of supporting them 
into the future. The issue is how to link the 
business processes and information encap
sulated in these legacy "stovepipes" with the 
new applications and user access require
ments outlined above.

A wide variety of techniques, interfaces, 
products and toolkits have appeared. Each 
tends to focus on a specific aspect of applica
tion linking. They can be broadly grouped 
under three headings:

• Adding new front-ends to existing appli
cations

• Application interworking to allow the 
business function embedded in an appli
cation to be invoked by another applica
tion

• Data sharing and cross-platform data ac
cess.

Typically, a mix of these tools will be required 
to cope with different situations.

3.3 Management of datacentre systems
System management products can pro

vide much-needed assistance to the provider 
of datacentre services in managing opera
tional costs, skills requirement and the pro
vision of required service levels. The need 
for automated assistance rises rapidly as the 
number of systems within a datacentre in
creases. However, a piecemeal, system-by
system approach to management can add as 
much to the problem as to the solution.

Enterprise management frameworks (e.g. 
CA Unicenter, HP Openview, IBM Tivoli 
TME) take a holistic view, providing inte
g ra ted  m anagem ent of ap p lica tio n s , 
databases, servers, networks and desktops 
across an entire enterprise. However, a full- 
scale enterprise-wide implementation is a 
large investment (money, skills and time). 
Furthermore, infrastructure projects are typi
cally difficult to fund and organize. As a re
sult, in spite of their benefits, the general take- 
up of frameworks remains low. For manag
ing just the datacentre, an enterprise frame
work can be overkill.

Aside from the enterprise fram ew ork 
products, there are a plethora of suppliers 
and products, each focussed on particular 
parts of the enterprise network a n d /o r on 
particular aspects of the system management 
process. A pragmatic approach is to adopt a 
small selection of these products for use on 
all systems throughout the datacentre. A 
well-supported industry initiative—Web- 
Based Enterprise Management (WBEM)—is 
pulling together a set of standards to harmo
nize communication protocols and informa
tion models. These will improve the ability 
of the management products to access/con
trol a wide range of subject systems, and en
able the integration of management processes 
employing different tools.

3.4 Operating Systems
3.4.1 Mainframes

Mainframe systems such as OpenVME 
and OS390 have traditionally been used for 
"mission critical" services in the datacentre.
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Whilst proving excellent for "Line of Busi
ness" transactional and batch systems, they 
have not attracted ISV support to the extent 
of UNIX and latterly NT systems and are not 
usually selected for newer applications, such 
as data warehousing or web serving.

3.4.2 Unix
Over the last ten years, Unix systems have 

matured to deliver acceptable levels of en
terprise scalability, availability and manage
ability. Compared w ith mainframe based 
systems they offer lower purchase and soft
ware licenses prices (but have higher people 
costs).

Crucially, the leading Unix brands have 
sold in sufficient volume to attract ISV's and 
offer comprehensive software portfolios. A 
problem with Unix is the large number of 
varieties. There have been some withdraw
als lately, a trend expected to continue with 
the move to 64-bit Operating Systems. HP- 
UX, SCO UnixWare, SunSoft Solaris and 
Compaq Digital Unix (Bravo) may be the 
only credible survivors for platforms based 
on 64-bit Intel processors (with IBM's AIX as 
a late entrant).

3.4.3 Microsoft Windows NT
With the introduction of the Enterprise 

Edition of W indows NT4, Microsoft put 
down a marker as a serious contender in the 
Enterprise space. Microsoft brings a breadth 
of vision and investment together with the 
marketing muscle to maintain a consistent 
architecture throughout the space in which 
it operates.

The vision extends to most aspects of en
terprise operations, covering conventional 
transactional applications, web and electronic 
commerce, information handling, support for 
desktop and mobile users, and data ware
housing. Microsoft is steadily evolving a 
comprehensive architectural underpinning to 
enterprise operations. The phrase "Windows 
NT" usually implies much more than just the 
Operating System (OS) itself.

At the base is a set of architectural capa
bilities, sometimes starting as add-ons, but 
tending to migrate into the OS. They pro

vide the basic models of scalability, distribu
tion, availability, security and integrity. For 
example:

• Component Model COM and DCOM
• Transaction and message handling
• Active Directory
• Integrated security
• Availability and performance clustering.

On this base are built a set of "Back-Of
fice servers", such as the SQL Server data
base system and the servers for particular 
types of application (e.g. Exchange Server, 
C om m ercial In te rn e t Server, T erm inal 
Server...).

A notable aspect of Microsoft architecture 
is its scalability model. In general servers are 
dedicated to particular applications (rather 
than m ainframe style mixed workloads). 
M icrosoft em phasize  d is tr ib u tio n  as a 
scalability mechanism:

• Spreading the components of an applica
tion across multiple servers

• Replicating application instances and dis
tributing the load between them.

An implication of this scalability model 
is a significant rise in the number of separate 
servers. The num ber is further enlarged 
when they are clustered to improve availabil
ity. A large num bers of NT servers in a 
datacentre (several dozen) raises new issues 
of scalability—such as manageability, con
solidation of processing and storage (disc and 
tape) resources and configuration flexibility 
(the ability to re-deploy resources as needs 
change).

3.5 Processors and Memory
Microprocessors and memory exhibit a 

sustained doubling of performance/capacity 
approximately every 18 months. Microproc
essor performance improvements come from 
three sources: raw silicon, the internal cen
tral processor (CPU) architecture and the 
overall processing sub-system architecture.

The first two im provem ents tend to 
emerge first in plug compatible CPU chips
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that can be used to upgrade existing systems. 
As speeds rise, the surrounding processing 
subsystem becomes a bottleneck and must 
change. Typically this occurs every 2-3 chip 
iterations (18 months-2 years). Server up
grade may not then be possible, especially 
with commodity servers. At much longer 
intervals come improvements that affect soft
ware, and we are now in the window of 
moves from 32-bit to 64-bit architectures.

Intel has dom inated the desktop and 
small server microprocessor scene for years. 
With the availability of the 200MHz Pentium 
Pro in 1996, Intel had a product that allowed 
it to move aggressively into the datacentre 
space. An average performance growth of 
some 50% p.a. leading to the 450MHz Xeon 
processor in 1998 and the introduction of 64- 
bit architecture around the year 2000 will 
keep Intel in the first rank. The company, 
moreover, is actively working with the soft
ware industry to ensure the availability of 64- 
bit software and full backward binary com
patibility for existing 32-bit software.

3.6 Systems Interconnect
Mainframe systems use proprietary net

working technology to interconnect proces
sors and I /O  subsystem s. For example, 
OpenVME systems have SMARTfibre and 
IBM mainframes have Escon. These net
works form an integral part of the overall 
system architecture and its capabilities. They 
support:

• High performance 1/O
• Reliability features (for example the abil

ity to configure resilient routes that can 
be automatically invoked)

• Secure partitioning of a set of intercon
nected subsystems into separate systems

• Disaster tolerance: the ability to site de
vices remotely (e.g. SMARTfibre can ex
tend to 40Km).

By contrast, Unix and NT systems com
monly use the SCSI standard interface to con
nect storage devices such as disc and tape. 
Whilst suitable for small configurations, the 
limitations of SCSI become apparent when

trying to interconnect more than a few units 
(as is required, for example, for resilient sys
tems).

Fibre Channel is an industry development 
to overcome SCSI limitations. It is a serial 
interface giving improvements over SCSI in 
throughput, connectivity and distance. A 
simple loop topology (FC-AL), supports 
moderately large systems—for example 50- 
100 discs can be connected through a single 
FC-AL, with a second providing full route 
resilience. FC-AL technology is becoming 
mature now. Fibre Channel switched fabric 
will extend to the largest installations, but is 
still immature. Fibre-optic Fibre Channel 
links allows connection to remote sites. Fi
bre Channel is close to delivering the features 
formerly offered by proprietary mainframe 
interconnect, but with the crucial advantage 
that it is an industry standard.

A newly emerging standard (Virtual In
terface—VI) concerns efficient application to 
application connection. It is intended to im
prove the scalability of distributed applica
tion architectures (such as Microsoft above). 
There are related developments in low-la
tency system networks (sometimes known as 
System Area Network or SAN).

3.7 Storage Subsystems
Co-incidentally, disc technology is ad

vancing at a similar rate to silicon, with a 
doubling in capacity about every 18 months. 
RAID has become mature technology and a 
terabyte of reliable storage in late 1998 needs 
50-70 discs and can fit comfortably into a sin
gle 2 metre high rack.

With multiple servers in use, there is a 
benefit in consolidating all storage into a sin
gle pool. Consolidation offers:

• Single point of management for all stor
age

• Back-up and archiving provided centrally
• Spare capacity in the pool which allows a 

rapid response to changes in any of the 
connected systems

• The costs of RAID and of standby equip
ment to boost availability can be amor
tized over many systems
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• The provision and management of remote 
mirrors (for disaster protection) can be 
done once only.

The storage partitioning and management 
facilities to support consolidation have been 
pioneered by high-value storage suppliers, 
and especially by EMC2 who are the indus
try leader in this field. Facilities are gradu
ally extending to mid-range systems such as 
Clariion and StorageWorks. Fibre Channel 
provides the means of networking multiple 
storage and processing subsystems (even 
when they are widely separated).

Consolidation and other storage function
ality built into the storage system by suppli
ers such as EMC2 gives rise to terms such as 
"Storage Centric" and "Networked Storage". 
Storage functionality can be used to contrib
ute directly to an overall business solution 
e.g.:

• High availability of data using multiple 
data plexes, even when they are not sup
ported by an OS

• Remote data plexes (e.g. for disaster tol
erance), even where servers or OS do not 
support them.

• Instant "snapshot" copies of a dataset (e.g. 
for back-up or transfer to another appli
cation) without penalizing throughput

• "Instantaneous" movement of data be
tween applications and some forms of 
dynamic data sharing.

Tape systems continue to advance at a 
similar rate to disc systems in capacity and 
data rate. However, capacity grows much 
faster th an  speed , m aking  the tim e to 
backup/archive a growing issue. Incremen
tal backup, multiple data streams (and hence 
tape drives), and selective management strat
egies are all used to reduce times.

There are good reasons for consolidating 
tape backup and archive rather than using a 
traditional per-server approach. Multiple 
tape drives to reduce backup times are ex
pensive to provide on a per-server basis. As 
the size of the installation grows, the physi
cal management of tape media becomes a

nightm are. C onsolidating tape system s 
makes it cost effective to invest in a robot li
brary  whose value is then enjoyed by a 
number of systems. In fact, tape consolida
tion , p ioneered  by in d u s try  leader 
StorageTek, has been  used  in large 
datacentres for many years. Recent devel
opments have reduced the cost of shared ro
bot libraries to a point where they are effec
tive for modest scale datacentres.

3.8 Communications Networks
The availability of low cost, high band

width communication networks are a vital 
enabler without which the datacentre concept 
could not exist. Many factors contribute to 
the emergence of networks having the capac
ity to readily support today's datacentre re
quirements and the potential to accommo
date future needs:

• W ide area com m unications (WAN) 
[Cochrane, 1998]:
-  Basic comm unication technologies: 

particularly  digital transm ission /  
switching and fibre optics

-  A highly competitive open market
-  Exponential growth in traffic

• LAN:
-  Ubiquitous use
-  Emergence of a new industry sector 

supplying low cost LAN components
-  Convergence of technologies between 

LAN and WAN
• A dominant protocol (TCP/IP)
• The growth of the Internet and the emer

gence of Internet Service Providers as a 
new class of low-cost service supplier.

4. Millennium Vision & Architecture
4.1 Developing the vision

The Millennium Vision of the enterprise 
datacentre has been developed to reflect the 
trends in datacentre computing and in tech
nology. It is not static, but continues to evolve 
with the requirements of datacentre users and 
as the technology and the IT in d u s try  
progress.
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The view of datacentre requirements has 
been developed and is refined in a number 
of ways:

• ICL experience with OpenVME custom
ers and their requirements and concerns

• Commissioned analysis and published 
inform ation from leading m arket re
search groups and industry consultants

• In terv iew s conducted  by ICL w ith  
OpenVME customers and others

• In dep th  DILO (Day-In-the-Life-Of) 
walkthroughs with users

• Interviews and discussion groups con
ducted anonymously with ICL and non- 
ICL users as participants

• Feedback from customer events
• Experience from early Trimetra custom

ers.

4.2 The vision of the datacentre
To summarise the previous section on 

D atacen tre  Trends: The en te rp rise  
datacentre is a (re-)centralization of the main 
information services in the enterprise. It 
supports a broad portfolio of application 
systems built up over the years, continually 
expanding as new systems are added to 
address new business needs. It has to deal 
with the issues of managing multiplicity and 
diversity, of guaranteeing and improving 
service to business users, and of protecting 
and developing corporate assets.

The Millennium vision for enterprise 
datacentres is ICL's response to the require
ments underlying these trends. The Millen
nium  vision explicitly recognizes the re
quirements for multiplicity and heterogene
ity in the datacentre and aims to supply so
lutions and aids that tackle the issues men
tioned above. In summary, the main strands 
of the vision are:

• The datacentre is, and will continue to 
be, an "estate" of multiple systems and 
mixed platform types, supporting a di
verse set of applications. Millennium 
offers a consistent, flexible way of con
solidating multiple platforms of the same 
or different types

• Managing and operating the estate effi
ciently is an issue. Bringing the manage
ment (and support) together and using a 
common set of management tools contrib
utes to reducing costs, making best use of 
scarce skills and improving services to the 
business users

• There is an ongoing requirement to inter
link applications, share data, and extend 
existing applications w ith new  access 
routes and user interfaces. There is no 
"magic" overall solution and each case 
must be analysed to determine the appro
priate solution. Millennium offers an ar
chitectural framework for integration, an 
integration toolkit and associated services

• To serve the business needs of the organi
zation, the enterprise datacentre requires 
an ever-diversifying range of applications 
(recent additions include, for example, 
web-delivered multimedia services, data 
warehousing, and electronic commerce). 
ICL believes these new needs are increas
ingly met by combining enterprise quality 
platforms with software solutions based on 
Microsoft Windows NT. SCO UnixWare is 
available for customers needing Unix

• OpenVME customers have applications 
and databases that remain critical to their 
businesses now and for the foreseeable fu
ture. The provision of a software environ
ment to allow OpenVME to run on indus
try-standard hardware provides these cus
tomers with the assurance of its continu
ing availability on up-to-date, competitive 
hardware

• ICL believes the present and future needs 
of datacentres are best served by hardware 
and software technologies that are in the 
computing mainstream and benefit from 
widespread investment and support across 
the industry. To source these technologies, 
ICL has forged working alliances with lead
ing suppliers of hardware and software 
subsystems

• Datacentres require "enterprise-class" sys
tems. All aspects must be capable of scal
ing to the capacity and throughput re
quired by enterprise-wide solutions, whilst 
remaining manageable and able to accom-
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modate change. They must provide the 
availability and security essential to "mis
sion critical" applications and data 

• Enterprises depend on their datacentre 
systems. ICL, through its High Perform
ance Systems Division, has more than 
twenty five years of experience in devel
oping, supplying and supporting main
frame systems for customers. In Millen
nium, building on hardware and software 
from our technology alliance partners, 
ICL's large system experience is harnessed 
to devise, integrate, validate and support 
enterprise-quality systems and solutions.

4.3 The target Millennium architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the target Millennium 

architecture. It is termed "target" architec
ture because it will not be achieved all at once. 
Millennium is a multi-year programme with 
product and capability releases that progress 
to the target. The description in this section 
is about the target architecture. Section 5 dis
cusses the strategic roadmap and the achieve
ments to date.

The five "sta rbu rs ts"  enum erate the 
OPENframework [ICL, 1993] qualities. They

are discussed at the end of this section. The 
four rectangles around the periphery iden
tify OPENframework perspectives (i.e. views 
of Millennium from different standpoints). 
They are discussed later.

The central part of the diagram illustrates 
the functional components. Each vertical col
umn is a discrete instance of a software sys
tem—each with its own software "stack" 
from OS to application. The three columns 
across the "front" of the diagram show the 
different personalities of software supported 
by M illennium: Microsoft W indows NT, 
OpenVME, and SCO UnixWare. A single 
Millennium system is capable of simultane
ously supporting one, two or three of these 
personalities. C olum ns going into the 
"depth" of the diagram (rather less obvious 
in the figure, but a key feature nonetheless) 
indicate the ability of a Millennium system 
to support multiple instances of a personality 
(or even of more than one personality).

In order for a software stack to execute, it 
must be associated with an appropriate set 
of hardware resources. A Millennium sys
tem running multiple stacks is similar to a 
collection of independent servers (possibly

Figure 1: Target M illennium  Architecture
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of d ifferen t types) in a conventional 
datacentre estate. A software stack may be 
an independent application system—typi
cally providing a business service. Alterna
tively, a number of stacks may co-operate to 
provide a business service. The latter is par
ticularly appropriate in Windows NT appli
cations where it is common to distribute a 
single application service amongst several 
servers.

Millennium systems are based on indus
try-leading hardware and software; selected, 
integrated and validated by ICL. Intel proc
essors in an enterprise-quality processing 
subsystem are teamed with a range of lead
ing storage subsystems and intra-system net
works. Enterprise systems are a focus of 
ICL's alliance with Microsoft, and the two 
companies are working together to deliver 
robust, scalable systems around Microsoft 
Windows NT. Through its High Performance 
Systems Division, ICL participates with other 
companies in a SCO programme to extend 
the enterprise features of SCO UnixWare, and 
works with leading middleware and system 
management vendors to provide fully inte
grated and validated software stacks.

Millennium's ability to support multiple 
systems (of the same or different types) fits 
the model of the datacentre "estate". How
ever, as described below, there are some im
portant differences between a collection of 
discrete servers and the Millennium support 
of multiple systems. The differences arise 
because Millennium has been conceived and 
is being implemented to address the issues 
of multiple systems in a consistent fashion. 
Millennium offers consistent, integrated and 
validated multi-system features for system 
management, inter-working and consolida
tion of resources and underlying services.

The following sub-sections expand fur
ther on these topics.

4.4 Partitions and software compatibility
Millennium systems use the concept of 

"partitions". Partitions are provided and ad
m in iste red  by M illennium  hardw are  
(processing, network and I/O  subsystems) 
and system management. Each OS instance

operates in a separate partition that insulates 
it from all other OSs. To the OS, a partition 
behaves just like an independent conven
tional system, allowing Millennium systems 
to be certified for compatibility with NT and 
UnixWare. A Millennium stack can support 
any server software that is approved for the 
relevant OS and Intel processors.

The OpenVME stack contains an extra 
com ponent—an em ulation package that 
makes the partition behave just like tradi
tional proprietary hardware. The OpenVME 
OS, middleware, customer applications and 
databases run unchanged.

4.5 Partitions and resource pools give 
configuration flexibility

Whereas the boundaries of a normal sys
tem are rigidly determined by the physical 
configuration of the platform, the bounda
ries of Millennium partitions are easily move- 
able. If, for example, the load on a particular 
business service increases (e.g. due to a sea
sonal upturn in business) the allocation of re
sources to the partition can be increased to 
match. Systems that offer "server farms" con
structed from separate servers do not have 
this capability.

The concept of partitions is closely bound 
up with the notion of resource pools. With 
resource pools, investment and management 
of resources are not tied tightly to individual 
services. In the datacentre context, loosening 
these ties permits:

• A single pool of spare resources, usable 
to up-rate any service

• A single pool of standby equipment to 
substitute for any out-of-service compo
nents

• The retrieval and re-use of resources from 
inactive services (e.g. not in use at night, 
or no longer required)

• Partitions can be made bigger (or smaller) 
to accommodate changing loads. The 
change may be predictable or a nasty sur
prise! In the latter case the partition can 
be adjusted calmly next time it is run, 
rather than panic ordering extra equip
ment. This is helpful where a new appli
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cation service is being installed. Both its 
resource consumption and the level of 
user demand may be poorly understood. 
Resources can be quickly adjusted (up or 
down) in the light of experience, making 
it all less of a gamble

• Centralizing resources and their manage
ment to help reduce support costs. For 
example, centralizing backup on to a ro
bot tape library cuts out manual handling, 
reducing operational costs and eliminat
ing a potential source of dangerous errors.

The use of partitions and resource pools 
contribu tes to im proving three distinct 
datacentre "measurables" compared with a 
conventional datacentre operating separate 
systems:

• Datacentre investment:
-  Lower costs: Pooling can reduce the 

total datacentre hardware requirement
-  Protection of investm ent: Pooling 

makes it easier to re-deploy hardware 
no longer required by any service

• Operational costs/skills: lower people 
costs and better use of skills

• Meeting Service Level Agreements to us
ers:
-  Substituting for component outages
-  Faster correction of mismatches be

tween the load on a service and the 
resources available to it.

4.6 Selection and integration of 
platform subsystems

An early decision in the "Millennium" 
programme was the adoption of Intel's 32- 
b it (IA32) and  the la ter 64-bit (IA64) 
a rch itec tu res  as the targe t processing  
architectures. The choice was made on the 
basis of a strong product line, suitability for 
enterprise use, and the opportunities pro
vided by the hardware and software compo
nent marketplace around "Wintel" architec
ture.

Rather than develop its own subsystems 
to compete in an already crowded market
place, ICL has chosen to select the subsys
tems it considers best suited to the datacentre

requirement and to forge close OEM partner
ships. "Millennium" customers (and OEM 
suppliers) benefit from greater volumes.

The strategy allows ICL to focus its re
sources on the system and multi-system as
pects of the datacentre. In the enterprise mar
ket segment, High Performance Systems Di
vision operates as ICL's "one-stop-shop" be
tw een custom er requ irem en ts  and  the 
datacentre platform aspects of the business 
solution.

The "shop" terminology is not really cor
rect because a working, scalable, reliable etc. 
system does not magically appear from a 
basket of components—even when the right 
com ponents are chosen. Selecting, 
configuring and integrating subsystems and 
other hardware and software components is 
a major activity in its own right. Full system 
validation and characterization are essential 
to assure customers that their configurations 
will work and meet their requirements. This 
is an area in which ICL adds value, building 
on more than twenty five years experience 
of mainframe systems.

4.7 Securing the future of OpenVME 
platforms

Prior to Millennium, OpenVME systems 
have always depended on a p roprietary  
hardware architecture for both processing 
and I/O , for example the SX system [Eaton 
et al., 1990]. This approach has been the only 
way to deliver the required performance.

Technology trends have opened another 
route to running OpenVME applications:

• Microprocessor performance has consist
ently grown faster than mainframes and 
is expected to continue to do so (-50% p.a. 
compared with -30% p.a.)

• The development of software emulation 
technology (which makes one type of sys
tem mimic another).

A low-end OpenVME platform  using 
these techniques has already been delivered. 
It uses an ICL developed emulation package 
and runs on an Intel processor subsystem 
[Brightwell, 1998]. Further evolution of the
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microprocessor and the emulation package 
will eventually allow the entire OpenVME 
range to be delivered on the same hardware 
used for Windows NT and UnixWare.

OpenVME customers have applications 
that are critical to their business today and 
for the foreseeable future. Exploiting indus
try  in v es tm en t in p la tfo rm s allow s 
OpenVME customers to ride the same tech
nology escalator as is enjoyed by "Wintel" 
users. At the same time, the replacement of 
proprietary hardware by industry-standard 
hardware assures them of the future avail
ability of OpenVME systems to support their 
business needs. Using the same hardware 
base as the other personalities in "Millen
nium" allows the benefits of partitions and 
resource pools to be shared by OpenVME 
systems.

4.8 Efficient management and operation
Datacentres exist to provide business 

services in support of the enterprise. Their 
effectiveness is measured in terms of the qual
ity of the services they provide (increasingly 
formalized into Service Level Agreements, 
SLAs) against the cost of running the opera
tion.

As the datacentre grows in terms of the 
number and diversity of systems within it, 
the operational complexity increases. To al
leviate this problem, at minimum:

• The m anagem ent of each type of task 
should be brought together to a single 
point

• The same tool should be used for manag
ing a task across the whole datacentre es
tate.

Unfortunately, even achieving these aims 
across heterogeneous systems is not straight
forward. Furthermore, although mainframes 
such as OpenVME have traditionally in
cluded comprehensive management facili
ties, they are not the same as the tools for Unix 
or NT systems.

While Enterprise Systems Management 
Frameworks provide a solution, their cost 
and complexity is considered overkill for the

datacentre task alone. However, when a 
framework is in use elsewhere, Millennium 
is capable of being managed by it.

Millennium offers an integrated set of 
management tools, selected from leading 
products, able to operate across all system 
personalities and instances in one or more 
M illennium  p latfo rm s. In the case of 
OpenVME, the tools supplement its own in
built management, allowing day-to-day op
erations to use the same tools and interfaces 
as NT and UnixWare. Tools are provided to 
manage resource pools and their partition
ing into system instances.

As with frameworks, it is recognized that 
individual enterprises may already have a 
commitment to specific management tools. 
Accordingly "Millennium" platforms also 
support industry-standard management in
terfaces, making them manageable by alter
native tools of a customer's choice.

4.9 Causeways between islands
For almost as many years as IT has been 

in use, there have been complaints of "islands 
of automation" or "islands of data". In fact, 
few business application systems are com
pletely isolated. W hen a new  system  is 
added, there is usually a need to link it into 
some existing systems. In turn, further sys
tems added later may need to be linked to it. 
It is a never-ending requirement!

A related problem is the need to provide 
modern user interfaces on existing applica
tions, or to make them accessible via new 
routes and client types. For example, re-fur- 
bishing a legacy "green-screen" application 
with a modern GUI and opening it up to ac
cess from a browser over an Intranet. It is 
often the case that the application is to be 
used by a different type of user and there may 
be a need for additional business rules be
tween the user and the old application. This 
problem is related to the previous group be
cause the new "front-end" must be linked to 
the existing application.

Inter-linking application systems and in
formation is difficult. Analysts suggest that 
some 30% of the cost of putting in a new sys-
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tem is attributable to linking into existing 
systems.

There is a wide range of tools available to 
solve different types of inter-linking prob
lems, which can be grouped into broad cat
egories. Consider a client C and two appli
cation systems Ax,Ay, each containing their 
own data Dx,Dy; see Figure 2.

Figure 2: Client and Application 
Systems Links

The links most commonly used (in no par
ticular order) are:

1. C to An The client invokes an applica
tion; e.g. the modernization of 
an application interface in the 
example above

2. C to Dn The client accesses data from an
ap p lica tio n  system ; e.g. to 
query the content of an order 
in an orders database

3. Ax to Ay An application invokes opera
tions in another; e.g. the busi
ness process supported by Ax 
needs to invoke the business 
process supported by Av, for 
example, a sales order process 
queries availability from a stock 
control process and makes an 
allocation to a customer

4. Ax to Dy An application makes use of
the data in another; e.g. an or
der fu lfilm en t app lica tion  
needs customer address infor
mation held in the database of 
a sales application

5. Dx to Dy Information is transferred be
tween databases; e.g. from a 
sales database to a data ware
house for subsequent analysis.

Recognizing that each requirement must 
be treated on its own merits, the Millennium 
approach is a "toolkit" of inter-working prod
ucts covering the categories above and the 
three s /w  personalities supported by Millen
nium (Windows NT, OpenVME, UnixWare). 
ICL backs up the toolkits with services to as
sist customers with the selection and imple
mentation of an appropriate solution.

4.10 “Millennium” from different 
viewpoints

This section takes a brief look at Millen
nium in the datacentre from the perspectives 
of different "stakeholders".

4.10.1 User View
The application integration and front-end

ing tools offered with Millennium allow the 
construction of integrated user views across 
different services hosted on Millennium. A 
data-access tool allows users of desktop ap
plications to query databases anywhere in a 
Millennium system, including data held in 
OpenVME IDMS databases—truly "any data, 
anywhere". Single sign-on allows control
led user access to application services hosted 
on Millennium, simplifying the user interface 
to multiple services.

4.10.2 Application Developer View
Application developers and integrators 

have the benefit of the ap p lica tio n  
interworking and data access tools.

There are also a set of tools which can be 
used across all personalities. For example, 
the Natstar application development envi
ronment and MicroFocus Cobol language 
provide a common way of developing appli
cations for any of the personalities, includ
ing OpenVME.

4.10.3 Service Provider View
In this context, the "Service Provider" is 

the operator of the datacentre.
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"M illennium " offers a one-stop-shop 
datacentre estate, already integrated and vali
dated. It relieves service providers of the cost 
and risk of putting the components together 
themselves.

Integrated multi-platform management 
reduces operational cost and the need for 
specialist skills. Together with resource pools 
and flexible partitioning it helps service pro
viders to improve their indexes of service level 
versus equipment cost, whilst improving their 
service to business users.

4.10.4 Enterprise Management View
This view considers the wider impact of 

IT on the enterprise and on its strategic ca
pability.

In some sense, this view "closes the cir
cle" on the Millennium vision. The various 
capabilities of Millennium were inspired by 
a vision that the centralized datacentre offers 
strategic benefit to the enterprise. Enterprise 
management is concerned with getting the 
enterprise into a better shape and position
ing it to maximise its effectiveness now and 
in the future. The Millennium datacentre ap
proach assists with:

• Making operational costs visible and help
ing to reduce them

• Enabling business and organizational 
change; e.g. by "re-plumbing" around the 
applications that support core business 
processes

• Protecting, exploiting and developing as
sets, particularly the core business proc
esses, information and skills and the in
vestment in IT infrastructure represented 
by the datacentre

• providing re-assurance that OpenVME 
will continue to meet future needs for 
enterprises using OpenVME applications, 
due to the Millennium strategy of host
ing OpenVME on industry-standard plat
forms.

4.11 Millennium Qualities
The OPENframework qualities look at the 

attributes of any system. Although they all

have some relevance to the datacentre, three 
are key and are discussed here.

4.11.1 Availability
The "RAS" attributes (reliability, availabil

ity and serv iceab ility ) are key to the 
datacentre operation. Services provided from 
the datacentre are often "mission critical"— 
if the service stops, the business stops.

Millennium RAS can be considered at 
three levels:

• The individual subsystem/components
• System and multi-system level
• ICL and supplier processes.

The main subsystem/components of in
terest are the three different personalities of 
OS (Microsoft Windows NT, OpenVME, and 
SCO UnixWare), and the major hardw are 
subsystems (processing, disc storage, tape 
libraries). Although important at the solu
tion level, communications networks and the 
equipment connected via them are outside 
the scope of the "Millennium" programme.

M icrosoft W indow s NT and  SCO 
UnixW are have som ew hat sim ila r a p 
proaches to achieving high system availabil
ity, although details differ considerably. The 
Millennium architecture is neutral to inter
nal OS RAS features (although of course the 
system benefits from them). OS features that 
are synergistic with Millennium are:

• Support of the RAS features in Millen
nium subsystems

• Ability to survive many hardware failures 
by using alternative resources (e.g. by
passing failures in I /O  paths or commu
nications networks). These features can 
exploit the rich configuration of a typical 
Millennium multi-system

• Support for automatic fail-over within a 
cluster configuration. A feature (cluster 
manager) within the OS in which mem
bers of a "cluster" of systems monitor each 
other and, on detection of the failure of a 
server in the cluster, re-start the failed OS 
and application instances on an alterna
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tive server. Millennium provides flexible 
and efficient ways of configuring fail-over 
cluster systems.

ICL's OpenVME OS has proved itself over 
more than two decades of use in mission criti
cal situations. The move to industry-stand
ard hardware further extends its resilience 
and availability capabilities, particularly in 
the areas of storage system resilience, fail
over cluster systems and disaster tolerance.

The hardware subsystems used in Millen
nium are chosen for their enterprise quali
ties, RAS (reliability, availability and service
ability) being a key quality. All subsystems 
include resilience features that contain com
mon failures so that operations continue 
without apparent error. Repair and upgrade 
operations can be done on live systems to 
minimize downtime. Fault diagnosis, auto
matic "phone home" to service centres, and 
problem m anagem ent combine to ensure 
quick diagnosis and effective repair.

RAS features are brought together at the 
system and multi-system level:

• Combining features at the system level 
creates powerful new RAS capabilities. 
For example, an application that does not 
support on-line backup may incur lengthy 
downtime while its files are backed up. 
The downtime can be virtuallv eliminated 
by "instantaneously" dropping off a stor
age mirror plex and backing up off-line

• Fail-over is a powerful RAS technique for 
getting a service up and running again 
after a hardware failure. The common 
two-way cluster solution requires all re
sources to be duplicated. Scaled up to 
multiple systems, this becomes an expen
sive solution. "M illennium" RAS and 
multi-svstem features can be used to im-

J

plement efficient and flexible "N +l" fail
over arrangements across a group of serv
ices

• Some customers need to be protected 
from "disasters" at a datacentre. Millen
nium systems support a range of data and 
service protection options—from remote

siting of tape libraries to full-scale disas
ter tolerant configurations.

Several of these features have already 
been employed in the ICL Enterprise Ex
change Server—a large-scale implementation 
of Microsoft Exchange capable of scaling to 
50K users. This was developed by ICL in 
conjunction w ith  M icrosoft, EMC2 and 
StorageTek for delivery in 1998. An impor
tant aspect of scaling-up the implementation 
was the containment of service downtime 
(whether caused by failures or by housekeep
ing activities such as backing up m ulti
terabyte data). Exploitation of the features 
mentioned above was instrumental in meet
ing RAS targets.

ICL has been supplying and supporting 
systems into mission critical customer appli
cations for more than twenty five years. It 
understands both the technical features re
quired and, just as critically, the processes 
needed to supply and support customers 
with demanding business requirements. The 
product validation and release methods, the 
professional services and the customer sup
port infrastructure used for Millennium to
day are based on practices refined over many 
years with OpenVME customers.

4.11.2 Performance
This attribute includes the scalability, pre

dictability and assessment of all aspects of 
performance.

Millennium supports scalability at three 
levels:

• Datacentre level: the multi-system capa
bility of Millennium makes it easy to add 
new applications in their own partitions

• Distributed application level: Millennium 
is ideal for increasing application through
put by spreading it over several servers 
(a favoured approach for Microsoft Win
dows NT applications)

• Single system instance level: the flexible 
partitioning of Millennium allows adjust
ment of any of the resources within a par
tition. Uniquely, this includes the ability 
to vary easily the size of a multi-proces-
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sor and the amount of memory allocated
to a partition.

System performance must be predictable 
and "well behaved" under varying loads. 
This is achieved through the careful selection 
of subsystems, system configurations, per
formance modelling and thorough system 
testing.

Instrumentation is included and perform
ance analysis tools are available to assist the 
diagnosis and correction of any application 
performance problems arising in operational 
use. ICL offers services to assist customers 
in these tasks.

4.11.3 Potential for change
R equirem ents for services from the 

datacentre do not remain constant for long. 
There is a need for new services, for changed 
loads on existing services and the orderly 
closing down of old services. The datacentre 
requires to juggle these constantly changing 
needs, while maintaining its service level 
agreements to its users and containing its 
costs and investment requirements.

The flexibility that Millennium offers to 
accommodate changing workloads has re

ceived a positive response from users who 
are wrestling with these issues.

The application inter-working and data 
access tools help to adapt existing applica
tions and data to changing business require
ments.

The quickening rate of change of the un
derlying technologies faces datacentres with 
another set of problem s. Traditionally, 
datacentre hardw are and softw are have 
changed slowly (perhaps in a 3-5 year cycle). 
Furthermore, there has been a high degree 
of backward compatibility, allowing grace
ful evolution of installed systems. The cycle 
rate is now much faster (~12 months), and 
"commodity" products are replaced, rather 
than evolve. For Millennium, the selection, 
integration and validation of hardware and 
software components all take account of the 
need to protect past investment and to en
able systems to evolve incrementally.

5. Roadmap and Status
The overall Millennium strategy roadmap 

is illustrated in Figure 3. The left side of the 
figure shows the position prior to the Mil
lennium strategy. The needs of OpenVME

Figure 3: M illennium  Roadmap
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customers and Unix customers were sup
plied by completely different ranges of sys
tems.

The strategy provides a progressive con
vergence of technology and system capabili
ties from this disjoint approach to a fully in
tegrated range.

5.1 The first steps
The first products in the Millennium pro

gramme, indicated by the red area in Figure 
3, were delivered in 1997. They comprised 
two ranges of systems under the overall 
"Trimetra" brand. The Trimetra "Y" systems 
were intended for customers who wanted 
OpenVME. The Trimetra Xtraserver was for 
customers or applications where there was 
no OpenVME requirement. Apart from the 
OpenVME personality, the Y series and 
Xtraserver Trimetras offer access to the same 
software portfolio through the use of the 
same OS options, in each case running on 
Intel platforms.

T rim etra Y system s consist of an 
OpenVME element and a Windows NT or 
UnixWare element [Martin & Stewart, 1998]. 
The two elements are bundled into a single 
sales package. The first systems delivered 
were the top-end OpenVME SY models and 
the mid-range LY models. In these systems, 
the OpenVME processing module uses a re
cently developed CMOS custom processor 
[Allt et al., 1997]. All the "Y" series Trimetras 
thus far retain OpenVME's proprietary I/O  
network and I /O  controllers. The basic Win
dows NT /  UnixWare element is a 4-way Intel 
Pentium Pro based on a product from Fujitsu 
C o m p u te rs ' TeamSERVER range. The 
OpenVME and NT /  UnixWare elements are 
physically integrated into a suite of cabinets 
and are managed and serviced through a 
common set of interfaces.

Later during 1997 the Trimetra Xtraserver 
Pi [Messham, 1998] joined the Y Trimetras. 
This was an enterprise class Intel based sys
tem, scalable from 2-12 processors and avail
able with either Windows NT or UnixWare.

Another significant step in the delivery of 
the Millennium programme occurred in Q2 
1998 with the delivery of the first "DY" sys

tem. In m any respects DY resem bles a 
smaller version of LY but with one crucial 
difference. DY is the first machine to deliver 
full support of OpenVME OS and applica
tions without needing a custom processor. In 
DY, OpenVME processing is accomplished by 
an emulation package running on an indus
try-standard Intel-based subsystem.

Also during 1998 there were important 
software releases providing tools and capa
bilities that span the regimes (OpenVME and 
Windows NT or UnixWare):

• A package of integrated m anagem ent 
tools

• Software development environment and 
tools

• Application inter-working and data ac
cess.

During 1998 the range of SY configura
tions is being extended with larger single and 
multi-node systems.

5.2 Looking forward
The deliveries in 1997/8 pu t down the 

first steps on the Millennium roadmap. Over 
the next few years subsequent releases will 
maintain and extend it:

• New systems will incorporate the latest 
generation technology when they reach 
the enterprise-class systems market (usu
ally 3-6 months after their first appear
ance in the volume market). "Technology 
refresh" applies to hardw are and soft
ware; e.g. Intel processors, discs, Fibre 
Channel network etc., and later releases 
of software, e.g. Windows NT5.

• 64-bit systems will become available, ex
tending the range of today's 32-bit sys
tems. Millennium expects to be able to 
offer hardware upgradeability and back
ward and forward software compatibil
ity between 32-bit and 64-bit systems

• Flexible partitioning will replace perma
nently partitioned systems (other than for 
the continuing use of SY processors in 
high-end OpenVME, see below)
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• Integrated management capabilities will 
be further extended according to cus
tomer requirements

• The application interworking and data 
access tools and services will be expanded 
to support customer needs, "fast pipes" 
will provide high speed interconnection 
between application systems within Mil
lennium

• The OpenVME emulation package, intro
duced with DY, will be extended in two 
dimensions
-  Intel processor improvements com

bined w ith the development of the 
emulation package will extend their 
reach, first to the mid-range and even
tually to the most powerful OpenVME 
configurations

-  OpenVME I/O  will be emulated on 
the same 1/O systems used for Win
dows NT/UnixW are, bypassing the 
need for proprietary OpenVME I/O  
controllers.

5.3 Millennium and Microsoft-based 
enterprise solutions

Enterprise solutions are one of the key 
themes of the ICL/Microsoft alliance. Within 
ICL, High Performance Systems Division is 
responsible for the Millennium programme 
and is positioned as the focal point for the 
engineering of enterprise-level Windows NT 
platform solutions. As discussed earlier, NT- 
based solutions typically em ploy m ulti
server architecture for scaling and for high 
availability. The Millennium architecture is 
specifically designed as a multi-server archi
tecture. Previous discussion in this paper has 
outlined the benefits of consolidating on Mil
lennium compared with the use of many dis
crete servers. Millennium neatly comple
ments Microsoft-based enterprise solutions, 
particularly in the areas of:

• Scability and flexibility
• RAS
• Integrated management.

In conjunction with Microsoft and other 
partners, ICL's High Performance Systems

Division is taking the lead in creating and 
validating enterprise-scale solutions around 
Windows NT and Millennium. The first fruit 
of this work is the large-scale configuration 
of Microsoft Exchange (mentioned earlier), 
capable of scaling to 50,000 users, which will 
be delivered this year.

6. Conclusions
This paper has examined the business and 

technology trends that motivate the re-cen
tralization of IT services and resources in a 
datacentre-type operation. ICL High Per
formance Systems Division has researched 
these trends with users and consultants. The 
result is the Millennium vision and the asso
ciated programme of deliverables. The first 
steps in the programme were taken in 1997 
and further steps in the program m e are 
planned over the next few years.

The reception given by users to the an
nouncement of the Millennium programme 
and to the delivery of the first Trimetra prod
ucts was encouraging. There is no doubt that 
it is addressing real needs.

The ICL/M icrosoft Alliance has enter
prise computing as one of its areas of focus. 
The Millennium datacentre estate combined 
with Microsoft's extensive product range pro
vides an excellent framework for enterprise- 
quality solutions. The first product will be 
delivered this year and more will follow.
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Abstract

Trimetra DY is the first OpenVME system running on Intel hardware and a key step towards 
ICL's Millennium vision for datacentre systems. This paper describes how OpenVME is emulated 
on Intel hardware, what this means now and in the future, as well as the background to the Daisy 
project whose task was to develop Trimetra DY.

1. Introduction
Data centres were traditionally focussed 

on the support of the core business processes 
of the enterprise (often termed "Line of Busi
ness" applications). IT support for modern 
business practises calls for a much expanded 
range of applications. ICL's Millennium vi
sion is of data centres supporting multiple 
services running on multiple servers of the 
same or different types (OpenVME, Windows 
NT, and UnixWare), integrated together to 
su p p o rt da ta  sh arin g  and app lica tion  
interworking, and all operated and supported 
by a single m anagem ent image [Procter, 
1998].

The Trimetra range marked the first de
liveries in the Millennium programme. Here 
OpenVME runs alongside, and is integrated 
with, Windows NT and /o r UnixWare. The 
OpenVME portion of Trimetra is referred to 
as the OpenVME Subsystem (OVS); the Win
dows NT and UnixWare portions are referred 
to as the UnixW are/NT Subsystem (UNS). 
The customer chooses the operating systems, 
and  w ith  UNS the num ber of m odules 
needed, that are most appropriate to the ap
plications to be run and the business to be 
conducted. This arrangement is shown in 
Figure 1.

SY and LY, the large and mid-sized mem
bers of the Trimetra range, use an ICL de
signed, Fujitsu produced CMOS processor for 
their OVS and an Intel processor module from 
Fujitsu for their UNS. DY, the smallest mem

ber of the Trimetra range, uses Intel proces
sor modules from Fujitsu for its OVS and 
UNS.

Figure 1: A Trimetra System

The CMOS processor used on SY and LY 
was, with its Picode, specifically designed to 
run OpenVME [Allt et al., 1997]. Intel proc
essors were not designed to run OpenVME, 
so DY used em ulation  to run  the sam e 
OpenVME, applications, and data as SY, LY, 
and Series 39. Just as im portant was DY 
maintaining all the RAS (reliability, availabil
ity, and serviceability) features expected of 
enterprise systems.

The Trimetra range is completed with 
XtraServer offering larger, scalable Windows 
NT and UnixWare systems and services for 
the enterprise.

2. Emulation—history and back
ground
Emulation, the imitation of one machine by 
another, has a long history both in ICL and
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the IT industry as a whole. It has been used 
for a number of purposes.

From the 1960s onwards a common use 
of emulation was, and still is, simulation of 
the design of a new machine.

With the increasing complexity of com
puters, the risks associated with designing a 
new machine led to the idea of emulating the 
new computer (the subject) first on an exist
ing machine (the host). This meant that be
fore the new machine was built, different 
designs could be tried, faults in the proposed 
design identified, and the behaviour of the 
new machine explored.

A recent example is the simulation of the 
SY Picode before the SY hardw are was 
switched on, as shown in Figure 2 [Allt et al, 
1997],

subject

emulator

host

Figure 2: Simulation of SY Picode

tomer. Two historic examples are the 2903 
and the Leo III.

In the early 1970s ICL developed MICOS 
1 as a base for emulation of other machine 
architectures. MICOS 1 was a 32-bit word 
machine with a large number of immediately 
addressable registers and some features to aid 
emulation of specific machine architectures.

Its best-known use was in the 2903. Here 
an emulator, i.e. software running on the 
MICOS 1, made it look just like a 1903A, com
plete with an integrated I /O  and disc sys
tem. This is shown in Figure 3. A specific 
feature of MICOS 1 m ade conversion be
tween the 1900 architecture's 24-bit w ord/6- 
bit character and the underlying 32-bit w ord/ 
8-bit byte of MICOS 1 easy and efficient.

--------- ---------------------------- - - - ....-

applications

executive subject

1903A emulator emulator

MICOS 1 host

Figure 3: Emulation of 1900 with 2903

The sim ulator allow ed the proposed 
Picode to be tested on a UNIX system pro
grammed to emulate the SY hardware and 
its environment. OpenVME was run on top 
of the Picode test bed up to the point where 
it required an OPER' terminal, i.e. the op
erator could login to OpenVME. Faults in 
the Picode and in the alterations to OpenVME 
needed for SY were removed, and experience 
gained in how OpenVME behaved in the SY 
multi-OCP environment.

Another use of emulation is imitation of 
one machine by another because it is a more 
cost-effective approach, i.e. it is cheaper or 
quicker to develop and deliver to the cus-

MICOS 1 was also used with a different 
emulator to simulate the 2900 architecture for 
a proposed small 2900 Series machine that 
was never marketed. MICOS 1 also formed 
the basis of several successful 2900 Series 
com m unications controllers, the first of 
which was an emulation of an earlier hard- 
ware-based communications controller.

The second historic example of emulation 
of an existing machine was a request in the 
late 1970s by a major ICL customer for a 'new' 
Leo III to run the customer's old, business 
critical applications. A batch of 2900 Series 
machines were reprogrammed to emulate the 
much older Leo III architecture and so run 
this custom er's applications. The signifi
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cance here is that the 2900 Series was not de
signed to emulate architectures such as the 
Leo III.

With simulation of a new design, the func
tional behaviour of both the emulator and the 
subject machine being emulated are critical 
to success. Performance is generally less 
important; it is more effective to use several 
host machines, each running the same simu
lator with each investigating different aspects 
of the new design. Coverage of the new 
machine's architecture is often selective. For 
example, it may omit or simplify some error 
paths, as it may be more effective to do these 
tests on the real machine with its real errors. 
The simulator is only used internally within 
the development organization and is not ex
posed to a live customer environment. Its 
lifetime is limited, since the real machine will 
supersede the simulation.

Where emulation is intended to run live 
customer applications, the relative signifi
cance of these factors changes. Critical to 
success are: good, predictable performance; 
accurate and complete emulation of the sub
ject with nothing left out; a product lifetime 
consistent with what is expected of live sys
tems and a system that can be supported in 
the field. This combination of factors makes 
emulation of live machines a more challeng
ing task than simulation of a new design (al
though from an engineer's perspective build
ing something new and getting it to work as 
intended is always interesting).

3. Background to DY
The Surrey project set out to develop a 

CMOS processor that now forms the basis of 
the SY and LY members of the Trimetra range. 
One of the Surrey project's objectives was to 
cover a very large power range with a modu
lar and cost-effective OpenVME node and in 
this the project was successful [Allt et al., 
1997]. During the same period, another 
project used the significant advances in 
m odular disc subsystem s to produce the 
SMARTarray T-300 disc systems to comple
ment SY.

It was apparent that the I /O  and disc sub
systems intended for SY w ould not scale 
down to match the smaller SY nodes. The 
result would have been too many boxes, too 
much floor space, a complex installation 
process, and so too great a cost. Investiga
tion showed that, with some modest devel
opm ents, a com plete OpenVM E system  
could be fitted inside the same cabinet as the 
SY processor and so LY was born.

An SY node has up to 4 processors (OCPs), 
4 memory cards (MSUs), 16 I /O  couplers 
(IODBs), 2 internode couplers (INDBs), and 
3 power cards. High power nodes need all 
these OCPs, memory, I /O  couplers, etc. but 
lower power nodes do not. A node of LY's 
power needs only 1 processor, 1 memory 
card, 8 I /O  couplers, and 2 power cards (for 
resilience). LY fitted its I /O  subsystem and 
disc subsystems into the remaining unused 
space, and ran them from the SY cabinet's 
now spare power and environmental control 
capacity. Figure 4 shows the arrangement of 
the LY OVS; for clarity the UNS has been 
omitted.

The LY picture was completed with a new 
remote support system to give remote diag
nostic access from a single point to the SY
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processor, I /O  subsystem (controllers) and 
the disc subsystem. This used parts of the 
SY power system and software from an ex
isting diagnostic concentrator all mounted on 
a new board called the 
C om m on S uppo rt 
Unit (CSU).

The integration of 
the SY node, I /O  and 
disc subsystems, and 
the su p p o rt system  
into one cabinet, with 
remote access to eve
rything, meant LY was 
now an effective solu
tion  for m id -sized  
OpenVM E system s.
The Trimetra concept 
was completed with a 
UNS (an Intel proces
sor m odu le  from  
Fujitsu running Win
dows NT or UnixWare 
w ith its disc subsys
tems) mounted in an 
adjacent cabinet.

During this period the Millennium Archi
tecture was being developed—ICL's innova
tive vision for future datacentre systems 
based on industry standard components, 
such as Intel processors. A small group had 
started work with OpenVME emulation on 
workstations. When it became apparent that 
LY could replace only some of the Series 39 
DX and older DM1 systems, then emulation 
of OpenVME on an industry standard plat
form (i.e. the host hardware and its intimate 
software) became a serious prospect. So the 
Daisy project to deliver DY was born.

4. OpenVME Architecture
The OpenVME architecture has a number of 
significant features to ensure its efficiency, 
resilience, security and flexibility. The main 
features, with particular emphasis on those 
relevant to emulation, are briefly described 
here. The full architecture has been de
scribed, in more detail, in various publica

tions [The Architecture of OpenVME 55480/
001].

It is useful to consider the OpenVME ar
chitecture's main features in two groupings:

the operating system (OS) and the platform. 
The main OS features are Virtual Machines, 
Virtual Store, and Access Levels. The main 
platform features are Primitive Level Instruc
tions (PLI), Address Translation and the 1 /O 
system, as shown in Figure 5.

A Virtual Machine (VM) is an independ
ent, totally protected environment for each 
user. A VM has, subject to permission, ac
cess to all the underlying OpenVME plat
form's resources. A VM cannot 'see' or be 
affected by any other VM, unless this is ex
plicitly agreed. For example, the VMs of a 
TP Service share information about the serv
ice they are providing, but it is only the per
mitted information that is shared and noth
ing else.

OpenVME has a Virtual Store to isolate 
the users from  the co n stra in ts  of the 
OpenVME platform's real store and this Vir
tual Store can be bigger or smaller than the 
real store. The Virtual Store consists of vari
ous types of segments. Local Segments con
tain code or data that is local (and private) to

Figure 5: OpenVME Architecture
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one VM, and cannot be shared with any other 
VM; they are used by application software 
(e.g. user programs) and system software. 
Global Segments are similar to local segments 
but are shared by two or more VMs; they are 
used by system software (e.g. IDMS and 
TPMS), and can be used by applications. 
Public Segments contain code or data com
mon to all VMs in the system; they are used 
by the Kernel and system software.

Segments are made up of pages, which, 
at present, are 1Kbyte in size. The Kernel 
moves pages into or out of the OpenVME 
platform's real store as demand dictates and 
space becomes available.

Access to any code or data in the system, 
by either OpenVME or user-written software, 
is strictly controlled through the Access Lev
els. OpenVME has 16 Access Levels, divided 
between Kernel, system software and appli
cation software. Each segment has separate 
read, write and execute permissions. For in
stance, user-written code cannot read or write 
public data (the user's Access Level is too 
high for the public segment), and data can
not be executed as code (the segment has no 
execute permission set).

Each virtual store access must also check 
that the required page in the segment is ac
tually present in the store. If the page is not 
currently available then a Virtual Store Inter
rupt (VSI) is raised and OpenVME suspends 
the VM at this Access Level until the page 
becomes available. The page is fetched by a 
Kernel subsystem running in this VM's lower 
Access Levels which remain unsuspended.

The underlying OpenVME platform sup
ports, and is part of, the OpenVME architec
ture. Its main features are PLI, address trans
lation, and I/O .

Primitive Level Instructions (PLI)—i.e. 
OpenVME's order-code—are a well defined 
set of instructions and registers available to 
all the software in the system. OpenVME is 
a stack-based architecture, so most instruc
tions (e.g. Load, Add, and Store) affect only 
the stack (a special segment in each VM) and 
the registers (each VM has its own registers). 
Other frequently occurring instructions read

or write data elsewhere in the VM's virtual 
store, i.e. local, global or public segments.

Certain instructions must first be checked 
for permission to execute in the current con
text, for example, System Call (i.e. check that 
this user is allowed to call this routine from 
this part of the system at this time) and Primi
tive Procedures (i.e. access to features inside 
the underlying OpenVME platform  itself 
such as generate an interrupt or do an I /O  
transfer).

Address Translation is the process of 
checking that the type of virtual store access 
being requested is allowed and then turning 
the virtual address into the OpenVME plat
form's real store address. Address transla
tion first checks the VM's current Access 
Level against the segment's read, write, and 
execute permissions. It then turns the VM's 
Virtual Store Address—i.e. segment number 
and offset in segment—into the real address 
of the relevant page in the OpenVME plat
form's real store and checks that the page is 
available.

Adjacent or nearby instructions often ac
cess the sam e v irtu a l add ress . So the 
OpenVME platform provides architectural 
support for caching recently used virtual 
addresses, and the controls to flush or invali
date the caches when this is needed.

OpenVME is an 'in-process' architecture,
i.e. everything happens in the context of a 
VM; there is nothing 'outside' the set of VMs 
making up an OpenVME session. This is sig
nificant as I /O  (and other system) requests 
take place inside the VM initiating the trans
fer. The I/O  system has direct access to the 
data in the user's virtual store area. There is 
no need for a context switch or intermediate 
buffering. Incoming transfers carry identifi
cation information which allows the interrupt 
to be routed to the target VM. A few inter
rupts, such as comm unications transfers, 
which require the message to be partially 
decoded before the target VM can be correctly 
identified, are routed via a special VM—the 
Nodal Target Virtual Machine (NTVM)—re
served for this purpose.

The efficient implementation of the indi
vidual instructions that make up PLI, particu-
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larly the more frequently occurring cases, and 
fast address translation, without compromise 
to security or integrity, are critical to the per
formance of an OpenVME platform.

5. Emulation of OpenVME
It is now possible to look at emulation of 
OpenVME on systems such as DY in more 
detail.

OpenVME and its applications run on an 
OpenVME emulator. The OpenVME emula
tor consists of four major software compo
nents: OCP, HSC, DNS and PSE. The emula
tor runs on a host platform consisting of two 
major components: the Host Operating Sys
tem (OS) and the Host Hardware, see Figure
6 .

Figure 6: Emulator and its Components

The OCP component of the emulator is 
functionally equivalent to the SY CMOS OCP 
and its Picode. Interpretation of OpenVME's 
PLI (order-code) and address translation 
form the major part of OCP.

The interpreter fetches each PLI instruc
tion in turn; decodes the instruction type and 
its operands; checks the instruction is permit
ted to execute in this context; fetches any data 
needed from virtual store; carries out the 
appropriate operation and returns any data 
needed to the virtual store. The interpreter

then does the same for the next OpenVME 
instruction. Some instructions have a more 
complex structure but the principle is the 
same.

Whenever the interpreter needs to access 
OpenVME's virtual store to fetch code or 
data, or to store data it must perform address 
transla tion , includ ing  the Access Level 
checks.

Interpretation has been used for a long 
time. MICOS1 used it for emulating the 1900. 
The BASIC language is interpreted on most 
platforms (one particular BASIC interpreter, 
fitting into 4Kbytes, gave rise to a vast new 
software business). Java is a more recent ex
ample. Interpretation has the advantage that 
each instruction is treated independently, 
making the interpreter simpler to write and 
debug, and relatively compact.

OpenVME has some features that make 
interpretation faster and more efficient than 
it at first appears. Code is execute-only (i.e. 
instructions cannot write to code areas nor 
modify their address). The interpreter need 
only translate the virtual address and check 
the execute permissions once for each page 
of code (or after a successful jump), not for 
each instruction. Stack segments have some 
special properties that similarly reduce the 
num ber of checks needed on each access 
without compromising OpenVME's security 
or integrity. The emulator also caches re
cently used addresses as anticipated by the 
architecture.

The HSC component of the emulator and 
the DY I /O  Coupler are responsible for in
p u t/  output. They have the same interface 
to OpenVME as SY. The DY I /O  Coupler acts 
as a 'bridge' between the Intel processor 
module's I /O  bus (PCI) and the DY integral 
I /O  LAN (similar to SMARTfibre). Several 
I /O  Couplers are needed; there is one in
stance of the HSC component for each physi
cal DY 1/O Coupler.

All OpenVME nodes have a Node Sup
port Computer (NSC). This carries out the 
initial program load (IPL) needed to start 
running OpenVME when the power is turned 
on or on request; interfaces the node to 
OpenVME and provides remote diagnostic
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access (VISA) to the node. The NSC's capa
bility has improved with each new genera
tion. DY's NSC is the DNS component of the 
emulator.

PSE provides the common functions and 
environm ent for the OCP, HSC and DNS 
components. A key decision was to design 
into PSE an abstract platform interface that 
isolated the rest of the emulator from the de
tails of the underlying host platform (i.e. the 
host OS and hardware).

6. The DY Platform
The choice of the host platform for the emu
lator was critical to the development of DY. 
It is a major factor in the Trimetra concept of 
offering a choice of operating systems—NT, 
UnixWare and OpenVME—on a common 
platform.

The original research on OpenVME emu
lation w as done w ith  UNIX on SPARC 
workstations. This was a natural choice dur
ing the early, investigative phase as the engi
neers had suitable workstations on their 
desks and UNIX already had the appropri
ate tools needed for these studies.

UNIX, like OpenVME, pages information 
into and out of physical memory according 
to the demands made on virtual store by the 
system and its application. The actual pag
ing is invisible to the applications and the 
users. The UNIX and OpenVME's paging 
mechanisms have very different approaches 
to what is paged into or out of the store and 
to the ways of scheduling the transfers. The 
resulting conflicts would make optimizing 
the interpreter difficult and, more impor
tantly, its performance unpredictable and this 
would be unacceptable. There were also con
cerns about managing a UNIX system under
lying OpenVME, as this would mean yet an
other interface.

OpenVME's I /O  system operates in a 
real-time environment. Again the problem 
of scheduling conflicts means UNIX is not 
really suitable as a host OS for the emulator.

VxWorks is a real-time operating system 
widely used in several parts of the IT indus
try for real time and embedded systems. It

was already in use in other parts of the 
Trimetra system and so was chosen as the 
host OS for the DY emulator.

The choice of host hardware for DY was 
more complex. Apart from the usual con
cerns about good quality hardware from re
liable suppliers who would continue to de
liver and support it, there were other impor
tant factors.

The interpreter's efficiency, i.e. how it per
forms, is influenced by the hardware host
ing the emulator. Host hardware with a large 
cache, combined with careful layout of the 
interpreter in its memory, will increase the 
cache-hit rate, so speeding up the interpreta
tion. Exactly how the cache operates also 
influences the implementation of the emula
tor's address translation.

Another critical factor was the need to 
support the host hardware in the field in a 
m anner which our OpenVME customers 
have come to expect. Industry-standard plat
forms have, in general, some way to go in 
this respect, particularly for the remote sup
port of complex systems. Certain features of 
the host hardware make this easy (or more 
difficult).

Looking beyond DY, more efficient emu
lators are required to support the additional 
features and capabilities of the host hard
ware. Future emulators will depend on map
ping OpenVME's virtual addresses directly 
on to the host platform's virtual addresses,
i.e. using the host hardware to do most of 
OpenVME's address translation would boost 
performance. Many commodity processors 
have two access levels (corresponding to 'sys
tem' and 'user') or at most four (compared 
to OpenVME's 16 Access Levels). The po
tential to map addresses, w ithout losing 
OpenVME's security or integrity, depends on 
exactly how the host hardware implements 
its own address translation, and how this 
evolves with later hardware.

During this period of DY development, 
the Millennium Architecture was confirmed 
[Procter, 1998] w ith  W indow s NT and 
UnixWare on Intel hardware adopted for fu
ture enterprise platform s. Em ulation of
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Figure 7: Big-endian and little-endian

OpenVME on Intel hardware completed the 
picture, with DY becoming the first step.

However, there was a small problem. 
OpenVME is “big-endian"—byte 0 of a 
word is the most significant. Intel proces
sors are "little-endian"—byte 0 is the least 
significant. Figure 7 shows how the integer 
Hex 01234567 is stored in a 32-bit word.

OpenVME needs to continue to operate 
in a "big-endian" mode. Everything in 
OpenVME—VMs, virtual store, Access Lev
els, PLI, registers, address translation, I/O  
system, etc.—is "big-endian" and would 
have to remain so. The emulator, little- 
endian code on a little-endian Intel host, has 
to swap the byte order every time it refer
ences something inside OpenVME (the Intel 
order code includes a byte swap instruction 
for just this purpose). OpenVME's I /O  sys
tem has the task of passing big-endian 
OpenVME control structures through little- 
endian HSC code to the big-endian ICL I/O  
ch ips u sed  in the I /O  C ouplers. 
OpenVME's big-endian data passes straight 
through to the DY I/O  Coupler.

The earlier decision to design an abstract 
platform interface into the emulator made this 
a much easier task than it would otherwise 
have been. This point about abstraction pro
viding flexibility for the future was reinforced 
when the first two Intel platforms considered 
for DY were subsequently deemed inappro
priate for reasons outside the project's control. 
Finally a suitable Intel processor module, with 
the relevant features for emulation and remote 
support of OpenVME, was selected from the 
Fujitsu range. Together with VxWorks as the 
host OS this forms the DY host platform  
shown in Figure 8.

7. DY
Like the rest of the Trimetra range, DY has 

an OpenVME Subsystem (OVS) and one or 
more UnixWare /N T  Subsystems (UNS).

DY's OVS consists of a Fujitsu M700i Intel 
Processor module, PCI-based I /O  Couplers 
(PCI is the standard I /O  bus on the larger Intel 
processors), I /O  system (disc, tape and LAN 
controllers) and disc shelves inherited from LY, 
and an integrated support system. This pro-

Figure 9: DY OVSFigure 8: DY Host Platform 
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vides a small OpenVME system with the 
same features and the RAS facilities available 
to the top of the range customers. Figure 9 
shows the arrangement of the DY OVS; for 
clarity the UNS has been omitted.

A single DY cabinet has enough space to 
mount the second Fujitsu M700i Intel Proc
essor module and some discs for one UNS. 
More or larger UNS modules can be mounted 
in additional cabinets. The whole DY sys
tem is under common system management. 
The customer and user now has the choice 
of operating systems, services and applica
tions needed by a modern, progressive busi
ness.

Choosing what information the emulator 
had cached and over what period, and how 
to best exploit the Intel hardware to tune the 
performance required a lot of investigation 
as well as experience with building previous 
OpenVME platform s. In spite of early 
doubts, the DY interpreter achieved better 
than its target perform ance on the Intel 
Pentium Pro processor.

DY's new I /O  Coupler had to interface 
the Intel PCI bus to the DY I/O  controllers, 
the controllers having been inherited from LY, 
which turned out to be pushing the limits of 
the gate array technology used to link ICL's 
(very fast) 1/O chips to PCI. This reinforced 
the message that to deliver reliable and per
forming enterprise technology, even when 
most of it is bought from elsewhere, needs 
the wide range of skills that ICL is able to 
bring to a problem. ICL has a strong belief in 
skills being critical to its own and the cus
tom er's future.

A common support system (CSU) was de
veloped for LY. DY then enhanced it to pro
vide the remote support and environmental 
control needed for the project.

The DY CSU monitors the OVS processor 
module and its boot sequence, the I/O  con
trollers and the disc hardware. It provides 
remote diagnostic access to and power con
trol of DNS (DY's Node Support Computer), 
the I /O  controllers and the disc hardware. It 
also runs the display panel at the front of the 
cabinet. The combination of the CSU and the 
DNS component of the emulator bring the

support capability of an industry standard 
Intel platform up to the high standards ex
pected of enterprise systems supporting line 
of business applications.

DY demonstrates that a robust and secure 
OpenVME system runs on Intel processing 
hardware with a performance that is effec
tive for ICL's customers. DY means there is 
no change to the applications, no change to 
operations, but more disc space and a faster 
I/O  system. The faster I /O  can make some 
batch jobs run much more quickly, although 
the actual performance depends on the work
load.

DY also means that, for the first time, an 
OpenVME node runs on the same Intel plat
form as Windows NT or UnixWare.

8. The Future of OpenVME on Intel
DY is a major milestone in the Millennium 

programme since it delivers OpenVME run
ning on an Intel processor. Trimetra intro
duced the concept of a choice of operating 
systems under a single, integrated systems 
management image and support route. The 
Millennium programme continues this evo
lution by consolidating processing on to com
mon Intel hardware and peripherals on to 
common standard subsystems; all with the 
flexibility to re-allocate resources as the busi
ness demands. The SY CMOS processor will 
continue to supply the needs of the high end 
OpenVME models until the combination of 
Intel performance growth and em ulation 
technology allows it to be superseded. So 
what comes next?

Historically Intel processors have doubled 
in speed roughly every eighteen months, 
with architectural alterations every few years 
and more substantial changes less often. For 
example, the Intel 386 is a 16-bit processor, 
whereas the Intel 486 is a 32-bit machine. 
These architectural changes are hidden from 
OpenVME by the emulator.

However the remote support capabilities 
of the platforms using industry-standard 
processors have lagged behind what enter
prise systems, including OpenVME, have 
come to expect. DY had to add significant
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features to its CSU and DNS to meet customer 
and ICL's expectations. Emulation using 
faster platforms is one thing; emulation us
ing faster platforms that cannot be supported 
properly is not useful. The remote support 
capabilities of some Intel platforms are now 
beginning to improve rapidly and de-facto 
industry standards are beginning to emerge. 
So future OpenVME systems can expect to 
take advantage of faster Intel platforms with 
good remote support in due course.

The em u la to r 's  efficiency can be im
proved by a num ber of techniques, all of 
which boost performance. As OpenVME on 
Intel hardw are gets faster, its I /O  system 
must be improved to keep up. More power
ful systems demand more resilience and of
ten require disaster tolerance as an option (it 
is mandatory in some cases).

Future emulators will map OpenVME's 
virtual addresses on to the underlying Intel 
hardw are 's  v irtua l addresses. Like the 
OpenVME platform, Intel hardware also has 
its virtual-to-real address translation, but it 
uses a different architectural model and a dif
ferent page size to OpenVME. This emula
tion technique is referred to as Hardware Ad
dress Translation (HAT) and will be used in
stead of the Software Address Translation 
(SAT) of DY.

With HAT most of the emulator's address 
transla tion , includ ing  the Access Level 
checks, is done by the Intel hardware, with 
the emulator now only handling the set-up 
and exceptions in its software. To do this 
OpenVME has to use a page size that is the 
same as that used by the Intel hardware, i.e. 
4Kbytes rather than the 1Kbyte used to date. 
A side effect of the larger page size is that 
some checks occur less frequently in the emu
lator, so speeding up the process still further. 
The OpenVME architecture ensures that this 
change to the page size remains invisible to 
the system software and applications but the 
store occupancy increases.

Interpretation of PLI can be developed 
into translation of PLI. Here the emulator 
compiles the PLI (i.e. OpenVME's binary or
der code) into the Intel processor's own or
der code and runs it directly. Effectively a

sequence of OpenVME instructions (such as 
a loop) is converted into an equivalent se
quence of Intel instructions that deliver the 
same result, but much faster. Unusual in
structions and instruction sequences that can
not be compiled are still interpreted as be
fore. This allows for a progressive, evolution
ary approach to the introduction of PLI trans
lation, rather than a big bang. Again the com
pilation is invisible to OpenVME and its ap
plications.

Some other manufacturers have already 
started doing PLI translation for their 'main
frame' architectures. In some cases they have 
had to restrict or fence its use as their appli
cations can alter their own system or user 
code. A program altering its own code is a 
technique that goes back over half a century 
to the first stored program  com puter (the 
University of Manchester's Baby). Altering 
code dynamically means the translated code 
is no longer equivalent to the now altered 
code. It also invalidates state information 
retained in the emulator, so checks have to 
be redone. OpenVME's 'pure' architecture 
avoids these restrictions as the system and 
applications cannot write to code areas.

Anew project is taking on the task of mov
ing OpenVME's external I /O  subsystem on 
to Intel. The 1/O subsystem will then run on 
the same processor module as the emulator, 
dispensing with the need for separate hard
ware. More and faster I /O  connections will 
provide the I /O  bandw idth for the larger 
systems reachable with later emulators. En
suring the I /O  throughput scales with the 
OpenVME power will be critical as many 
OpenVME applications make very high de
mands on the I /O  power.

Moving the I /O  subsystem on to Intel 
hardware also allows ICL to take advantage 
of the processor and peripheral clustering 
subsystems being developed by the indus
try. Split-site working and disaster standby 
have been available for many years with the 
Series 39 and are available with SY. With in
dustry-standard peripheral subsystems using 
open networks there is the prospect of clus
tered OpenVME on Intel systems separated 
by hundreds of kilometres.
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This progressive approach means that the 
OpenVME node and its I /O  controllers be
come 'just software', making the Millennium 
concept of multiple operating systems on a 
common platform a reality. ICL's strategy 
with OpenVME on Intel hardware provides 
customers with confidence in the future of 
OpenVME systems and in ICL's ability to 
keep them benefiting from future technology.
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Glossary of Terms
Access Level The level of access permissions

in a Virtual Machine

The process of and checks 
needed to turn a Virtual Ad
dress into the actual (real) ad
dress in the physical memory

A processor where Byte 0 of a 
word is the most significant

Complementary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor. High density 
microchip technology used in
SY systems

The I/O  unit connecting pe
ripherals (discs, tapes, LANs) 
to SMARTfibre or Macrolan

Common Support System

The project and internal code 
name for DY

DM1 Distributed Mainframe. The 
smallest member of the Series 
39 generation of mainframe 
processors

DNS DY's NSC

DX The successor to DM1. A mem
ber of the Series 39 generation 
of mainframe processors

DY ICL's first OpenVME system 
running on Intel and the latest 
addition to the Trimetra range

Emulation The imitation of one machine 
by another

Ethernet A local area network operating 
at 10 or 100/Mbit per second

HAT Hardware Address Transla
tion, i.e. address translation 
done mainly by the host hard
ware

Host A machine underlying and 
supporting the emulator

HSC H igh Speed Coupler. The 
OpenVME coupler responsible 
for input/output

I/O  Coupler Input/output Coupler

I/O Input/Output. The transfer of 
data between a processor and 
peripherals such as a disc or 
tape drive or a communica
tions LAN

ICL International Computers Lim
ited pic

INDB Intemode Coupler

Integral I/O  LAN In internal I/O  network used 
on LY and DY, sim ilar to 
SMARTfibre

Intel Intel Corporation

Internode Connection between the nodes 
of a system  to form a 
multinode system

Interpreter An emulator which takes each 
order-code instruction in turn, 
decodes and executes the in
struction, and then proceeds to 
the next instruction

IODB 1/O Daughter Board providing 
the connection between SY and 
SMARTfibre or Macrolan

IPL Initial Program Load. The 
process which loads a node 
(SY, LY, DY, etc) w ith the

Address Translation

Big-endian

CMOS

Controller

CSU

Daisy
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firmware and software needed 
to start running OpenVME

ovs

Kernel The lowest levels of OpenVME Page

LAN Local Area Network

Little-endian A processor where Byte 0 of a 
word is the least significant

PCI

LY The mid-member of the 
Trimetra range of mainframe 
processors

Picode

Macrolan ICL's optical fibre, local area 
network, connecting the nodes 
to the peripherals

Platform

Mains tore OpenVME's memory PLI

Memory The computer's memory

Millennium ICL's vision of data centres
supporting integrated, multi
ple services on multiple serv
ers of the same or different 
types

Primitive Procedure

MSU A unit of mainstore

Multinode Many nodes connected to
gether to run an OpenVME 
system to provide more power 
and better resilience

PSE

Node A processor complete with its 
memory, I/O  Couplers, and 
environmental control system 
capable of running OpenVME

SAT

NSC Node Support Computer that 
monitors and provides general

Segment

support for the node Simulation
NTVM Nodal Target Virtual Machine.

A special VM reserved for use 
by OpenVME

SMARTfibre

OCP Order Code Processor. The
processing unit which executes 
PLI, controls access to 
mainstore and services inter

SPARC

rupts Subject

OpenVME ICL's operating system SX

OPER An OpenVME session specifi
cally used by a systems opera
tor. Usually the first session 
available externally when 
OpenVME is started

SY

Order-code The instruction-set of a particu
lar processor. OpenVME's or
der-code is more often referred

Trimetra

to as PLI UnixWare
OS Operating System, eg 

OpenVME, Windows NT

OpenVME Subsystem. Part of 
a Trimetra system

The smallest contiguous ele
ment of physical store

Peripheral Connect Interface. 
The internal bus supported on 
Intel processors

The machine code obeyed by 
the SY processor

The combination of operating 
system and the processor hard
ware needed to run it

Primitive Level Interface. The 
standard interface to the OCP 
seen by OpenVME and its ap
plications

Special instructions providing 
access to features inside the 
underlying OpenVME plat
form itself, e.g. generate an in
terrupt or do an I/O  transfer

The part of the emulator pro
viding the common functions 
and environment for the OCP, 
HSC, and DNS components on 
DY

Software Address Translation, 
i.e. address translation done by 
the emulator's software

A part of Virtual Store contain
ing code or data

Emulation used to simulate the 
design of a new machine

ICL's high speed, optical fibre, 
local area network, connecting 
the nodes to the peripherals

A type of processor supporting 
a specific machine code

A machine being emulated

The largest member of the Se
ries 39 generation of main
frame processors

The largest member of the 
Trimetra range of mainframe 
processors

OpenVME running alongside, 
and integrated with, Windows 
NT and/or UnixWare

SCO's operating system. A 
particular variant of UNIX for 
the enterprise market
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UNS UnixW are/NT Subsystem. 
Part of a Trimetra system

Virtual Store The virtual memory provided 
by OpenVME

VM Virtual Machine. An in
dependent, totally protected 
virtual computer provided by 
OpenVME

VxWorks A real time operating system

Windows NT Microsoft's operating system
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Trimetra UNS
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Abstract

This paper describes the architecture of the Y-series Trimetra range of systems. The Y-series 
systems represent a specific instantiation of the HPS Millennium architecture, packaged to address 
the requirements of the existing OpenVME customer base. The system provides support for 
OpenVME, UnixWare and NT operating system environments within a single system framework 
with properties similar to those of traditional mainframe systems. The approach is aimed at allow
ing existing OpenVME users to protect and exploit their existing investment in OpenVME applica
tions and data while providing a flexible forward path for developing and running applications on 
other operating system environments.

1. Introduction
The objective of this paper is to provide 

an overview of the concepts, structure and 
facilities provided by the Y-series Trimetra 
range of data centre systems. The Y-series 
variant of the Trimetra range is built on com
mon technology used across the Trimetra 
range, and is packaged specifically for use in 
the OpenVME data centre market.

1.1 System objectives
Trimetra is aimed at providing a range of 

systems capable of meeting all of the require
ments applying to the datacentre components 
of a user's IT system.

In the past, the requirement for data cen
tre systems has been met primarily through 
the use of large central mainframe systems, 
normally based on the use of a single operat
ing system platform. This requirement has 
been met extremely successfully over a long 
period of time by the Series 39 range of server 
systems.

More recently, however, various process
ing systems have been developed, including 
systems based on different versions of Unix 
and more recently Microsoft's Windows NT. 
This has resulted in a situation where users 
have found a need to use several different 
systems, often supplied by different vendors, 
in order to run the set of applications and

functions needed within their data centre en
vironment.

While the use of multiple platforms in this 
way has allowed users to run the required 
set of applications, this approach has proved 
to have a number of drawbacks associated 
with it, for instance:

• The costs associated with duplication of 
processors and peripherals, management 
systems, support processes and so on 
across the various platforms

• The lack of flexibility and future-proofing 
in the system components: this has been 
a particular problem owing to the rapid 
evolution in IT system technology, the at
tendant risks associated w ith choice of 
technology and the ability to protect sys
tem investment as the technology changes

• The difficulties in integrating applications 
and data across sets of systems often sup
plied and supported by multiple vendors. 
Cross-platform data integration is of par
ticular importance to m any traditional 
mainframe systems users, where there are 
frequently pressing business require
ments to allow data in their existing sys
tems to be accessed and manipulated by 
applications running on Unix and Win
dows NT based platforms.

The Trimetra range has been conceived as 
a way of addressing these problems by pro-
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viding a system encompassing multiple sepa
rate operating system environments, within 
a single system framework, with properties 
similar to those of the traditional mainframe 
system.

For existing OpenVME systems users, the 
approach is aimed at allowing them to pro
tect and exploit their existing investment in 
OpenVME applications and data, while pro
viding a flexible forward path for develop
ing and running applications on other oper
ating system environments, as required.

1.2 System structure
Figure 1 provides a conceptual view of the 

Y-series Trimetra system structure.
The main features of the system are:

• The inclusion of a set of standard branded 
operating system platforms providing 
complete support for OpenVME and in
dustry standard applications. The initial 
system includes OpenVME with a choice 
of a UnixWare or Windows NT platform. 
The system is scalable by use of multiple 
platform instances. The OpenVME com
ponent is referred to as the OpenVME 
subsystem, or OVS, and the UnixWare 
and Windows NT component (UNS) is re
ferred to as the UnixWare subsystem or 
the Windows NT subsystem

• The ability to share peripherals amongst 
all of the component platforms in the sys
tem. The peripherals include existing 
OpenVME devices such as high speed la
ser printers and tape devices

• The promise of a 'single system' view to 
be provided to application users of the 
system, that is the mapping of applica
tions to the various platforms in the sys
tem is invisible to the application users

• Software facilities to allow data to be ex
changed between applications on the vari
ous platforms, including data within ex
isting OpenVME databases

• A common framework to provide for the 
management and support (by the user 
and ICL) of all components of the system.

Figure 1: Trimetra structure

The system design is aimed primarily at 
integrating (in terms of software, hardware 
and services) a range of selected ICL and third 
party hardware and software products, with 
additional product development being tar
geted at integrating these component prod
ucts into a single system framework. This 
represents a very flexible approach to the de
velopment of the system which will, in fu
ture, allow it to evolve rapidly to incorpo
rate new versions of the component hard
ware and software products as they become 
available.

From an end-user po in t of view, the 
Trimetra system offers:

• A forward path for existing OpenVME 
systems

• A (potentially extensible) range of indus
try-standard application platforms

• Investment protection through continuing 
support for all aspects of existing Series 
39 systems, and the ability to retain data 
within existing OpenVME databases and 
applications while sim ultaneously ex
ploiting it from applications on other 
Trimetra platforms

• Reduced cost of ownership through the 
use of common hardware and a common
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management and support system for all 
components of the system 

• Flexibility and future proofing, through 
the decoupling provided within the sys
tem design between the choice of operat
ing system environment and the hard
ware, as well as the management systems 
used to support these environments.

2. Physical structure and 
configuration
This section describes the overall physi

cal configuration of the Y-series Trimetra sys
tem.

2.1 General structure
Figure 2 illustrates the generic physical 

structure of the Trimetra system.

Figure 2: Trimetra Physical Struc-

The main components of the system are 
as follows:

• A number of OVS subsystem variants, la
belled SY, LY and DY, are available. De
pendent on the particular system variant, 
m ulti-node OVS configurations can be 
used as normal for resilience and perform
ance purposes. A single Trimetra configu
ration contains at most one OVS. The sys
tem can, depending on the type of OVS, 
be partitioned if required, in which case 
the partitions of the system are still all part 
of the same Trimetra system

• The UNS comprises branded UnixWare 
and /o r Windows NT subsystems running 
on Intel hardware. A single Trimetra con

figuration may include multiple proces
sor modules, where a module is a single 
instance of the operating system running 
on its own instance of the Intel hardware 
platform. A single system can contain 
mixtures of UnixWare and NT systems

• The Systems Management Workstation 
(SMW) provides a single point of access 
for the administration of all of the com
ponent platforms in a Trimetra configu
ration. The workstation is based on a Win
dows PC configured w ith the software 
packages needed to administer the vari
ous components of the system. If re
quired, multiple workstations can be used 
within a single Trimetra system and the 
workstations can coexist w ith existing 
dedicated OpenVME management termi
nals for transition purposes

• C om m unication  betw een 
the components of the system, that 
is the UnixWare, Windows NT and 
OpenVME subsystems and the sys
tem management workstations, is 
carried over shared communica
tions LAN connections. These con
nections may currently be either 
Ethernet or fast Ethernet. 
Communication between the sys
tems is based on use of OSI an d /o r 
TCP/IP based protocols depending 
on the requirements of the commu
nicating applications

• All Trimetra systems m ust have at least 
one common LAN to which all compo
nents of the system are connected. Multi
ple LANs may be configured, if required, 
for resilience or throughput purposes

• A number of different types of peripheral 
interconnect are used within the Trimetra 
system:

-  C onnection of d isks and tapes to 
OpenVM E is v ia  SM ARTfibre or 
Macrolan or, in the case of the DY and 
LY server systems, via an integral in
cabinet controller-to-SCSI connection. 
Disk and tape connections to the UNS 
processor modules are via PCI-based 
SCSI connections
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-  Printer connections to both the OVS 
and  UNS are norm ally  m ade via 
Ethernet, although printers can also be 
connected to indiv idual processor 
modules via the parallel port on the 
UNS module

-  Peripherals in the system may, de
pending on the type of peripheral, be 
dedicated to individual OVS or UNS 
platforms, or may optionally be shared 
by several of the components of the 
system

• Shared external network access to the sys
tem is provided via network controllers 
connected to the shared Ethernet or fast 
Ethernet LAN (either directly, or indi
rectly via network bridges or routers). 
Using this type of connection, remote sys
tems or end users have direct access to 
applications running on both the OVS and 
UNS subsystems.

2.2 OpenVME subsystem (OVS)
The OpenVME subsystem (OVS) in cur

rent Trimetra configurations comprises a sin
gle OpenVME system, which, depending on 
the system variant, may be capable of being 
partitioned into multiple OpenVME parti
tions if required. There are currently three 
OVS variants, the SY variant, which is de
signed for larger system users, the LY vari
ant, which is designed for medium to small 
users and the DY variant which is designed 
for the smaller end of the system range. The 
SY and LY variants are based on the use of 
CMOS chip technology with the DY variant 
being based on standard Intel technology.

The main features of the OpenVME sub
system are:

• An SY can be a multi-node system, that is 
the system  can include a num ber of 
OpenVME cabinets, each forming a sin
gle node of a multi-node OVS. LY and DY 
systems are single node systems each con
tained within a single cabinet

• Each node of the system runs a single in
stance of the OpenVME software, running 
on one or more processors (depending on 
the system model)

• On SY systems connection to communi
cations LANs or to disk and tape devices 
etc., is provided via controllers connected 
to SMARTfibre LANs. On LY and DY sys
tems integral adapters are used for con
necting purposes

• The OVS can have access to non-shared 
peripherals, including peripherals and 
network controllers carried forward from 
Series 39 OpenVME systems.

Each of the SY, LY and DY cabinets de
scribed above requires a separate communi
cations connection for use in certain diagnos
tic situations. The asynchronous connection 
is made by linking an optical modem to a 
communications port within the cabinet. The 
optical modem in turn is connected via a se
rial fibre link leading from the cabinet to an 
external communications link.

2.3 UnixWare and Windows NT 
Subsystem (UNS)

The UnixWare and Windows NT subsys
tem (UNS) of a Trimetra system can include 
a number of physical modules, each of which 
runs its own instance of the appropriate op
erating system.

Free standing UNS cabinets are racked 
constructs which can hold a number of com
ponents. In summary, a single cabinet may 
contain:

• One or two processor modules each con
taining up to 4 x 200 MHz Intel Pentium 
Pro processors, up to 2 Gbytes of memory, 
2 x4  Gbyte internal disks (used primarily 
to hold system filestore and dum p space)

• Each processor module in a separate rack- 
mountable unit running its own separate 
instance of the chosen operating system

• In addition, within each processor m od
ule, a CD ROM for software distribution/ 
installation, a diskette drive and a DAT 
tape drive plus industry standard 1/O ca
pability (i.e. PCI slots, EISA slots, Parallel 
printer port, Serial ports)

• Housing for locally connected disk sub
systems.
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The cabinet provides the cabling access 
necessary for the interconnection of the com
ponents within the cabinet, and for the ex
ternal connectivity needed by the compo
nents in the cabinet.

On DY systems there is an option to in
clude the first UNS module within the same 
cabinet that houses the DY OVS system. In 
this configuration two disk shelves can be 
configured as one for use with the OpenVME 
subsystem and one for use with the Windows 
NT or UnixWare subsystem.

An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) 
can be used to protect the equipment within 
the cabinet. In cases where a UPS is used, it 
is housed as a free-standing unit outside the 
cabinet.

Each processor module requires a local 
console keyboard directly connected to it for 
initial bootstrapping and for use in certain 
diagnostic situations. The console is housed 
outside the cabinet:

• Each processor module in the cabinet can 
have its own console if required

• Alternatively, a single console can be con
nected to a switch unit housed outside the 
cabinet, which allows the single console 
to be used by both modules within the 
cabinet.

Each processor module requires a sepa
rate asynchronous connection for use in cer
tain diagnostic situations. The asynchronous 
connection is made by connecting an optical 
modem to one of the serial ports on the mod
ule within the cabinet. The optical modem, 
in turn, is connected via a serial fibre link 
leading from the cabinet to an external com
munications link.

3. Peripherals
Peripherals provided on Trimetra systems 

fall into two categories. These are:
• Common or shared peripherals—periph

erals of this type can be used by any of 
the operating systems within the Trimetra 
system, either concurrently or by reallo
cating the peripherals for use between the

components of the system over a period 
of time

• System specific peripherals—peripherals 
of this type include retained peripherals 
from pre-Trimetra OpenVME systems, 
Windows NT and UnixWare system-spe
cific peripherals. Peripherals of this type 
cannot generally be used across the com
ponents of the system.

System-specific peripherals are supported 
in the case of the OpenVME system to allow 
customers to carry forward their often sub
stantial investment in existing OpenVME 
peripherals. In the case of the UnixWare and 
NT systems, peripherals of this type are 
needed to support particular types of appli
cations provided on these systems, and any 
conformant UnixWare or NT peripheral can 
be used with the corresponding Trimetra 
platform types.

This use of common peripherals repre
sents the target approach on Trimetra, since 
it allows a user to purchase sets of peripher
als as a common resource, with the use of the 
peripherals being potentially changed over 
a period of time as the workload mix on the 
system changes. Peripherals of this type are 
based on the use of best-of breed third party 
products, and a recommended core set of 
products of this type are made available via 
ICL channels as part of the standard Trimetra 
product range.

Examples of common peripheral systems 
within the current Trimetra systems are de
scribed in the following sections.

3.1 Disk systems
Commonality of disk systems is provided 

at two levels in the current systems. In the 
sim pler d isk  con figu ra tions, com m on 
Storageworks disks are used across all the 
Trimetra platforms, including OpenVME, al
lowing individual disks to be physically 
moved between platform types and instances 
as required. A more advanced form of disk 
sharing is the use of disk arrays, such as those 
provided in Symmetrix/EMC disk systems, 
which support multiple simultaneous host 
connection to the disk controllers. In systems
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of this type disks can be reallocated between 
the components of the system dynamically, 
without the need for physical relocation of 
system components.

3.2 Tape systems
As with disks, commonality of tape sys

tems is provided at two levels. A common 
set of tape devices and controllers is avail
able for use on all components of the system 
and these are based on the use of DLT tape 
products. In addition, a range of multi-host 
attach tape libraries/silos is provided, based 
on systems sourced from StorageTek.

Figure 3: Tape Library Access

As illustrated in Figure 3, the tape librar
ies provide shared LAN access to the library 
robotics controller, and multiple tape drives, 
allowing several systems to access the com
m on tape pool simultaneously. Tape re
sources from the common pool can be real
located between the components in the sys
tem under software control only, without the 
need for physical relocation or rewiring of 
system components.

3.3 Printers
A wide range of standard printers are ca

pable of being used on Trimetra systems, 
ranging in sophistication from simple LAN 
based printers to very expensive high speed 
laser printers. Printers in the Trimetra sys
tem are shared through the use of print server 
software, which allows the use of the print
ers to be shared between the components of 
the system, as illustrated in Figure 4.

A number of physical and software con
figurations are possible in the system de
pending on the nature of the printer connec-

Figure 4: Shared Printer Access

tions and the applications involved. Thus, 
for instance, in the case of sophisticated high 
powered laser prin ters connected to the 
OpenVME system the print m anagem ent 
software can reside on the OpenVME system, 
allowing NT and UnixWare system compo
nents access to the printers themselves, and 
to the more advance print management fea
tures provided on the OpenVME part of the 
system. Alternatively, simpler printers can 
be connected to the shared Ethernet LAN via 
off-the-shelf printer adapters/servers, per
mitting direct multi-host access to the print
ers across the LAN.

Advanced print management software is 
made available on the Trimetra system via 
collaboration with Gandlake, a specialist sup
plier of software of this type. Facilities pro
vided in this way include, for instance, se
cure printing, print routing, advance sched
u ling  facilities, page design , p rin t 
reformatting etc..

4. Networking facilities
As with the rest of the Trimetra system, 

the objective of the Trimetra networking sys
tem is to provide facilities based on the use 
of standard networking products which are 
capable of being shared across the multiple 
platforms in the system. The networking fea
tures can be broken down into two parts, i.e. 
those relating to the physical network con
nections and those relating to the communi
cations protocols and standards used over 
these connections.

In physical terms:

• Com m unication betw een the various
components of a single Trimetra system
is achieved by connection of the compo-
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nents to the common system LANs, which 
are cu rren tly  E thernet a n d /o r  fast 
Ethernet based

• Communication between the components 
of the system and other external systems 
is achieved through the use of standard 
bridges and routers such as those pro
vided by 3-COM and Cisco systems con
nected to the shared system LAN. Use of 
this type of arrangement allows all the 
com ponen ts of the system  to have 
accessed via shared network adapters and 
physical connections to external net
works.

In addition to this target configuration, 
support is also provided in the system for the 
direct connection of unshared network adapt
ers to individual system components. Con
nections of this type are used, as in the pe
ripheral case, to allow existing OpenVME 
networking equipment to be carried forward, 
and to p erm it d irect connection to the 
UnixWare and NT systems of network adapt
ers needed to support particular types of spe
cialized applications where indirect LAN ac
cess to network adapters would not be feasi
ble.

In terms of the protocols carried across the 
physical interconnections:

• A basic common set of networking facili
ties, based on the use of TCP/IP and re
lated standards, is supported across all 
the components of the system. These net
working facilities are used both for inter
communication across the shared system 
LAN between the components of a single 
Trimetra system, and for communication 
between the components of the Trimetra 
system and external systems.

• In addition to the core protocol set, sup
port is also provided, in particular com
ponents of the system, for selective OSI 
n e tw o rk in g  to su p p o rt existing 
OpenVME based interworking require
ments, as well as for Novell and NT based 
networking to meet specific application 
requirements of the UnixWare and NT 
systems.

The basic networking facilities provide the 
capability for interactive and bulk access 
transfer of data between the components of 
the system and external systems, as well as 
the basis for the more complex forms of 
interworking which are possible between the 
various systems involved.

5. System Management
The objective of the Trimetra management 

system is to provide a single consistent frame
work within which all the components parts 
of the system can be managed. There are two 
main components of the management system 
as follows:

• A common administration and operation 
system, allowing all the platforms, appli
cations and databases within the system 
to be controlled from a single manage
ment workstation, or, if desired, from a 
small number of such workstations, each 
controlling a subset of the components 
and management functions

• A common set of facilities for the support 
of the components of the system, cover
ing problem notification, diagnosis and 
correction.

The following sections provide an over
view of these two parts of the management 
system.

5.1 Administration and operation
Within the overall Trimetra system the 

features which need to be managed can be 
separated into two main categories as fol
lows:

• Some aspects of the system should ide
ally be managed via a single management 
application operating across all the com
ponents of the system. An example of this 
would be high level scheduling of system 
components, where there is a need to be 
able to co-ordinate activities across mul
tiple platforms

• Some aspects of the management system 
are entirely local to individual platforms,
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for instance, the process of cataloguing 
and controlling local I /O  couplers on a 
particular platform is a function which 
is completely local to that platform.

The m anagem en t functions on the 
Trimetra system and the framework used to 
access the m anagem ent functions are 
aligned with the above view of the distri
bution of such functions.

The main features of the administration 
system on Trimetra can be summarized as 
follows:

• All aspects of the administration and 
operation of the features of the system 
can be carried out from a single system 
management workstation (SMW) or, if 
desired, from a small number of such 
workstations

• The management system includes pro
vision for single management applica
tions which can control various aspects 
of the system across all the component 
platforms in the system

• Management of local aspects of the indi
vidual platforms is carried out using the 
'native' management interfaces provided 
by the basic platform s, for instance, 
standard SCL interfaces on OpenVME, 
or the SCO management desktop, which 
provides the standard management in
terface for UnixWare systems.

The system management workstation is 
supplied by ICL as a combined hardw are/ 
software package. The package includes the 
following:

• The SMW platform itself—the platform 
is a Pentium based Windows PC system 
and includes CD ROM and tape backup 
facilities

• A basic set of netw orking and client 
products suitable for managing and op
erating all of the components of the 
Trimetra system

A single SMW is supplied as a standard 
component of all Trimetra systems. How

ever, additional workstations can be added, if 
needed, to allow various management func
tions to be p a rtitio n e d  be tw een  the 
w orksta tions, or to p rov ide  d u p lica te  
workstations for resilience purposes.

The SMWs are connected physically to one 
of the shared Ethernet LANs on the Trimetra 
system—different workstations can be con
nected to different LANs, if desired. Commu
nication between the workstations themselves 
and the OpenVM E, W indow s NT and 
UnixWare subsystems makes use of OSI and 
TCP/IP based connections carried over the 
common LANs.

The various management facilities pro
vided on the SMW are accessed via the 
Trimetra System Management Desktop. The 
m anagem ent desktop prov ides a sim ple 
framework into which the various manage
m ent facilities, accessible from  the 
workstation, are hooked and made visible. 
The framework provided is based on the use 
of standard Windows facilities and involves 
grouping the various management applica
tions into sets of nested folders. These con
tain groups of related applications which are 
accessible as icons within the folders.

The managem ent desktop may contain 
three types of groupings of applications as fol
lows:

• Applications which manage on a system 
wide basis. These applications are started 
from the top level management desktop

• Applications which are specific to one plat
form instance. These applications are 
grouped together into system-specific fold
ers, one for each separate component of the 
Trimetra system

• Applications which are specific to a single 
function, but for which separate applica
tion instances exist on each component 
platform. Applications of this type are 
grouped into function-specific folders, one 
per separate function.
System-specific and function-specific fold

ers are implemented as nested folders, acces
sible from icons on the top-level management 
desktop. Figure 4 illustrates the folder/icon 
structure of a typical desktop system.
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The applications which can be run from 
the desktop fall into two basic categories:

Figure 4: Management Desktop Folders

• A standard set of management products 
is su p p lied  as p a rt of the overall 
workstation package

• If required, additional management appli
cations can be added to the workstation 
and configured within the overall frame
work as dictated by the user's particular 
requirements. Applications of this type 
may be system wide or platform specific, 
and may be supplied either by ICL or by 
other third party suppliers.

System wide applications which are sup
plied as part of the workstation package in
clude:

• Cross-platform problem management
• Cross-platform performance and activity 

monitoring
• Cross-platform disk administration.

Additional cross-platform applications 
can be added to the desktop if required, 
accessed from icons held on the top-level 
desktop. The additional applications which 
are available are all based on the use of se
lected third party products, and include fa
cilities for cross-platform archiving, schedul
ing, system monitoring and capacity manage
ment.

Platform-specific applications provided as 
part of the standard workstation package in
clude the following:

• In the case of OpenVME, standard 7561 
and VT320 emulators, which are used to 
establish standard OpenVME terminal 
sessions for administration and operation 
of the OpenVME system

• In the case of UnixWare, VT320 emulators, 
X-Windows emulators for access to the 
standard UnixWare management desk
top, and server management client soft
ware, which is used in the management 
of the UnixWare Intel hardware

• In the case of NT, standard NT adminis
trations software together w ith the Re
motely Possible remote access product, 
which can be used to allow multiple NT 
domains to be managed from a single NT 
SMW.

As with the cross-platform applications, 
additional system-specific applications can 
be added to the workstation if required. In 
particular, a number of Windows based op
tional products are available from ICL which 
allow OpenVME to be managed through a 
Windows style user interface rather than via 
the traditional terminal emulation user inter
face.

Installation and configuration of the 
standard SMW package is carried out by ICL 
as part of the initial installation of a Trimetra 
system. Installation of optional management 
products can be carried out by users them
selves, using on-line help facilities provided 
as part of the workstation package.

5.2 Problem management and support
A single consistent set of support proce

dures is provided on Trimetra systems cov
ering:

• Error detection and reporting
• Problem diagnosis
• Error correction.

The error detection and reporting system 
provided on Trimetra systems is as follows:

• Hardware and software errors detected 
within the OpenVME subsystem are de
tected and reported to the OpenVME
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based Support and Maintenance (SAM) 
system, which also provides the common 
route for all error handling on the Trimetra 
system as a whole

• Faults detected on the UnixWare and NT 
components of the system, which include 
faults in the server and attached periph
erals, are detected by UnixWare and NT- 
based error detection software supplied 
as part of the Trimetra system. This soft
ware reports the errors detected on the 
UnixWare system to the SAM software on 
the OpenVME system, thereby providing 
the single error handling route

• In cases where errors occur which cannot 
be reported automatically, for instance 
system dead conditions, facilities are pro
vided for manual reporting of the errors 
into the SAM system

• Errors logged via the SAM system are re
ported electronically to ICL via the SAM 
problem management system irrespective 
of the source of the error w ithin the 
Trimetra system.

The overall process is illustrated in Fig
ure 6.

Once logged into the SAM system, the sta
tus of the errors can be checked on the data
base in the same way for all components of 
the Trimetra system.

In most cases, problems notified to ICL 
will be capable of being diagnosed and 
solved on the basis of the information trans
mitted to ICL by the automatic error report
ing system described above. In some cases, 
however, it may be necessary for ICL diag
nosticians to access the user system on-line 
and this is achieved using a telesupport com
munications link to the ICL diagnostic cen
tre.

Using the telesupport link the ICL diag
nosticians can obtain direct access to infor
mation within the customer system, includ
ing details of OpenVME, UnixWare and NT 
dumps, which would not be transmitted as 
part of the automatic error notification pro
cedures.

The following telesupport links are pro
vided on the Trimetra system:

Figure 6: Support & Maintenance System

• In cases where the component of the sys
tem to be investigated is fully operational, 
access is provided via a LAN based SAM 
support link. The same access link is used 
for access to all components of a Trimetra 
system, and the ICL diagnostician can, if 
required, have sim ultaneous access to 
m ultip le  com ponen ts of the system  
(OpenVME, NT and UnixWare) via this 
single support link

• In cases where access via the ISDN link is 
not possible (for instance where the LAN 
problems are involved), access to the com
ponents of the system is possible via di
rect asynchronous connections which are 
available separately to all components of 
the system. Access to all the system com
ponents is again possible from the single 
support centre.

Establishment of SAM support sessions 
to the ICL support centre is initiated from the 
Trimetra system using software based on 
OpenVME , NT or UnixWare systems, de
pending on which component of the system 
is to be accessed.

6. Services on Trimetra
A single integrated set of services is pro

vided by ICL covering all the components of 
the Trimetra system. Thus for example:

• A single service is provided covering the 
installation and configuration of the com
plete Trimetra system

• All the support and upgrade aspects of 
the system are carried out via a single user
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interface provided by a single organiza
tion

• A complete set of professional services 
covering, for instance, filestore design, ar
chiving etc. are provided via a single ICL 
interface covering all the components of 
the system.

In operational terms the various services 
provided on the system are, in fact, provided 
by a number of separate organizations both 
within ICL and, in the case of specialized 
components of the system, by non-ICL or
ganizations. The provision of a single user 
view of this complete set of services is an ex
tremely powerful factor in providing the sin
gle system image of the Trimetra system as a 
whole.

7. Software environments and 
system exploitation
The ability to run multiple operating sys

tem environments on a single Trimetra sys
tem provide a number of exploitation oppor
tunities which would not be possible in sys
tems supporting only a single operating sys
tem instance. Specific exploitation aspects of 
this type include:

• The ability to consolidate multiple dis
crete applications, which might otherwise 
have been hosted on separate systems, on 
to a single shared Trimetra configuration. 
This ability has become more significant 
in recent times with the increasing ten
dency towards re-centralization and con
solidation of previously distributed serv
ers

• The use of multiple servers to provide the 
opportunity to develop high concurrency 
services by replication of a single appli
cation service, for instance, a single Web 
query service, across a set of servers, 
thereby avoiding the limits imposed by 
running such software in a single server 
instance

• As previously mentioned, the availabil
ity of facilities for use with Trimetra to al
low users to link applications, hosted on

several platforms in the Trimetra system, 
to form a related set of integrated serv
ices.

The latter feature is of particular impor
tance in the case of the OpenVME systems 
where users can develop new services on 
Unix and NT and link these to their existing 
operational OpenVME systems. Examples of 
such exploitations would include:

• The ability to carry out periodic extracts 
of data contained within OpenVME sys
tems and to transfer the data into rela
tional database systems contained on the 
Unix or NT system s, where it can be 
accessed, for instance, for management 
support purposes, using standard rela
tional database tools

• Facilities to allow the VME services to be 
accessed through standard user interface 
environments, for instance, Web front 
ends, by development of interfacing tools 
based on the NT and Unix systems

• The ability to develop new services on the 
Unix and NT systems, for instance, new 
transactional applications, electronic com
merce services or office automation serv
ices, linked in real time, or via batch pro
cedures, to existing OpenVME services.

The ability to develop systems of this type 
is of considerable importance to the users of 
these systems since it allows them to retain 
their often  considerab le  investm en t in 
OpenVME based applications, and to exploit 
these through the developm ent of linked 
Unix and NT services, all contained within 
the single managed Trimetra system.

8. Engineering aspects of Trimetra
A final observation on the Trimetra sys

tem relates to the nature of the engineering 
processes involved in the production and 
delivery of the system. The development 
processes involved in the production of the 
system largely comprise the following:

• The design of the system
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• The evaluation and selection of the com
p o n en t p ro d u c ts , m ostly  ex ternally  
sourced, to be used in the construction of 
the overall system

• The integration and validation of the sys
tem constructed from the starting compo
nents

• The packaging of the resulting system for 
delivery as a composite product.

The process involved in developing the 
Trimetra system is therefore increasingly one 
of systems design and integration, replacing 
the process of detailed proprietary hardware 
and software design and implementation 
which traditionally characterized the devel
opment of large mainframe systems.

In a similar way, the processes involved 
in the delivery of the system, and in the pro
vision of the services associated with the sys
tem, represent increasingly an exercise in lo
gistics and control, providing the customer 
with a product having the attributes of a sin
gle system, while operationally delivering the 
p roduct th rough  sets of related bu t co
ordinated organizations and activities.

The production process involved in the 
development of the Trimetra system there
fore provides an interesting example of the 
increasing move away from detailed compo
nent design in the development of platform 
systems towards a situation where increas
ingly powerful and flexible systems can be 
constructed through the design and integra
tion of larger, but often still relatively unco
ordinated, component products.
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Trimetra Xfraserver
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Abstract
The ICL Trimetra Xfraserver is a high-powered server supporting both Windows NT and 

UnixWare. It has the required scalability, availability and manageability to make it suitable for 
enterprise-critical services. It is part of ICL's Millennium programme, which will deliver a com
mon Intel-based platform which runs OpenVME as well as NT and UnixWare.

This paper describes how the required qualities were built into the system. Xfraserver was 
constructed largely from bought-in components, but these have been configured and validated 
together to deliver an integrated system. Some development work was necessary, for a manage
ment tool for the hardware and a workload scheduler, and is described. The system is delivered 
with many services available to help the customer exploit it.

1. Introduction
A crucial objective of the Millennium pro

gramme is to provide a support environment 
for the widest possible choice of applications. 
This means that Millennium platforms offer 
a choice of operating systems—Windows NT 
and SCO UnixWare are available as well as 
VME. Each installation is likely to need sev
eral systems, possibly with mixed operating 
systems depending on the applications.

The initial systems that have been devel
oped as part of the Millennium programme 
are an important step towards the overall 
objectives. The Trimetra Xfraserver is one of 
these.

The Xfraserver runs UnixWare and NT. It 
is directed at the customer who wants an "En
terprise quality" system and either doesn't 
need VME, or wants the highest performance 
and scalability from UNIX or NT.

The Millennium programme gives the 
customer good value for money by building 
the system s from standard  components, 
thereby taking advantage of the continual im
provem ents generated by the commodity 
market.

At the same time, the systems are aimed 
at the customer who is running the most criti
cal or the largest workloads. The customer 
needs systems which give confidence that the 
required performance can be achieved, that 
the system will achieve the required levels

of availability, and that the system is man
ageable. In particular, the system m ust be 
manageable in an environment where there 
are likely to be many Millennium systems 
and a variety of other systems. These are "En
terprise Qualities". The systems delivered 
have availability and manageability features 
already integrated into them and validated 
to work together.

The challenge for Xfraserver was to de
liver a system with these qualities and to in
tegrate it from standard components. In so 
doing we had to pioneer this type of integra
tion activity within ICL High Performance 
Systems (ICL HPS). The components inte
grated were larger than had previously been 
dealt w ith—e.g. disk systems rather than 
disks. This was a deliberate choice, in order 
to move the business to a position where ICL 
HPS could add greater value.

ICL HPS is the division of ICL that focuses 
on the corporate IT market, and has exten
sive success in delivering OpenVME systems 
with excellent scalability, security, manage
ability, availability and potential for upgrade 
and change. Xfraserver had to establish a 
position in the market for ICL HPS as a ven
dor of NT and UNIX systems with similar 
Enterprise qualities. In particular, it had to 
enable ICL HPS to expand from the current 
OpenVME base into areas where there is no 
OpenVME presence.
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This paper describes how the objectives 
of the system were met. It then describes the 
system in more detail and, finally, it discusses 
the ways in which value is added in a prod
uct that is constructed from large-scale 
bought-in components.

2. System objectives
2.1 Choice of application

The customer is likely to have chosen a 
particular application, having identified it as 
the best solution to a business problem. Of
fering the widest choice of applications on 
the platform is therefore essential.

W indows NT almost certainly has the 
widest choice of applications of any operat
ing system. Xfraserver offers NT 4 Enterprise 
Edition, which is the latest version with the 
most features.

For customers who want applications 
running on UNIX, SCO UnixWare offers the 
widest choice of applications of any UNIX 
platform running on non-proprietary hard
ware. The latest version, UnixWare 7, is avail- 
able, as w ell as the p rev ious version, 
UnixWare 2.1, for any applications not yet 
supported by their vendors on UnixWare 7.

By using standard operating systems and 
building the system out of standard compo
nents we can ensure that the system has the 
potential for change and upgrade. Anew ap
plication is very likely to be available on the 
platform, and the current applications will 
run in a binary-compatible way on the next 
generation of the platform.

2.2 Performance and Scalability
The requirem ent is to deal w ith large 

workloads and to give the customer confi
dence that the system can grow to deal with 
larger ones.

D isk sto rage  is availab le  both  in 
Xfraserver Disk Arrays and in EMC Disk 
Systems as described in the section below on 
Hardware. In either case the maximum stor
age capacity is approximately 10 Tb (10,000 
Gb), or 5 Tb using dual, resilient connections.

Processing power extends from 4 to 12 
Pentium Pros, in steps of 2. More than 8 proc

essors cannot be licensed for the standard 
version of NT, but ICL provides an OEM ver
sion licensed for 10 or 12 processors. The 
Xfraserver is currently the largest Intel multi
processor system available from any supplier 
for NT and UnixWare.

The system performance is particularly 
enhanced by disk "fast write" cache capabili
ties. The Xfraserver Disk A rray can be 
configured with two independent controllers, 
known as Storage Processors, each with its 
own cache. Disk writes can be completed as 
soon as the data has been written to the cache 
in both Storage Processors, since they are in
dependently stored and powered and no sin
gle failure can cause data to be lost from both. 
This is much faster than waiting for the disks 
to rotate. It is particularly beneficial when 
writing database transaction logs, which is 
not improved by most forms of disk caching. 
EMC disk systems offer similar powerful 
cache options.

Not only is the current system expandable 
to significant levels, but it has an element of 
future-proofing because it is built from stand
ard components. It is clear that the capacity 
and power of these components will continue 
to rise, so future systems running binary- 
compatible applications will be available 
with greater power and decreasing relative 
cost.

2.3 Manageability
A single system must be easy to manage. 

A more important and general objective is 
that the customer finds it easy to manage a 
Data C entre w here there are several 
Xfraservers as well as several other systems. 
The product must not be just a platform that 
runs the customer's chosen application, but 
it must be a complete, manageable solution, 
that fits into an existing complex working 
environment.

We offer the customer a single point of 
management (or as many points as required) 
for several NT, UNIX or OpenVME plat
forms. This may be the System Management 
Workstation or a PC supplied with the sys
tem, or elsewhere.
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Since the system is a standard platform, 
any management product available on that 
platform will run. However, an important 
part of the Xtraserver system is the offer of 
management products that have been inte
grated in and tested with the system.

The system management products chosen 
are market-leading best-of-breed products 
that:

• Are at least available on UnixWare and 
NT, and on a variety of the other systems 
that are likely to be in the Data Centre

• Can be used from a management station 
of the customer's choice

• Are suitable for use from within the popu
lar enterprise management frameworks 
such as C A Unicenter.

The functional areas for which products 
are supplied are hardw are management, 
backup, performance monitoring, applica
tion management, print management, batch 
management, workload scheduling and sup
port service. For details of the products se
lected and developed see the section below 
on Management software.

2.4 High Availability
Xtraserver is intended for use in enter

prise-critical applications, so high availabil
ity of the system is a key requirement. The 
system must prevent the main causes of una
vailability—hardware failures, software fail
ures, as well as planned non-productive time 
due to repair, backup and maintenance.

The effect of hardware failures is mini
mized by the provision of redundant com
ponents, so that, if one fails, the system is not 
prevented from providing the services. This 
applies to processors, SCSI adapters and ca
bles, disk system components, disks (with 
hardware RAID), Ethernet adapters, fans and 
power supplies. For all failures except those 
occurring in the processors, the system con
tinues to run without a break.

Disks and other components within the 
disk systems are "hot replace"—broken ones 
can be replaced while the system is running 
and the new one is automatically brought

into use. The replacement of other compo
nents requires the system to be closed down.

The ultimate in resilience to failures is 
provided by the High Availability Cluster 
option, which has two processing systems 
with shared disk storage (see Figure 3). This 
provides redundancy for the whole process
ing system. Failures in either node are auto
matically detected, and a critical workload 
is "failed" over to the other node, according 
to rules pre-defined by the System Adminis
trator. No operator intervention is needed at 
the time of failure. The operator can also in
struct the system to "fail-over" services so 
that maintenance can be carried out on a node 
with the services still running.

The frequency of software failures is much 
reduced by a thorough  va lida tion  p ro 
gramme. For the components we use, we 
work with our suppliers to ensure that they 
are fully stressed for the size and power of 
an Xtraserver. Then we run validation on the 
combinations of products that constitute an 
Xtraserver system.

The time needed for backup is another key 
parameter determining overall service avail
ability. Legato Networker is integrated with 
the Oracle on-line backup tool on NT to mini
mize the time for which the service is una
vailable. An important option with EMC disk 
systems is the building of an extra plex of the 
data, which can then be dropped to be backed 
up while the service continues to run. This 
is generally applicable to any software prod
uct. Copying the extra plex to tape can be 
managed by Legato.

EMC disk systems also offer the option 
of holding a plex of the data remotely on an
other EMC system. Such a system preserves 
a copy of the data even if the site on which 
the original processing is done is incapaci
tated, for example, by fire. With Xtraserver 
processing capability available on the remote 
site, this provides a disaster-tolerant system.

3. System description
3.1 Hardware

The Xtraserver Processing Module con
tains from 4 to 12 200 MHz Pentium Pro proc-
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essors. Any even number is available. The 
minimum memory size is 512 Mb and the 
system is capable of supporting up to 8 Gb 
in 256 Mb or 512 Mb steps.

The Xtraserver Disk Array contains be
tween five and thirty disks. 4 Gb, 9 Gb and 
18 Gb disks are available. The Disk Array 
supports hardware RAID 0, 0/1, 1 and 5, 
individual disks and hot spares.

In addition to offering disk storage in 
Xtraserver Disk Arrays, Xfraservers are 
available connected to EMC disk systems 
(models 3300,3430 and 3700). This makes 
all the enterprise features of the EMC sys
tem, such as remote mirrors for disaster tol
erance, and the on-line creation of backup 
copies of data available to Xfraserver cus
tomers.

The systems are delivered in two metre 
high cabinets. Each cabinet contains either 
one Processing module and (optionally) 
one Disk Array, or up to three Disk Arrays.
The cabinets contain  N + l redundan t 
power supplies and fans, and an optional 
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS).

Figure 1 shows 
two Xtra server 
cab inets w ith  a 
System M anage
ment Workstation 
standing on a desk 
to the left of them.

The left hand 
cabinet is a system 
cabinet w ith  a 
processing system 
and space for a 
disk array above 
(not installed). At 
the bottom of the 
cabinet are the 
U n in te rru p tib le  
Power Supplies.

The right hand 
cabinet is a disk 
cabinet with space 
for up to three disk
arrays, each with up to thirty disks. Only The cabinets have similar doors at the rear,
the bottom one is fitted. The same space is which are used for engineering access, 
used at the bottom of the cabinet for the UPS.

Figure 2: Xtraserver—Layout of Sub-
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Figure 3: High-Availability Cluster

Figure 2 shows in diagram
matic form what a fully popu
lated system would look like.

F a s t/W id e  D ifferential 
SCSI is used to connect the 
Processing Systems to the disk 
systems. Dual SCSI connec
tions to the disk systems offer 
both increased performance 
and resilience to failure of any 
interconnect component.

Tape drives, for backup or 
data  in terchange, are also 
SCSI-connected. ICL's strate
gic alliance with StorageTek 
ensures that a variety of drive 
types and silo system s are 
available with the Xfraserver 
system.

10 Mbit or 100 Mbit Ethernet is used to 
connect the Xfraserver to the customer's net
work. More than one connection can be 
configured for increased performance and in
creased resilience to failures both on the 
Xfraserver and in the network.

There is also an option to connect two 
Processor Modules and a set of Disk Arrays 
to form a High-Availability (HA) cluster. Fig
ure 3 shows the configuration of a 2-node 
HA cluster. Ethernets are shown in green and 
SCSI in blue. O ptional com ponents are 
dashed.

The systems boot from the internal disk 
holding the system files. These files are mir
rored so that the system is resilient to inter
nal disk failure.

The application data is held on the exter
nal disk arrays marked general storage on the 
diagram. Each disk array can be visited by 
two SCSIs, each of which visits both nodes 
in a cluster system. This gives resilience to 
failures of the Host Bus Adapter, the SCSI or 
the disk controller in the disk array. More 
than two SCSIs may be used, to give up to 5 
Tb of storage with resilient connections or 10 
Tb without. EMC disk systems are supported 
as an option for external storage and they also 
offer resilient connections.

A variety of tape devices is offered, includ
ing attachment to large tape silos.

The pair of internal Ethernets is only used 
in a cluster for the "heartbeat" to ensure that 
a node can react to the failure of the other. 
The external Ethernets, at the top of the dia
gram, are for connection to the customer's 
LAN, which may be 10 Mbit or 100 Mbit. Two 
external Ethernets give resilience to network 
card failures or to a failure of part of the net
work.

Both Processor Modules are connected to 
the SCSIs that connect the Disk Arrays, so that 
either of them can take over the critical serv
ices if the other fails. The SCSIs are exter
nally terminated so that they do not rely on 
the processing system s for term ination. 
There are additional Ethernet connections be
tween the nodes to carry heartbeat and other 
intra-cluster messages.

The final hardware component is the Sys
tem Management Workstation, which is not 
shown in the diagram. This is a PC connected 
to the Xfraserver by Ethernet and is used for 
the management of the hardware and other 
system management functions as the cus
tomer wishes.

3.2 System software
The operating system software is Win

dow s NT4 E n terp rise  E dition  or SCO 
UnixWare version 2.1 or version 7. Both op-
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erating systems support up to a maximum 
of twelve processors.

Both operating systems also support all 
the resilience features described above. On 
NT the High Availability Cluster is supported 
by a Microsoft Cluster Server—MSCS, com
monly known by its earlier codename of 
Wolfpack. On UnixWare, the HA Cluster is 
supported by SCO ReliantHA.

3.3 Management software
Management software is available with 

Xfraserver to perform the functions given in 
Table 1. It is a single integrated management 
structure in the sense that the products work 
together and can be used from a single place, 
if requ ired . A lternative ly  they can be 
configured to run within an enterprise man
agement framework such as CA Unicenter or 
Tivoli. They can be used to manage a single 
Xfraserver, several Xfraservers, or several 
Xfraservers combined with several other sys
tems where these are supported. The man
agement products can be used to manage the 
Xfraserver High Availability cluster systems 
even when applications are running on a 
node other than the one they started on.

Customers may also use other manage
ment products where these are available for 
NT or UnixWare systems.

3.4 Applications
Xfraserver offers industry-standard plat

form s, and therefore will run the large 
number of applications offered on these plat
forms. Many thousands of applications are

available for NT and UnixWare. In particu
lar, we have validated the system running the 
following products (not all on both operat
ing systems):

• Oracle 7.3.3 and 7.3.4, with Oracle Apps
10.7; Oracle 8.0.4.2 with Oracle Apps 11;
Oracle FailSafe for clusters.

• SQL Server 6.5.
• Informix ODS7.23UC1.

The list of app lica tions p a rticu la rly  
configured for and tested on Xfraserver is 
continually increasing. There is currently a 
project configuring MS Exchange to run for 
large num bers of users across m ultip le  
Xfraserver systems.

4. Value added by ICL
As the Xfraserver project was different in 

nature from the development projects previ
ously run by ICL High Performance Systems, 
it is of interest to examine the contributions 
made in this way of working.

Value has been added to the delivered 
product in three broad areas: component se

lection and integration, product de
velopment, and service develop
ment.

4.1 Component selection
The selection and integration of 

the Disk Array will be used as an 
example.

The product was selected for 
both high data integrity and per
formance. The duplicated “fast 
write" cache described above is a 
particular feature that contributes 
to both these requirements.

Many other factors were considered in 
product selection, including price and dis
counting, support offered, Year 2000 con
formance, and commonality of interests with 
other collaborators. A process was developed 
and adopted by the division to ensure that 
future projects take advantage of the experi
ence gained.

S y s te m  M a n a g e m e n t  f u n c t io n a l  a r e a s  a n d  p r o d u c ts  in te g r a te d  w i th  X frn s e rv e r

M a n a g e m e n t  o f  d is k s ,  p ro c e s s o rs , a n d  
U P S  s y s te m s

IC L  X fraV iew

B a ck u p L eg a to  N e tw o rk e r

P e r fo rm a n c e  m o n ito r in g D a ta m e tr ic s  V ie w p o in t

A p p lic a t io n  M a n a g e m e n t B M C P a tro l

P r in t  M a n a g e m e n t S N I X p rin t

B a tch  M a n a g e m e n t T iv o li M a e s tro

W o rk lo a d  s c h e d u lin g IC L  W o rk lo a d  S c h e d u le r

S u p p o r t  s e rv ic e
IC L  T e le se rv ice  a n d  C A  R e m o te ly  
P o ss ib le

Table 1: M anagement Software
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4.2 Integration
The product was tested in the laboratory 

and, at this stage, we were able to identify 
the appropriate SCSI adapters to use. The 
same adapter is not used in all systems, de
pending on different functional and perform
ance requirements. In one case, the perform
ance of the adapter we chose was 25% greater 
than its nearest rival.

The management software for the Disk 
Array did not generate messages in a way 
that BMC Patrol could pick them up. BMC 
Patrol is a management product that moni
tors and controls applications and system 
components. It is extensible to new applica
tions and com ponents by w riting a new 
"Knowledge Module". We persuaded the 
suppliers of the Disk Array to generate mes
sages in such a way that they could be picked 
up by BMC Patrol and we wrote a special 
"Knowledge Module" to monitor the whole 
of the Xfraserver hardw are including the 
Disk Array.

The management software for the Disk 
Array was not designed to run in a High 
Availability cluster, where the disk systems 
are owned by more than one processing sys
tem. We configured cluster systems so that 
they run in only one node, and "fail-over" 
automatically if that node fails.

Not least, the whole system was vali
dated. The arrangements of the Disk Arrays 
in the Xfraserver cabinets were validated for 
power supply and cooling, and safety fea
tures were assured. System startup was vali
dated, both under normal conditions and 
with hardware failures present in the system. 
Response to failures while the system was 
running under stress was checked.

System performance was measured. The 
results were excellent and justified the effort 
spent on choice and configuration of compo
nen ts. An u n a u d ited  AIM 7 run  w ith  
UnixW are 2.1, 10 p rocessors and 2 Gb 
memory gave a peak result of 4,509 jobs/ 
minute. This was the highest performing 
Intel system by a significant margin.

4.3 Development
The ICL Workload Scheduler manages a 

system in which several applications can be 
run each with its own response-time and 
throughput requirements. This is important 
in any system running more than one appli
cation. It reduces Total Cost of Ownership 
and improves manageability.

This was one of the areas where it proved 
impossible to acquire a product with the re
quired capability, since it uses the priority- 
based scheduling used on OpenVME. Based 
on this experience with an enterprise main
frame system, HPS then developed a new 
product.

The initial developm ent was done on 
UnixWare in collaboration with SCO. An NT 
version of the product is currently running 
as a prototype.

The Workload Scheduler was integrated 
into the management system by developing 
a Patrol Knowledge M odule that enables 
Scheduler activity to be monitored from the 
Patrol Management station.

The ICL XtraView Management software 
provides a framework for the management 
products supplied for the various hardware 
components. It ensures that the customer has 
a coherent view of the hardware platform and 
is able to manage it as a whole.

At the top level it presents a GUI describ
ing the status of the whole system. If there 
are problems, it shows in which part of the 
system the problem has occurred. The icon 
representing this part of the system can then 
be expanded to investigate at increasing lev
els of detail. At the lower levels it uses tools 
provided by the hardware supplier, but at the 
top level it presents an integrated set of in
formation to the user.

4.4 Service Development
A crucial part of the total Xfraserver prod

uct is the set of services available to assist 
customers with the Xfraserver and to enhance 
the value of the system for them. Some forty 
such services have been identified, including 
establishm ent, m igration  to Xfraserver,
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backup, database design, performance and 
capacity management.

Services are particularly important in 
cluster systems, where it is necessary to 
configure the clustering software to manage 
the applications under a variety of failure 
conditions.

Much of the expertise developed by ICL 
as part of the project is available to custom
ers through services, e.g. there is a service 
show ing how best to configure Legato 
Networker to produce timely backups, to
gether with general consultancy on backup 
management. Again the issue is more com
plex in cluster systems, where the workload 
is not always running on the same node 
when it is backed up.

5. Conclusions
Trimetra Xfraserver is an important sys

tem in the context of the Millennium pro
gramme. It offers maximum scalability and 
performance on NT and UnixWare systems, 
while providing the M anageability and 
High Availability necessary to run enter
prise-critical applications.

Xfraserver has allowed ICL High Per
formance Systems to gain experience of de
livering systems by integrating large scale 
components and adding value to the inte
grated product and services.

This is a major step in demonstrating 
ICL's ability to deliver the Millennium pro
gramme. It gives us confidence that we shall 
be able to offer future systems of greater 
power and to integrate OpenVME onto 
these systems as well as NT and UnixWare.

Glossary
GUI Graphical User Interface
HA High Availability
ICL HPS ICL High Performance Systems
MS Microsoft (as in MS Exchange)
MSCS Microsoft Cluster Server

OpenVME ICL's proprietary Mainframe 
operating environment.

RAID Redundant Array of Inexpen-

sive (now Independent) Disks
RAID 0, RAID 1 Different methods of storing data

- striping, mirroring, n+1 redun
dancy and combinations of these

SCSI Small Computer System Inter
face - standard interconnect for 
disks

UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply
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Millennium Data Access
Richard Day

ICL High Performance Systems, Manchester, UK

Abstract
"Data access" has been identified as a key requirement in ICL's Millennium programme.
Enterprises wish to "access all data from anywhere"—specifically, to be able to use data associ

ated with all the Millennium operating system personalities from any other personality and from 
other platforms such as PCs.

Enterprises have expressed a set of requirements in the arena of data access. Data access is 
categorized in terms of five technology areas, in each of which are analysed the relevance, trends, 
Millennium strategy, products and developments. These analyses are then related back to the re
quirements, covering the whole set.

The Millennium programme therefore addresses the needs of enterprises for data access in a 
very wide-ranging way.

Enterprises' existing applications and data are usually extremely valuable assets, and it is nor
mally sensible to try and re-use and encapsulate them rather than let them be dissipated.

In order to reduce costs and improve time to market, enterprises often wish to purchase stand
ard packages. The issue is then how to get these packages to interwork with existing applications 
and data.

The best way to update data is often through the code that was originally written to access it. 
This applies both to data associated with standard packages and to legacy data associated with 
legacy applications. Attempts to access such databases directly without using the associated code 
may lead to data inconsistency or corruption due to the failure to allow for the complete set of 
effects and side-effects which the original application code catered for. Therefore application 
interworking is a key enabler for achieving access to data.

1. Introduction
1.1 Scope of this paper

This paper describes the technologies 
used within the Millennium programme that 
enable enterprises to gain access to data, 
wherever it is held within a Millennium sys
tem, from applications running in many dif
ferent environments. These environments 
include those running outside the Millen
nium system as well as inside.

1.2 Structure of this paper
Section 1.3 defines data access in customer 

terms and states its importance.
Section 2 gives a summary of business 

needs and trends in the data access area.
Section 3 categorizes data access in terms 

of technology areas. These areas are then ana
lysed in turn in more depth in subsequent 
sections in terms of relevance, trends, our 
strategy, products and developments.

Section 4 describes application integra
tion.

Section 5 describes data movement. 
Section 6 describes direct data access. 
Section 7 describes user access.
Section 8 describes application develop

ment.
Section 9 contains a summary.
This is followed by a glossary of abbre

viations and terms used.

1.3 What is data access, and why is it 
important?

"Data access" means that set of technolo
gies which address an enterprise's require
ments to:

• "Access all data from anywhere"
• Re-use existing applications and data.

New business requirements
Enterprises want to provide new function

ality in order to meet new business require-
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ments: web access, electronic commerce, data 
warehousing, and so on. But these new ap
plications need to access the existing mission- 
critical data, which contains information 
about the business—such as custom ers' 
names and addresses.

The legacy is increasing
The amount of existing mission-critical 

code and data in the world is increasing 
rather than decreasing (Figure 1): therefore 
the opportunity associated w ith allowing 
new code to access it is also increasing.

Figure 1: The legacy is increasing

Quantitative data relating to this graph
includes the following:

• There are around 400 billion lines of code 
in use on mainframes

• Contrary to popular belief, total process
ing mainframe power is increasing. For 
example, it increased by 20% in 1997 
[Gartner (McNee et al.), 1997]

• Mainframes are not the only repositories 
of legacy code. Considering just the high 
end of the market, tracked by S /390, Unix 
and "other" (SNIBS2000; Unisys A series, 
2200 and Clearpath; ICL OpenVME and 
Groupe Bull G-COS 8), research shows 
that the 1996 market grew by 38% in terms 
of units [IDC, 1997]

• Today's new code and data is tomorrow's 
legacy! Total spend on software and serv
ices in Europe in 1996 was 61 billion dol
lars, and this is predicted to increase at a

compound annual growth rate of 9.3 per 
cent over the years 1996 to 2000 [IDC, 1997].

2. Enterprise needs and trends
Enterprise needs

Enterprises wish to "access all data from 
anywhere".

In UK market research undertaken by ICL 
HPS for the Millennium strategy, they have 
expressed this desire in terms of being able 
to:

1. Have data sharable between line of busi
ness applications

2. Give access to data from web browsers
3. Have input and amendment once only
4. Facilitate integration between standard 

packages and existing applications
5. Move data from operational databases to 

data warehouses
6. Collect data from many sources
7. Support mobile users
8. Make data available for management in

formation systems
9. Make data available within PC applica

tions
10. Produce data access applications w ith 

improved development productivity
11. Reduce the volume of bulk movement of 

data

This list is a set of headings under which 
various statements from ICL's customers 
have been placed. It is not an orthogonal set 
of technical categories. These headings have 
been numbered so that they can be referred 
back to in later sections, showing how each 
customer requirement is addressed by a tech
nical solution.

Enterprise trends
The trends surrounding data access are 

summarized below, and expanded in later 
sections:

• There will be increased use of application 
packages where competitive advantage is 
not an issue. (This trend is slowing as 
users realize that packages can be diffi-
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cult to implement and may not meet their 
needs)

• Wholesale rewriting of applications will 
not occur. (Re-engineering for its own 
sake has been shown to be costly and not 
to produce business benefit, which will 
only occur where the application func
tionality no longer meets the business 
need)

• Businesses are demanding customer ori
entated systems

• Application interworking will increase as 
a result

• Transaction Processing will remain a key 
technology in enterprise scale computing

• The Internet will change the way users ac
cess applications, and is increasing de
m and for access to data from outside the 
organization

• Information /  knowledge is required from 
the data held by organizations.

3. Categories of data access
Before categorizing data access, some 

terms need to be recalled relating to splitting 
an application. The Gartner Group, [Bren
ner, 1994] and [Day, 1994] has been followed 
in classifying the content of most applications 
under three technical headings: data manage
ment, application logic and presentation. 
Often the data management and presentation 
components are provided by using generic 
software (such as a database management 
system supplied by a vendor such as Ora
cle). The application logic is less generic—it 
may be bespoke software or it may be sup
plied as part of a packaged solution. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2.

If the application is to be split into two 
parts (one part on a client platform and the 
other on a server platform), the split can be 
made at either of the two boundaries between 
functions, or inside one of the three functions. 
Consequently there are five main ways of 
splitting a centralized or personal application 
into two parts between which there is a cli
ent-server relationship. This is the basis of 
the popular classification into five client-

Figure 2: Application software 
modularity

server styles, which is prom oted by the 
Gartner Group. It is illustrated in Figure 3.

Enterprises typically express their require
ments in terms of getting access to data. 
However, the most appropriate technologies 
for them to use are not necessarily those that 
support "direct" access to existing data from 
new applications. In other words, remote and 
distributed data management styles should 
not necessarily be used.

Four categories are described associated 
with data access. These categories are named 
as application integration, data movement, 
direct data access and user access.

3.1 Application integration
Application integration means the tech

nologies associated with enabling a number 
of on-line applications to interwork synchro
nously. In terms of Figure 3, this is the use of 
distributed function mechanisms. This is dis
cussed further in section 4.

3.2 Data movement
Data movement is categorized in terms of 

batch data movement, message queuing and data 
replication.

Batch data movement refers to the applica
tions which operate in batch mode in order 
to copy data from one database to another, 
and the technologies associated with con
structing such applications.

Message queuing is the provision of a facil
ity which allows applications to communi
cate asynchronously with other applications 
over a network by sending and receiving 
messages. Messages can contain data in any
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Figure 3: Five generic styles of basic client-server structure

format that makes sense to both the sender 
and the receiver. When an application re
ceives a request message, it processes the re
quest by reading the contents of the message 
and acting accordingly. If required, the re
ceiving application can send a response mes
sage back to the original sender.

While in transit between senders and re
ceivers, the message queuing system keeps 
messages in holding areas called queues— 
hence the name message queuing. The mes
sage queuing system protects messages from 
being lost in transit and provides a place for 
receivers to look for new messages when they 
are ready Most importantly applications can 
use the message queuing system to send mes
sages and continue processing, regardless of 
whether the receiving application is running 
or reachable over the network. The receiver 
may be unreachable because of a problem, 
or naturally disconnected, as is the case with 
the applications used by remote or mobile 
users. Whenever the network becomes avail
able or the receiving application is ready to 
process requests, the message queuing sys
tem will deliver any waiting messages—with 
the reliability required by mission-critical ap
plications.

Data replication is a process that automati
cally copies information from one database 
to one or more additional databases.

Data replication often uses message queu
ing technology. The use of a data replication 
product typically significantly reduces the 
amount of application code that needs to be 
written compared with the direct use of mes
sage queuing by an application. However, 
with data replication there needs to be a struc
tural similarity between the source and the 
target data sets. See section 5.

3.3 Direct data access
Direct data access means the ability of an 

application on one system to access data on 
another system without the intervention of 
additional application-specific code. See Sec
tion 6.

3.4 User access
User access refers to the set of technolo

gies applicable to allowing a variety of types 
of client systems to gain access to services 
which access data. See section 7.

3.5 Application development
Application development is the process of 

constructing and maintaining business solu
tions. This process may include:

• Acquiring packaged solutions
• Developing bespoke software.

Most organizations have a combination of 
packaged solutions and bespoke software, 
and there is a spectrum of organizations be
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tween those who have wholly packaged so
lutions and those who have wholly bespoke 
software. See section 8.

4. Application integration
4.1 Why application interworking?

The best way to update data is usually 
through the code that was originally written 
to access it. This applies both to data associ
ated with standard packages and to legacy 
data associated with legacy applications. At
tempts to access such databases directly with
out using the associated code may lead to 
data inconsistency or corruption due to the 
failure to allow for the complete set of effects 
and side-effects which the original applica
tion code catered for.

In addition, it may be inefficient in per
formance terms for an application on one 
system to access a database management sys
tem on another. This is particularly the case 
where either of the following applies:

• Access is over a Wide Area Network
• Database access is at a low level - in other 

words it is specified in terms of large num
bers of accesses each of which returns 
small amounts of data, such as is the case 
with IDMSX.

Therefore application interworking is a 
key enabler for achieving access to data.

Benefits of synchronous working
These are as follows:

• The representation of business model en
tities (for example, the customer) is con
sistent throughout the system

• The results of a business process are im
mediately available throughout the enter
prise

• The results of a query are available im
mediately

• A connected user can conduct a richer dia
logue with the enterprise databases and 
correct a greater quantity of input infor
mation immediately.

Many systems require to process data in 
real time, with input from a number of end 
users. To take one example, a customer can 
phone British Gas, and talk to someone who 
can immediately alter the customer's account 
details by interacting with a TP system via a 
PC GUI.

With the advent of mobile systems with 
users who are not always connected to en
terprise systems, architectures need to be put 
in place that support such usage.

However, in most circumstances, there 
would be a severe loss of benefits if all users 
were dow ngraded to the level of service 
available to disconnected users.

4.2 Technology trends
Right distribution: two-tier and multi-tier 
architectures.

Two-tier solutions come in two forms:

• Either the application resides on a server 
system and has to drive the GUI across to 
the PCs or terminals

• Or the application resides on PCs and 
drives SQL across the network.

Figure 4: Two-tier and multi-tier 
architectures
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These solutions suffer both from lack of 
scalability and from difficulty in integration 
with existing systems.

Where application complexity is low, and 
the application is expected to have a short 
life, then a two-tier solution is applicable. 
The cost of developing and maintaining the 
solution will be low. Bought-in two-tier pack
ages may be used, as well as application de
velopm ent toolsets that generate two-tier 
solutions.

But where application complexity is 
higher, and application life is longer, then 
three-tier solutions will win on the cost of 
development and maintenance.

M ulti-tier architectures refer to those 
architectures which place application logic 
both on the server platform and on client plat
forms (Figure 4). There is now a massive 
move to m ulti-tier (three or more tiers) 
architectures, object technology and transac
tion management.

What has caused major companies, in
cluding even Microsoft, to make the shift to 
multi-tier architectures? There are five major 
influences:

• Desire to reduce the costs of managing cli
ent platforms

• Pervasiveness of Web technologies
• Multiple client types
• Spread of object technologies
• Scalability considerations (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Two-tier versus multi-tier trade-offs

Desire to reduce the costs of managing 
client platforms

The average cost to an organization of 
maintaining each PC has been estimated as 
$10,000 per year. This may even be an un
derestimate, since it is hard to quantify the 
hidden costs where staff attempt to manage 
their own PCs. In order to address the cost 
issue, PCs need to be managed from a cen
tral server. This management includes the 
ability to distribute client applications to PCs 
from the server.

This is achieved through the use of web 
technologies, and these are multi-tier (see 
below).

Pervasiveness of Web technologies
Web browser technology is the most ef

fective way of:

• Reducing management costs by standard
izing the desktop and making it easy to 
distribute application functionality to the 
desktop

• Allowing access to existing systems from 
a wider class of users; for example access 
by the general public to banking or holi
day reservation systems.

Web applications are alm ost entirely  
multi-tier. Even with the arrival of client 
"applets", most of the data access code and 
business logic will remain on the server. To 

the extent that browser applications 
supplant traditional client-server 
GUIs, the number of two-tier appli
cations will drop correspondingly.

Multiple client types
As well as web browsers there 

are a number of other front ends that 
cannot run traditional two-tier cli
ent-server applications. These front 
ends include  in te r-en te rp rise  
messaging, hand-held appliances 
and some point-of-sale devices and 
voice response units.

W hereas before, applications 
had only one type of client access,
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now there is often a requirement for many. 
This includes the ability to access applications 
over Intranets and the Internet, from mobile 
computing platforms and from "traditional" 
GUIs. It is far more effective to support mul
tiple client types by placing the common busi
ness logic on the server, rather than having 
different versions of it on the various types 
of client platforms. In other words, a multi
tier architecture is required.

Spread of object technologies
Object technology provides better produc

tivity in application development and im
p roved  ap p lica tio n  quality  and 
maintainability. It achieves this through natu
ral modelling and reusability. It allows ap
plications to be componentized, and is there
fore a key enabler in implementing multi-tier 
architectures.

Scalability considerations
According to Schulte [Gartner, (Schulte) 

1997], a multi-tier architecture should be used 
if any of the following conditions apply:

• Systems with more than twenty applica
tion programs

• Two or more heterogeneous data sources
• Expected application life greater than 

three years
• Many application modifications or addi

tions anticipated
• More than ten thousand transactions per 

day
• Significant inter-application communica

tion, such as inter-enterprise communica
tion or access to a mainframe application

• The application may grow over time so 
that one of the previous conditions will 
apply.
For most enterprises, at least one of these 

conditions will apply!

Two-tier computing pushed into a niche
The implication of all this is that two-tier 

architectures will be pushed into a niche. By 
2001, two-tier architectures will only be ap
propriate for applications which run entirely

within a LAN, use only one DBMS, have no 
need for a browser user interface, and always 
and only use a desktop PC front-end.

As evidence for adoption, consider the 
following observations:

• Industry analysts are stating that a large move 
to multi-tier applications is happening now:
-  In 2001, 90 percent of all new client- 

server applications will be multi-tier 
[Gartner, (Altman and Reents) 1997]

• Package vendors are supporting multi-tier 
solutions:
-  Peoplesoft to use Tuxedo
-  SCT Banner to rewrite to integrate with 

X/Open TP
-  Baan and SAP m oved to m ulti-tier 

architectures years ago
-  Geac and H yperion are m oving to 

multi-tier
• Environment suppliers are supporting multi

tier solutions:
-  Microsoft with Microsoft Transaction 

Server
-  Oracle with Network Computing Ar

chitecture
-  ORB vendors, IBM, BEA with Tuxedo

• Application development tools vendors 
are supporting multi-tier solutions:
-  Microsoft, Oracle, Nat Systems, etc.

• Customers (large and small) are putting 
multi-tier solutions in place:
-  British Gas, European Gas Turbines, 

Companies House, Hyder, Britannia 
Building Society, etc..

Ninety per cent of all new client-server 
applications will be multi-tier in 2001.

There is a major architecture and product 
battle taking place.

The battle: DCOM/MTS versus Java/ 
CORBA

Microsoft promotes DCOM and MTS, and 
the "anti-M icrosoft alliance" (Sun, IBM, 
Netscape, Oracle, etc.) promotes Java and 
CORBA. The best prediction is that neither 
will win outright. The Java/CORBA scene 
is currently fragm ented and one vendor
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would be expected to win here—perhaps 
Oracle with NCA.

The common view
However, both sides accept the following 

propositions:

• Applications should be designed in terms 
of distributed objects [Day, 1998b], in or
der to achieve better productivity and 
maintainability

• There is an architectural shift in new on
line processing architectures. This is the 
shift to three-tiered architectures, as out
lined above. In 90% of organizations the 
requirements are such that a three-tier ar
chitecture is mandated

• This architecture is enabled today by 
transaction management systems (and in 
the future by object transaction manag
ers). This is a forced choice where high 
levels of reliability, availab ility  and 
th roughpu t are required and, in any 
event, provides the simplest way to de
velop server applications.

Both transaction managers and object en
vironments are evolving to become object 
transaction managers. See Day for a defini
tion of this term [Day, 1998c].

Which products will win?
Which middleware products will win in 

the arena of enterprise on-line processing 
environments?

According to Gartner the following en
vironments will cover 90 per cent of all new 
enterprise client-server development after 
2001—and more than half of new midsize 
and large OLTP applications will use MTS.
• Tuxedo from BEA Systems
• Microsoft's Transaction Server (MTS)
• IBM's Component Broker
• Oracle's Network Computing Architec

ture products (NCA) which supports 
CORBA.

All these environments are evolving into 
object transaction managers.

4.3 Millennium Strategy
Enterprises will increasingly add new 

functionality by means of applications that 
will run on NT or UNIX platforms. They will 
want these to interwork with existing VME 
applications so as to utilise their large invest
ment in VME.

ICL High Performance Systems has de
fined middleware architectures that will meet 
these requirements, such that enterprises will 
be able to implement the architectures using 
leading enterprise environments provided on 
the three platforms. The product sets will be 
validated to work together on Millennium 
and will be supported by documentation and 
services.

This will make it attractive for enterprises 
to implement their new applications using 
Millennium components; that is, enterprises 
that use Millennium will obtain benefits such 
as a validated product set and single supplier 
interfaces.

The strategy is to focus on a small number 
of leading enterprise environments. The cho
sen environments are MTS and Tuxedo, with 
access to CORBA environments also pro
vided through a software gateway.

This supports enterprise needs numbers 
1 to 4 inclusive (section 2), see Figure 6.

Figure 6: Integrating applications

The combination of MTS and Tuxedo pro
vides the interfaces needed in order that ap
plications on Millennium component plat
forms (VME, NT and UNIX) will interwork 
with applications running on other vendors' 
environments (including IBM m ainframe 
environments). Tuxedo and MTS run on
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UNIX and NT, and the number of interfaces 
needed from VME is small and to a large ex
tent available already.

Through expertise in architectures and 
product solutions, ICL HPS is able to deliver 
generic solutions. The added value in these 
generic solutions is derived from the custom
ers' trust in ICL HPS's ability to deliver pre
validated interworking solutions, associated 
consu ltancy  and services and be tter 
scalability through correct solution choice.

ICL HPS will develop the capability to:

• Build expertise in leading application en
vironments in order to provide sizing, 
planning, customization, development of 
associated/exploitative features, perform
ance evaluation and improvements, sales 
support, consultancy, etc.

• Develop interworking facilities between 
disparate leading enterprise environ
ments across the ICL HPS platforms and 
specifically to ensure VME applications 
can interwork with applications on other 
platforms

• Support Internet access to applications 
(see section 7).

4.4 Products
These are focussed around facilitating 

interworking between the leading enterprise 
environments and include VME integration:

• MTS/TPMS interworking (DTS, XATMI)
• Messaging/TPMS interworking (MSMQ, 

MessageQ)
• TPMS/CORBA interworking.

It is a fundamental principle that VME 
interworking will be built using 
gateways on Unix and NT, rather 
than by porting code to or writ
ing new code for VME (see Figure 
7). This has the following benefits:

• Reduction in "treadmill" costs 
of re-porting and re-writing to 
support new standards

• Minimization of the number of 
VME in terw ork ing  com po
nents for which performance 
(DTS, XATMI) has to be 
optimized

• M inim ization of additional 
CPU cycles on VME, leading to 
minimization of performance 
degradation of existing cus
tomer systems on VME.

5. Data movement
5.1 Why data movement?

It is not always possible or desirable to 
have tightly coupled systems.

Loosely coupled and strongly coupled 
systems

In a strongly coupled system  all the 
databases can be regarded as one logical da
tabase and these databases must be kept up- 
to-date against each other in real-time. Many 
of the benefits of strongly coupled systems 
are obvious:

Figure 7: Fundamental application interworking

• The results of an update can be immedi
ately available across the whole of the 
enterprise
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• The results of a query are available to the 
user immediately

• Information in the system about customer 
details, for example, can be consistent 
across the whole system at any point in 
time

• A connected user can have a rich dialogue 
with the enterprise databases and, as a re
sult, correct input information immedi
ately.

There are circumstances where loosely 
coupled systems are preferable to strongly 
coupled systems. These include:

• W here the perform ance overheads of 
keeping all the databases in the system 
consistent are too high in relation to the 
benefits that would be obtained

• Where some parts of the system need to 
continue even if other parts have failed. 
In a strongly coupled system, if any of the 
platforms, communications and applica
tions in the system are not operating then 
no part of the total system is allowed to 
proceed

• Where some components of the system 
are not always connected, for example, 
mobile users [Day, 1998d].

Both strongly and loosely coupled sys
tems are used by ICL HPS's customers, and 
many customers use both types of system in 
combination.

5.2 Trends
Data movement is therefore relevant for 

moving data from operational systems to 
data warehouses; supporting mobile work
ing and moving data between corporate and 
branch office databases.

Data warehousing
Data warehousing growth is guaranteed. 

Organizations are now willing to spend sig
nificant sums of money to get competitive 
advantage from making more data available 
for analysis by more users. They are expect
ing to increase their average number of ware

houses and marts to nearly six by 1999 and 
expand the typical size from 132 GB to 259 
GB [Forrester, 1997].

Seventy-five per cent of the task of imple
menting a data warehouse is in data extrac
tion from operational systems, according to 
the Gartner Group.

Mobile working
Mobile sales executives need to connect 

to the data centre to confirm transactions.
There are various examples of mobile 

working, for example, hand held meters for 
reading gas and electricity meters. A large 
motoring organization currently downloads 
and uploads information about jobs, but there 
is no automatic link to membership—so if 
you join at a motorway service station you 
are still not covered for the remainder of your 
journey. Their vision is of intelligent engine 
management systems diagnosing the fault 
using the onboard satellite navigation system 
to locate the car and the mobile phone to con
tact the motoring organization.

Building Societies have tried connecting 
laptops by digital phone. This will become 
practical in the not too distant future.

The growth in middleware support, and 
improvements and price reductions in port
able systems, com m unications adapters, 
modems and cellular services are leading to 
an increasing use of mobile and remote work
ing.

5.3 Strategy
There is therefore a need to support data 

movement between:

• Operational databases and data ware
houses [Day, 1998f]

• Mobile systems and corporate databases
• C orporate  da tabases and b ranch

databases.

This supports enterprise needs numbers 
5 to 7 inclusive (see section 2).

Additionally, needs numbers 8 to 10 must 
be supported. The architecture for support
ing both these sets is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Key to Figure 8:
(1) Data movement into a data warehouse 

(enterprise needs numbers 5 and 6)
(2) Using replication or message queuing for 

m oving data  betw een  corporate  
databases, branch databases and mobile 
systems (enterprise need number 7)

(3) , (4) Improved development productivity 
(enterprise need number 10; see section 
8)

(5) Data made available within PC applica
tions for MIS purposes (enterprise needs 
numbers 8 and 9; see section 6).

There is no single technology that sup
ports all the attributes; therefore a number 
of technologies are required [Day, 1998e]. 
These include:

• Batch data movement and associated tools
• Message queuing
• Data replication.

Batch data movement
Applications can be produced which run 

in batch mode and extract data from source 
data-stores and load it into the target data
base.

There are tools that generate such appli
cations. These tools differ in the extent to 
which they can cater for transformations, 
conversions, cleansing, scrubbing and so on. 
ETI-EXTRACT from Evolutionary Technolo
gies Inc. is a best-of-breed tool in this cat
egory. It supports data collection, conversion 
and migration from virtually any platform,

operating system and database management 
system to any other environment.

ETI-Extract is available for VME for which 
it generates COBOL and SCL and can already 
be used to extract data from IDMSX. Because 
it is not always possible to identify which 
records in the database have been updated 
since the last extract, bulk re-copying of pos
sibly the whole of the database may need to 
take place. Sometimes the amount of time 
required is too long even to fit into a week
end.

The key development is enabling the ex
traction of updates from IDMSX logs. This 
reduces the amount of time needed for the 
extract and, therefore, allows more frequent 
extraction, thereby keeping the target data
base more up-to-date. In addition, because 
the extraction process works off the logs 
rather than the database, the operational sys
tem may be running at the same time as the 
extraction process.

Message Queuing
This technology is used where there is a 

requirement to keep the target database more 
up-to-date against the source databases than 
would be feasible using batch processing and 
where the data transformations involved are 
too extensive for replication technology to 
cater for it.

The key message queuing products are:

• Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ)
• BEA's MessageQ.

The key development is enabling mes
sages to be sent from VME (TPMS) applica
tions into such systems, using common tech
nology.

Reducing the volume of bulk movement 
of data

Enterprise need number 11 is addressed 
here.

The strategy is to provide a software pipe 
facility for Millennium systems, which will 
support the interchange of data between co
operating applications on different operating 
system personalities within Millennium. It
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allows applications on one personality to ac
cess serial character-encoded files on another.

An example of the effectiveness of this 
solution follows. Typically, when data is to 
be moved from an operational database to a 
data warehouse the steps are:

1. Extract the data from the source database 
into a serial file on the same platform

2. Transfer the file into a serial file on the tar
get platform

3. Update the target database from the se
rial file.

The software pipe solution improves the 
performance and manageability of this proc
ess by:

• Eliminating the writing and reading of 
one of the files, and the associated process
ing

• Removing the explicit file transfer proc
ess

• Improving the performance of the trans
fer process.

The associated products are:

• Millennium IntraSystem Communications, 
which provides the management of the 
communications service and the API for 
VME, NT and UNIX

• Remote File Access to NT and UNIX files 
from applications running on VME

• Remote File Access to VME files from appli
cations running on NT and UNIX

• File transfer utility: A new  file transfer com
mand and a File Transfer Remote Appli
cation for VME, NT and UNIX is pro
vided.

Data replication
Many situations occur in the daily opera

tion of an organization that involve the need 
to have the same information in more than 
one location. This situation naturally occurs 
in large organizations with many geographic 
locations, but it is also common in smaller 
organizations with branch offices. A grow
ing use of data replication, as a component

for building a data warehouse, is appropri
ate even at a single location. Data is repli
cated from an on-line transaction processing 
system to a data warehouse for analysis.

The key products are Sybase Replicator, 
Praxis's OmniReplicator and Sybase's SQL 
Anywhere. The latter is particularly useful 
in the context of mobile computing.

The key development is to enable repli
cation of updates from IDMSX logs, in con
junction with one of these products, selected 
following a feasibility study.

6. Direct data access
6.1 Why direct data access?

A common enterprise requirement is for 
ad hoc access from PC tools into corporate 
databases. This access is typically required 
for management information (MIS) purposes. 

Examples of access types include:

• Obtaining reports
• Using spreadsheets
• Ad hoc queries.

6.2 Technology trends
The trend is towards using SQL to medi

ate between the PC tools and the data sets. 
Most PC tools that are relevant in this con
text support SQL (e.g. spreadsheets, report 
w riters, w ord processors, query  tools). 
Clearly, relational databases support SQL, 
and the technology is now available which 
supports SQL access to many other types of 
database.

This technology is appropriate for low 
volume ad hoc read access. For high through
put or update access or pre-defined access, 
application integration technologies are usu
ally more appropriate.

6.3 Strategy
The strategy is to support SQL access to 

all data sets on Millennium, including read 
access to IDMSX.

6.4 Products
Information Builders' EDA/SQL product 

supports SQL between PC tools and most
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databases. ICL has provided the necessary 
components to allow EDA/SQL to also ac
cess IDMSX.

7. User access
7.1 Definition

This refers to the way in which people 
access systems. There are a number of classes 
of user access including:

• On-line users
• Mobile users, who are intermittently con

nected
• Usage through other enterprises' systems. 

The end users' access may be through:

• Graphical user interfaces from PCs
• Web browser interfaces from PCs and net

work computers
• Character based user interfaces or block 

mode terminals.

7.2 Technology trends
The most significant trend is that towards 

allowing user access through web browser 
interfaces; for the reasons outlined in section 
4.2.

There are continuing trends to:

• Improve the productivity of users by re
placing character based user interfaces 
and block mode terminals by graphical 
user interfaces

• Putting new and improved user interfaces 
on to legacy applications

• Putting in place systems such that input 
and amendment are required once only 
to a set of applications

• Enable services, including services pro
v ided  by legacy app lica tions, to be 
accessed by new classes of user and cli
ent types.

7.3 Strategy
There are a number of existing mecha

nisms that address some of the above trends.

These include Cochise, Dialogue Manager 
and SCO's Tarantella.

The existing Cochise product [Beale, 1997] 
enables web access to a VME application. Its 
ability to integrate access to a number of ap
plications is limited.

The existing Dialogue Manager product 
[Thompson and Robertson, 1994] enables a 
variety of applications on various server plat
forms to be integrated and accessed through 
new user interfaces. However, it has limited 
capabilities in the area of provision of web 
browser access.

Tarantella allows access to existing appli
cations from web browsers, but it provides 
neither the ability to integrate the applica
tions, nor to modify the user interface.

The chosen architectural solution ad
dresses these issues. It provides for inte
grated access to numbers of applications on 
disparate servers, through a variety of client 
types, and includes access from web brows
ers. New functionality may be integrated. 
The architecture is multi-tier, for the reasons 
given in section 4.

Solutions conforming to the architecture 
may be put in place using any of the key ap
plication environments (CORBA systems, 
Tuxedo or MTS). The diagram below shows 
an MTS based solution with the ICL HPS-pro- 
vided product IPR.

Figure 9 shows a scalable solution, which 
supports (through the integration of "new 
Cochise/DM" with MTS):

• Improved user interfaces to legacy appli
cations

• Input and amendment once only for a 
number of applications, including both 
legacy and new applications

• Different classes of user
• A variety of client types, including web 

browser interfaces.

This diagram  does not show how the 
needs of intermittently connected users are 
met—for which see section 5, above and Day 
[Day, 1998d].
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Figure 9: User access strategy

The strategy is to develop solutions us
ing Microsoft technology, specifically NT and 
MTS. Enterprises will be able to construct 
similar solutions using Tuxedo, but fewer 
generic components will be available—there 
will therefore be more bespoke middleware 
in such solutions.

Web and electronic commerce
Access to systems from web browsers, 

including access for the purpose of electronic 
commerce, uses the above architecture with 
the addition of web servers. In the case of 
the Microsoft environment, their web serv
ers are well integrated into their architecture 
(with MTS, etc.). In the other cases (Tuxedo 
and CORBA-based systems) this integration 
in not yet so well advanced.

8. Application development
8.1 Significance

When enterprises require new or changed 
applications, their concerns include:

• Containment of risk
• The desire to improve time-to-market, re

duce development costs and improve de
velopment productivity

• The need to integrate new functionality 
(packaged or bespoke software) with ex
isting applications and data.

A pplica tion  d ev e lo p 
ment is im portant to ICL 
HPS because customers will 
tend to choose systems and 
solutions w here they are 
persuaded that their con
cerns have been addressed. 
The ability of organizations 
to use modern development 
toolsets to construct VME 
applications helps to extend 
the life of VME system s. 
Toolsets that generate code 
that can run in either VME 
or NT/Unix help customers 
to construct applications 

that can be deployed across multiple Millen
nium operating systems.

There are many different aspects of ap
plications development. For example, there 
are a number of different categories of appli
cation development tools, and different cus
tomers will choose different tools depending 
on the nature of their organization. These 
aspects are discussed by Day [Day, 1998g].

8.2 Trends
Perhaps the most significant trend is that 

both the suppliers of packaged applications 
and the vendors of development tools are 
moving to supplying components. A com
ponent is a piece of reusable functionality 
with well-defined interfaces. Thus packaged 
applications are becoming much less mono
lithic, resulting in an increased ability to use 
packaged components in conjunction with 
legacy applications and other new applica
tions. The vendors of packaged applications 
are now supplying development tools in or
der to help customers tailor these packages. 
Correspondingly, vendors of development 
tools are moving towards providing generic 
business-oriented functionality in the form 
of components, and to providing increased 
ability to integrate packaged components 
from many and various suppliers.
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Other important trends include:

• Continuing use of packaged software
• Packaged software becoming multi-tier, in 

order to support components, integration 
and web access

• Object languages and the support of ob
ject methods by development tools

• Application development tools generat
ing for environments which support

• Object oriented environments: CORBA, 
DCOM/ ActiveX

• Transactions, scalability, client-server sys
tems

• Web integration

8.3 Strategy
Enterprises w ant to use best-of-breed 

toolsets. In addition, our VME customers 
want improved development tools to main
tain and modify VME applications, in order 
to reduce development spending and im
prove time-to-market.

VME applications are being modified to 
support Year 2000 and EMU, and to allow 
them to interwork more easily with new ap
plications. Providing improved development 
and maintenance tools for VME applications 
extends the life of VME systems.

These enterprises want to use the same 
toolsets for developing both VME and non- 
VME applications, because this leads to re
duced development staff costs. Customers 
would also like to be able to define their ap
plications in a way that is independent of the 
target environment.

The strategy is, therefore, to ensure that a 
coherent set of best-of-breed enterprise 
toolsets in each application development cat
egory (CASE, 4GL, 3GL, etc.) are available to 
ICL HPS customers. These toolsets will sup
port all the platform environments (NT, Unix 
and VME) and generate code that will run in 
the key environments described in applica
tion environments (MTS, CORBA/NCA and 
X /Open TP (TPMS and Tuxedo)).

This is achieved by:

• Building expertise in these key toolsets, 
in order to provide sizing, planning,

customization, developm ent of associ
ated/exploitative features, performance 
evaluation and improvements, sales sup
port, consultancy, etc.

• Developing facilities to take VME custom
ers forward by providing them with the 
ability to use modern toolsets for the de
velopment of systems across all Millen
nium platforms, including both the up
grade of existing VME applications and 
the new key enterprise environments.

More specifically, the strategy is as fol
lows:

• Targeting the key environments with best- 
of-breed toolsets for NT, Unix and VME, 
developments are focussed in the first in
stance around Nat Systems' Natstar (in 
the CASE and 4GL arena) and Micro Fo
cus COBOL (in the 3GL arena)

• A forward route to object technology is 
provided through Natstar

• The application development process is 
allowed to be carried out on the PC, ini
tially by
_ Natstar and Micro Focus COBOL tools, 

which target VME, Unix and NT 
_ XITEC technology in order to improve 

the maintenance and developm ent 
process for Application Master and 
COBOL for VME

• A forward route is provided for existing 
design data into the new world, through 
mechanisms which allow design data to 
be exchanged between DDS and tools' re
positories

• Expertise is built in the above best-of- 
breed tools and in the best-of-breed tools 
for Unix and NT from O racle and 
Microsoft.

9. Summary
In UK market research, many enterprises 

rated data access as a key requirement, and 
expressed a set of needs in this arena. Con
sequently, data access has been identified as 
a key requirement for ICL's Millennium pro
gramme. The overall requirement can be
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stated as the ability to "access all data from 
everywhere" and to reuse existing applica
tions and data.

In this paper data access has been defined 
in customer terms and its importance stated. 
Data access was then categorized in terms of 
five technology areas: application integration, 
data movement, direct data access, user ac
cess and application development. In each 
of these areas the relevance, trends, Millen
nium strategy, products and developments 
were analysed and these analyses were re
lated back to the requirements.

Data access solutions need to satisfy vari
ous quality attributes (such as appropriate 
levels of scalability). This requires funda
mental decisions to be taken regarding which 
architecture, technologies and products 
should be used to satisfy these requirements.

Appropriate m iddleware architectures 
have been defined which will meet enter
prises' requirements, such that enterprises 
will be able to implement the architectures 
using leading enterprise environments pro
vided on the three platforms (NT, UNIX and 
VME), together with "adapter" middleware 
products that join the environments together. 
These joins allow legacy applications to be 
reused and data to be accessed wherever it 
resides. The product sets will be validated 
to work together on Millennium and will be 
supported by documentation and services.

That the Millennium programme does sat
isfy enterprises' data access requirements has 
been shown. It does this through the provi
sion of ICL and third party products, generic 
building blocks that form the infrastructure 
of an enterprise's total solution, and archi
tectural guidance.

Glossary of terms used
3GL Third Generation programming Lan

guage, for example COBOL or C

4GL Fourth Generation Language. These are
very high-level languages which are 
specialized for particular kinds of prob
lems

ActiveX A set of technologies, produced by

Microsoft, which enables software com
ponents to interact with one another in 
a networked environment. ActiveX(tm) 
is built on COM

API An Application Programming Interface
allowing applications to access services

Application A 4GL which runs on VME systems
Master

Availability A measure of whether the information 
system is available to its users when 
required

CASE Computer Aided Software Engineer
ing—supporting a design method, and 
computerising the application develop
ment life cycle from design diagrams 
through to code generation

COM An architecture, defined by Microsoft,
for cross-platform development of cli
ent/server applications based on object- 
oriented technology

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Archi
tecture: an architecture for run-time 
support of object-oriented distributed 
computing

DBMS Database Management System

DCOM An object protocol, specified  by
Microsoft, that enables ActiveX(tm) 
components to communicate directly 
with each other across a network

DDS Data Dictionary System: a repository for
holding and managing development
time information, which runs on VME

DTS Distributed Transaction (Processing)
System: a TP communications protocol 
supported by TPMS

GUI Graphical User Interface

HPS High Performance Systems Division

Java Java is a programming language and a
run-time environment that allows code 
to be "written once and deployed eve
rywhere"; i.e. it is operating system in
dependent. Java applications reside on 
centralized servers. The network deliv
ers the applications to the client on re
quest

LAN Local Area Network
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Middleware Client-server middleware is the infra
structure that provides support to cli
ent-server application software, and in
sulates it from platforms

A type of usage which gives managers, 
and others, access to information in 
ways that are not pre-determined

Microsoft Message Queue Server is 
Microsoft's product offering supporting 
message queuing technology

Microsoft Transaction Server: a product 
that combines the features of a TP moni
tor and an object request broker

Network Computing Architecture is a 
cross-platform environment, defined by 
Oracle, for developing and deploying 
networked applications

Object Request Broker

A collection of hardware and software 
components with the ability to process 
and store information. The hardware 
includes processors, store, peripherals 
and network controllers; the software 
includes operating systems

Transmission Control Protocol/Intemet 
Protocol; part of the Internet Protocol 
Suite

Transaction Processing. A transaction 
is a unit of work which is atomic, starts 
and finishes with the system in a con
sistent state, is isolated from other trans
actions and has a durable effect once it 
has been committed

A leading TP monitor available on 
many platforms

X/Open Application Transaction Man
ager Interface: an API defined by X/ 
Open for transaction based applications

X /  Open TP A set of interface standards which many 
transaction monitors (including Tuxedo 
and VME OpenTP) support.
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ICL Systems Journal
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1. Content
The ICL Systems Journal has an international cir

culation. It publishes papers of a high standard that 
are related to ICL's business and is aimed at the gen
eral technical community and in particular at ICL's 
users, customers and staff. The Journal is intended 
for readers who have an interest in computing and its 
applications in general but who may not be informed 
on the topic covered by a particular paper. To be ac
ceptable, papers on more specialised aspects of de
sign or application must include some suitable intro
ductory material or reference.

The Journal will not usually reprint papers already 
published but this does not necessarily exclude pa
pers presented at conferences. It is not necessary for 
the material to be entirely new or original. Papers 
will not reveal material relating to unannounced prod
ucts of any of the ICL Group of companies.

Letters to the Editor and book reviews may also 
be published.

2. Authors
Within the framework defined in paragraph 1, the 

Editor will be happy to consider a paper by any au
thor or group of authors, whether or not employed 
by a company in the ICL Group. All papers will be 
judged on their merit, irrespective of origin.

3. Length
There is no fixed upper or lower limit, but a use

ful working range is 4,000-6,000 words; it may be dif
ficult to accommodate a long paper in a particular is
sue. Authors should always keep brevity in mind but 
should not sacrifice necessary fullness of explanation.

4. Abstract
All papers should have an Abstract of approxi

mately 200 words, suitable for the various abstracting 
journals to use without alteration.

5. Presentation
5.1 Printed (typed) copy

A typed copy of the manuscript, single sided on 
A4 paper with the pages numbered in sequence, 
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pressions, and any special characters such as Greek 
letters, are clear. Any detailed mathematical treatment 
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results need be referred to in the text.

5.2 Electronic version
Authors are requested to submit either a magnetic 

disk version of their copy in addition to the manu
script or an e-mail attached file or both. The format of 
the file should conform to the standards of any of the 
widely used word processing packages or be a sim
ple text file.

5.3 Diagrams
Line diagrams will, if necessary, be redrawn and 

professionally lettered for publication, so it is essen
tial that they are clear. Axes of graphs should be la
belled with the relevant variables and, where this is 
desirable, marked off with their values. All diagrams 
should be numbered for reference in the text and the 
text marked with the reference and an appropriate 
caption to show where each should be placed. Au
thors should check that all diagrams are actually re
ferred to in the text and that copies of all diagrams 
referred to are supplied. If authors wish to submit 
drawings in an electronic form, then they should be 
separated from the main text and be in the form of 
EPS files. If an author wishes to use colour, then it is 
very helpful that a professional drawing package be 
used, such as Adobe Illustrator.

5.4 Tables
As with diagrams, these should all have captions 

and reference numbers. If they are to be provided in 
electronic form, then either a standard spreadsheet 
(Excel) should be used or the data supplied as a file of 
comma/tab separated variables. A printed version 
should also be supplied, showing all row and column 
headings, as well as the relevant units for all the quan
tities tabulated.

5.5 References
Authors are asked to use the Author/Date sys

tem, in which the author(s) and the date of the publi
cation are given in the text, and all the references are 
listed in alphabetical order of author at the end. e.g. 
in the text: "...further details are given in [Henderson, 
1986]" with the corresponding entry in the reference 
list:

HENDERSON, P., "Functional Programming For
mal Specification and Rapid Prototyping," IEEE
Trans, on Software Engineering SE 12, 2, 241-250,
1986.
Where there are more than two authors it is usual 

to give the text reference as "[X et a l ...]".
Authors should check that all text references are 

listed; references to works not quoted in the text 
should be listed under a heading such as Bibliogra
phy or Further reading.
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5.6 Style
A note is available from the Editor summarising 

the main points of style—punctuation, spelling, use 
of initials and acronyms etc. preferred for Journal pa
pers.

6. Referees
The Editor may refer papers to independent ref

erees for comment. If the referee recommends revi
sions to the draft, the author will be asked to make 
those revisions. Referees are anonymous. Minor edi
torial corrections, to conform to the Journal's general 
style for spelling, punctuation or notation, will be 
made by the Editor.

7. Proofs, Offprints
Printed proofs are sent to authors for correction 

before publication. The Editor will, however, always 
be prepared to send electronic versions to authors, 
either in PDF or as output files of the production sys
tem used for the JoumalEPageMaker, Illustrator and 
Photoshop.

8. Copyright
Copyright of papers published in the ICL Systems 

Journal rests with ICL unless specifically agreed oth
erwise before publication. Publications may be repro
duced with the Editor's permission, which will nor
mally be granted, and with due acknowledgement.
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